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TOTPv Revolver

Mickie Most & Robin Nash clash

I1HcorD Nlmor, Jarke 10 1978

I

p

1/K SINGLES
1

1

RIVERS OF BABYLON, Bones M

2

6

YOU-RE THE ONE THAT

I

BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY.

Dam

2

4

17

5

4

IF

6

3

NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees

7

8

MORE THAN A WOMAN, Tavares

B

5

9

7

BECAUSE THE NIGHT, Patti Smith Group

10

10

CA PLANE POUR

11

9

12

12

OH

13

22

DAVY S ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Manfred Mann.

14

13

HI

15

27

ANNIES SONG, James Galway

IS

IB

DO IT DO IT AGAIN,

17

15

PRESENCE DEAR. Blonde

19

29

THE LOVE IN YOUR EYES, David Soul

19

35

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES, Sham

20

11

COME TO ME. Ruby Winters

21

3B

ROSALIE. Thin Liao

OLE OLA, Rod Stewart

CAN'T HAVE YOU, Yvonne Emmert

, LONE IS 9y THE AIR. John Pad Young
Neste Bertrand

MOM,

WHAT A WASTE, ion Oury
CAROL Smote

TENSION, Hi Tension

I

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Various

650

2

2

BLACK AND WHITE ALBUM, Stranglers

Magnet

3

3

THE STUD, Various

Rive

4

12

1

United Artists
Ronco

4

Anola

B

8

20 GOLDEN GREATS, Nat

Adste

9

10

King Cole

ANDTHEN THERE WERE THREE. Genesis
20 GOLDEN GREATS, Frank

Sire

10

Stiff

11

-

DISCO DOUBLE. Various

Sinatra

12

15

PASTICHE, Manhenan Transfer

13

11

NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES, len Dury

16

12

13

LOVE IS UKE OXYGEN. Sweet

Capitol

12

12

THE STRANGER, Billy Joel

13

16

DANCE WITH ME, Peter Brown

Drive

13

8

14

6

Atlantic

14

28

15

28

THE GROOVE LINE, Heatwave

16

18

YOU BELONG TOME, Carly Simon

17

20

TWO

18

PLASTIC LETTERS. Blo die

Vertigo UAW

21

LONG LIVE ROCK 'N' ROLL. Rainbow

Polvdor

22

26

EMI

23

-

20 CLASSIC HITS, Platters

/11

tie phone

A BI NI BI, &her Cohen/Alphabet A

MISS YOU, Robing Stones

24

36

MAKING UP AGAIN, Goldie

Bronze

24

19

THIS YEARS MODEL. Elvis Costello B The Anracuons

Radar

25

44

SMURF SONG, Father Abraham

Dºcca

25

24

KAYA, Bob Marley B The Wailers

Island

26

14

JACK b JILL, Raydio

Arista

26

20

EASTER, Patti Smith Group

Arista

27

37

BEAUTIFUL LOVER, Brotherhood of Man

Pam

V

32

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN, Various

World

28

41

NEVER SAY DIE, Black Sabbath

Vcrngo SAB

28

41

THE UNIQUE KLAUS WUNDERLICH SOUND,

Decor

5

5

UA

29

14

PARKERILLA, Graham Parker

Vertigo

6

8
6

30

27

SHOOTING STAR, Elkie Brooke

ABM

7

ABC

30

20 GOLDEN GREATS. Buddy Holly & The Crickets

MCA

8

9

Harvest

9

11

Ronco

10

Chrysalis

11

42

WORDS

3

RIGHT OUT OF MY

MOUTH. Meetloal

MIND BLOWING DECISIONS, Hearwave

56

37

24

LITTLE STREET IN SINGAPORE, Manhanan Trenster

38

29

NEVER LET HER SLIP

39

40

AWAY, Andrew Gold

-

Asylum

38

35

THE KICK INSIDE, Kate Bush

28

OUT OF THE BLUE, Electric Light Orchestra

58

Bang Bang

44

66

LET'S GO DISCO, Beal Thing

46

23

AUTOMATIC LOVER, Dee O. Jeckon
LET'S ALL CHANT. Michael Zapper Band

30

47

-

48

40

49

-

BANG BANG. Soueeze

43

CAN'T SMILE WITH OUT YOU, Barry Manilow

52

-

53

50

AIRPORT, Motors
UP AGAINST THE WALL, Tom Robinson Band

ROCKB ROLL DAMNATION, AC/DC

I

DO LOVE YOU, Candi

Staton

54

-

WILD WEST HERO, Electric Light Orchestra

55

51

SHAME, Evelyn 'Champagne' King

56

59

RUN FOR HOME.

WOMAN

52

OF

CBS

FONZIES FAVOURITES, Venous

A&M

-

Pve

44

58

ARRIVAL, Abbe

45

-

THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, Soundtrack

Private Stock

46

44

A LITTLE BIT MORE, Dr Hook

Virgin

47

-

FM. Soundtrack

MCA

51

SOMEONE LOVES YOU HONEY, Charley Pride

RCA

52

CENTRAL HEATING, Heatwave (Barry Blue)

GTO

Arista

50

-

RUBY WINTERS. Ruby Winters

2

'1

RIVERS OF BABYLON, Boroy M

Ldesong

2

I

HI TENSION, HI Tension

CBS

3

3

MORE THAN A WOMAN, Teveres

-

LET YOURSELF GO.T -Connection

TK

8

8

53

EVERY KINDA PEOPLE, Robert Palmer

inland

9

6

66

54

7

ES

JUST FOR YOU. Alan Price
Jet
STAYIN' ALIVE. Bee Gees
RSO
II CAN'T CET ME NO) SATISFACTION, Devo
Sun
ONLY LOVING DOES IT, Guys 'N Dods
Megn et
IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW, Unaa Clifford
Curtom
THE LAST DANCE, Donna Summer
aabuñ4

10

66

11

9

IT'S SERIOUS, Cameo

73

64

EVERYBODY DANCE Chic
FEELS UKE THE FIRST TIME, Foreigner
IF YOU CAN'T GIVE ME LOVE, Sun Guano

74

e1

75

-

JUPITER, Earth, Wend

71

46

72

62

.

b Fare

FUNK THEORY, Rokotto

I

MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW

LOVE NEW YORK, Metropolis

/

RUNAWAY LOVE

CAROL. Smokee
19 ROSALIE. Thin Linn
20 MORE THAN A WOMAN, T

17

17

18

16

Stete/22e11LP
TAKE ME TO THE NEXT PHASE, Islay Bros
Eon /Um
MORE THAN A WOMAN/YOU SHOULD BE DANCING/ETC.

REGGAE/DUB

A

LITTLE

RSO LP/13n mono

Bee Gees/Etc
19

32

DISCO INFERNO, Tremolos

20

40

LET'S GO DISCO, Real Thing

Atlanuc/12krA150LP
Pre

STAR CHOA

Creole

Yeas Ago 19th June 1973)

4I

1

2

AND ONE IS ONE

I AND

I

EMI

Beggars Banquet

Atlantic
Atlantic
RAK
CBS

Sute

4

4

5

14

6

B

-

7

-

12,
13

12

17

-

18

17

14
15
16

19

20

'

10

19

-

000IE. The Ben 01 Honey
JACK AND JILL, Reydlo
KEEP ON DANCING, Johnny Taylor
BOOGIE OOGIE

LET'S ALL CHANT, Michael Zeiger Bend
HASTLE BUS STOP,Masmrerrnd
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS, Healweve
THE BEAT GOES ON AND ON, Ripple

WHAT IS FUNK. Rare Jáma Ody may
COME TO ME, Ruby Winters

Atlantic
Island

Polydor

23

'29

Atlantic

24

25

INFINITY, Journey

Mushroom`

25

31

THE LAST WALTZ, Band

HEARTLESS. Heart

Magnet
Ansra
Capitol
ABC
MCA
United Artists
RAK
Vemgo
Capitol

26

29

BLUER THAN BLUE, Michael Johnson

EMI.Arrrerica

26

26

BAT OUT OF HELL, Meat Loaf

Epic

27

31

YOU'RE THE LOVE. Seals B Crofts

Warner Bros

27

33

GREASE, Soundtrack

RSO

28

43

EVEN NOW, Barry

29

38

LAST DANCE. Donna Summer

30

34

OH WHAT A NIGHT FOR DANCING, Barry White

31

19

IF

32

24

NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees

33

35

CHEESEBURGER IN PARADISE. Jimmy Stiffen

L©

34

38

I

35

37

FOLLOW YOU, FOLLOW ME, Genesis

38

40

ALMOST SUMMER, Celebration

Epic
1

LONG AND WINDING ROAD
HALF AS NICE
TESTER ME, TESTER YOU
ALL IN LOVE IS FAIR

2

MAN WITHOUT LOVE

CBS

4

Pmete Stock

5

NEVER HAD A DREAM COME TRW

CBS

8

SAY A UTTLE PRAYER

3

The

Stevie*.
Sleek.'"
5 uvie W
Aretle Fr.

Me.ARTHUR PARK

GTO

e

Casablanca

9

Creole

10

TOO BUSY THINKING ABOUT MY BABY

SOMETHING STUPID
HEY JUDE

en

HONEY

4

JUMPINGJACK FLASH

5

RAINBOW VALLEY

Frank et

3

4

37

TOGETHER -FOREVER. Marshall Tucker Band

31

38

YOU CAN TUNE A PIANO, Reo Soeedwag on

Epic

RSO

32

52

IT'SA HEARTACHE, Bonnie Tyler

RCA

33

19

SON OF A SON OF A SON,

34

23

AJA, Steely Dan

Atlantic

35

27

BLUE LIGHTS IN THE BASEMENT, Roberta Fleck

MCA

36

40

THE ALBUM. Abbe

MISS YOU. Rolling Stones

- Atlantic

37

45

DOUBLEPLATINUM,Kiss

ABC
ABC

Atantic
Atlantic

asabunca

STAY, Rufus /Cheka Khan

ABC

38

46

STONE BLUE, Fogher,

WONDERFUL TONIGHT, Eric Clacton

RSO

39

21

POINT OF KNOW RETURN, Kansas

40

42

I

Arcola

40

32

EVEN NOW, Barry Manilow

41

44

EVERYBODY DANCE, Chk

Atlantic

41

35

VAN HALES

Beanie.

-

KIMner
Arista
Warner Bros

42

45

WARM RIDE, Rare Earth

Prodigal

42

42

EDDIE MONEY

43

46

.DANCE ACROSS THE FLOOR. Jimmy

"Bó" HorneSunshlne

43

36

THE GRAND ILLUSION, Styx

44

59

STARDUST, Willie Nelson

ONLY THE GOOD DIE YOUNG. Billy Joel

Sound
Columbia

45

47

MACHO MAN, Village People

46

65

HERMIT OF MINK HOLLOW, Todd Rundgren

47

44

RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac

48

43

THANKFUL, Natalie Cole

49

49

THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW, Soundtrack

50

51

THIS YEARS MODEL, Elvis Costello

1

I

USE

2

TAKE ME TO THE NEXT PHASE, Isles Brothers

3

3

Prelude
Polvdor

4

4

7

THE GROOVEUNE, Hearwave
STAY, Rutos /Cheka Khan
DUKEY STICK. George Duke

TEl
ISelsoul)

.6

5

TOO

7

6

ON BROADWAY, George Benson

8

6

DANCE ACROSS THE FLOOR. Jimmy

9

9

10

18

/

21

12

16

13

13

Arda

14

14

TK
COME INTO MY HEART USA Eurooean Connection
Carbienca
GETT1N' THE SPIRIT, Roberta Kelly
SPEND THE NIGHT WITH ME Sever Convention Mideong

15

17

II

20

17

12

45

Pony Como

a6

48

THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY, Love And Kisses

lac

47

49

CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO, Tuxedo Junction

The Herd

Scott Walker

THE WAY TO SAN JOSE

Dionne Warwick
The Small Faces

47

GREASE, Frankle Valli.

RSO

v

asablenca
BunerRv

CA PLANE POUR MOI, Plastic Bertrand
50

Sire

Motown

YOU GOT IT. Diana Roes

IT'S THE SAME OLD SONG, K. C. & The Sunshine Band

USvis co

LOVE YOU?

SGRIETT O'HARA

6

TWO KINDS OF TEARDROPS

Richard)

7

Man.

6

HARVEST OF LOVE
LUCKY UPS

CARDS

I0 CAN'T
GET USED TO LOSING YOU

1

1

2

2

3

4

4

3

5
6

8

5

7

7

8

6

Julie Driscoll
The Beatiee
The
I

Dakotas
Billy Fury

Jet H,errle and Tony Meehan
Rey Charles
Del Shannon

Bonny Hill

AFTER DARK

/ LAST

DANCE

Columbia

A&M
Columbia

aablenu

s

Bearev,ae

Winner Bros
Capitol
ODE

Cokrmtia

TK

COME ON DANCE, DANCE Saturday Night Band
GOT TO NAVE LOVING Don Rev
VOYAGE, Marlin
AT THE DISCOTHEQUE. Llpetiouº, Torn 'es Jerry

HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH
BEAST. Lowe And Kisses

I

LOVE YOU

YOU AND

11

9
19

12

12

FLIGHT TO VERSAILLES
BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste of Honey
LET YOURSELF GO TConnecbon

13

14

BOOGIE TO

14
16

11

18

10

10

16

17

16

le

20

- Casablanca

2

IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW, Unda Clifford Curtom
Warder Broe
ROUGH DIAMOND Madleen Kane

I,

/ BEAUTY AND THE

Rick James

NE

TOP

Idne

Muhammad

MACHO MAN Vauge People
AT THE COPA, -Berry Menllow

Cliff Richard

19

17

RIO DE JANEIRO, Gary Criss

Weill Mamndsle

20

1B

GET OFF

Andy Williams

Various Amsts

13

e

YOU WANT TO KNOW A SECRET
I

Jimmy Buffett

51

CAN'T STAND THE RAIN, ENption

apncom

30

RSO

ARC

44

The Love Affair

DON'T WANT OUR LOVING TO DIE
JOANNA

WHEN WILL YOU SAY

Asylum

Werner Bros

WAS ONLY JOKING, Rod Stewart

Suai Quarry

I

9 DECK OF

20th Century

Arista

39

Bobby Goldsboro

TAKE THESE CHAINS FROM MY HEART

rho

EXCITABLE BOY, Warren Zevon

CAN'T HAVE YOU, Yvonne Elliman

Medicine Heed

The Rolling Stones

5

Nam,

EASTER, Patti Smith

13

39

Union Gap

3

2 DO

34

38

Engelben Humperdlnck

THIS WHEEL'S ON FIRE
IS Yeors Ago
IBm June 19631
1
FROM METOYW

Amen

28

29

The Partridge Family

RA IN

LAZY SUNDAY

Capitol
Arista

Arista

Dawn

10

Pete McDonald, Golds

I

Warner Bros

Casablanca

Manilow

June 1968)

2

Columbia

DISCO INFERNO. Trammels

50

YOUNG GIRL

Anannc
Casablanca

THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY. Soundtrack

11

YELLOW RIBBON

1

Mushroom

27

49

MY LIFE

Werner Bros

25

The Sweet

9

Shawl

IMAGINARY LOVER, Allanra Rhythm Section

Capitol
Chrysalis

24

HELL RAISER

00 YOU KNOW

Casablanca

7

48

B

RCA

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE, Genesis

23

Stevie Wonder

7

GTO

MAGAZINE, Heart

14

Fleetwood Mac

CBS

Whi field

WEEKEND IN LA, George Benson

17

22

YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF

RCA

Phlledelohie

16

21

Capitol

ALBATROSS

6

Capitol

20

Island

STILL THE SAME. Bob Seger

B

o 18th

Philadelphia Intematlonal

b

RSO

BUTS

WALKINGIN

HEAVY HORSES, Jethro Tull

Waxerd

LOVE YOU SO

Years

STRANGER IN TOWN, Bob Seger

20

30

RUBBER

9 TIE A

30

19

22

5

B

1B

ABC

EVERY KINDA PEOPLE, Robert Palmer

J''

CAN THE CAN

3 ONE

Arista

Drove

Kickrra

Electra

MY BABY JIVE

SEE

BOYS IN THE TREES, Carly Simon

USE TA BE MY GIRL, O'Jays

37

5

22

23

OBR.

~dui

DISCO

17

Meat Loaf

28

CurtrrnN

15

CI

BAD,

21

/

18

FANTASY LOVE AFFAIR, Peter Brown

20

SUPPLIED BY. Sound Experience, 50 Narborough Road, Leicester

í

NATURALLY HIGH, Commodores

18

Radar

Capi tolAJS LP

Salsoul/US 12I
REGGAE,

UK soul

64

-

GYPSY LADY, Linda Clifford
BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste Of Honey

War
NICE 'N' SLEAZY, Stranglers

19 OH

10

63

70

17

10

THE DAY THE WORLD TURNED DAYGLOW, X -Ray Spex EMI

-

IF

LOVING YOU HAS MADE ME BANANAS, Guy Marks

16 HEY SENORITA,

Island

25

ES

30

15

Werner Bros

67

413

Arista

49

SHAME. Evelyn 'CMrdpapne' King
JUST LET ME DO MY THING. Sine
IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCIN', Rom Royce
FROM EAST YO WEST. Voyage
ALL NIGHT LONG, Dexter Wensell
WHATEVER IT TAKES, Olympic Runners
TAKE ME TO THE NEXT PHASE, Islay Brothers

68

13

Capitol

48

AIN'T GOT

65

Epic

EMI

46

67

Warwick

ABM

61

When

12

Pohdor

UK. UK

Bang/fan
LET'S GET FUNKTIFIEO, Boilkig Pole,
WHATEVER IT TAKES/SOLAR HEAT,. Olympic Runners
RCA/12e
IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU, Yvonne Elliman
RSO/LP/12in proton
MORE THAN A WOMAN, Tavar.
Cep,tol/RSO

IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCIN', Rose Royce Wh.ttNld/121n
VOYAGE/FROM EAST TO -WEST/SCOTS MACHINE/POINT
ZERO. Voyage
GTO L1,45
19 YOU AND I, Rick James
Motown/US 121r.

14

JACK B JILL. Raydio
ROBOT, Kra hwerk

13

7

33

Epic

Atlande/121n

Private Stocb/lót
RCA/INn

LET'S ALL CHANT. Michael Zags, Band
SHAME. Evelyn 'Champag Ye King

Motown

24

16

Atlantic

10

.13

GREATEST HITS, Abbe

NIGHT FEVER. Bee Gees
12 BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY, Darts

Asylum
United Artiste

15

DEACON BLUES, Steely Dan

EMI

Columbia
Browne

Epic

BECAUSE THE NIGHT, Patti Smith

ABM

EPIC

Elektre

21

11

L

15

40

RSO

MINE, Oren Fnedman

CLUE. The

RIVERS OF BABYLON. Roney M

4

14

43

Mercury

- JUST LET ME DO MY THING, Sine
IN HIS EYES, Kate Bush
30MAN WI NE
A

3

Jet

41

Jet

Undideme

59

2

3

4

EMI

Pye

RCA

SHADOW DANCING. Andy Glib

47

2

RSOA.P/IZin Promo

Atlantic

SATISFY MY SOUL, Bob Marley B The Wailers
HONEST

,

THE STRANGER, Billy Joel

Private Stock

lelandil2n

NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees

Motown

NATURAL HIGH, Commodores

40. 33

Capitol

37

ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART, Elide Brooke

49

39

Atlantic

41

MAICHSTALK MEN CATS B DOGS, Brien B Michael

58

Atlantic

37

Harvest

LET'S GET FUNKTIFIED, Boding Point

57

GTO

STRANGER IN TOWN, Bob Seger

DANCING IN THE CITY, Marshall Hain

39

61

POWER AGE, AC/DC.

31

Ensign

63

50

29

36

SHE'S SO MODERN, Boomtown Rats

42

46

35

33

41

43

Epic

HI -TENSION, Hi -Tension

THREE AIN'T

OF

Columbia

CITY TO CITY, Gerry Rafferty

25

9

1

GET TO YOU, Roberta Fleck

Math.

Philedelohia International

Jut son

19

RSO

MAN WITH NE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate Bush
10 FOXHOLE. Televmon

OUT

I

RUNNING ON EMPTY,

18

THAT I WANT. Travolta/Newton John

BANG BANG, Squeeze

8

Asylum

THE CLOSER

YOU UGHT UP MY LIFE. Johnny

Arise

Chrysalis

P.M Smith

PrIMP IT UP, Elvis Costello
RIVERS OF BABYLON, Bonet/ M

7 THE ONE

32

35

Plastic Bertrand

PRESENCE DEAR. Blo dle

6

Polvdor

20

34

Sire

S

Chrysalis

23

,

Stiff

2 CO. PLANE POUR MOI,

4 BECAUSE THE NIGHT,

22

HEAVY HORSES, Jethro Tull

I WHAT A WASTE. Ian Dury
3

Mercury

LENA MARTELL COLLECTION. Lena Martell

MCA

CENTRAL HEATING. Hestwave

RSO

Polvdor

FM, Soundtrack

'SO FULL OF LOVE, O'Jaye

21

22

9

15

20

34

11

9

10

Creole

34

8

Capitol

10

Warner Bros

33

Atlantic

Grunt
RSO

11

United Artists

CBS

CHAMPAGNE JAM, Ananta Rhythm Securat

Columbia

CITY TO CITY, Gerry Rafferty

Whitfield

7

BABY HOLD ON, Eddie Money

RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac

MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCIN', Rose Royce

7

THIS TIME I'M IN IT FOR LOVE, Player

25

IT

Warner Bros

12

23

'DON'T FEAR) THE REAPER. Blue Oyster Cult

SLOWHAND, Eric Clacton

10

19

19

JEFFERSON STARSHIP EARTH, Jefferson Stm+Mp

6

11

18

34

5

8

10

Pohdor

33

6

RCA

phoi

Pnvate Stock

DAVID GILMOUR, David Gilmour

United Artists

T Neck

K -TEL

LONDON TOWN, Wings

BUT SERIOUSLY FOLKS, Joe Walsh

SHOWDOWN, Islay Brothers

WITH A LITTLE LUCK, Wings

13

'

FEELS

4

TAKE A CHANCE ON ME, Abbe

Magnet

Pa

3

4

4

Stiff

ABM

50 GOOD. Chuck Marprone

3

A&M

9

17

-

FEELS SO GOOD, Chuck Manglone

9

Ca

EVERYONE PLAYS DARTS. Dane

32

TOOMUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOOLATE. Mathis& Williams Columbia

5

RSO

Capitol

8

Atlantic

Rak

Bronze

CBS

1

4

~nos

Capitol

Chrysalis

TOO MUCH TOO LITTLE TOO LATE, Mathis/Williams

3

1

Charisma

Epic

16

LONDON TOWN,

ON BROADWAY, George Benson

CBS

32

2

8

ANYTIME ANYWHERE, Rica Coolidge

31

2

7

7

Radar

RSO

ASIA

Capitol

BAT OUT OF HELL, Meet Loaf

PUMP IT UP, Elvis Costello

SHADOW DANCING, Andy Gibb

IT'S A HEARTACHE, Bonnie Tyler

YOU LIGHT UP MY USE, Johnny Mathis

26

3

BAKER STREET. Gerry Rafferty

9

31

2

15

17

LOVING YOU HAS MADE ME BANANAS. Guy Marks

1

14

KNOW COS I WAS THERE, Max Boyce

16

NICE'N SLEAZY. Stranglers

R SO

I

6

I

15

31

YOU'RE THE ONE THAT WANT, Traveltab Newton -John

5

THE ALBUM, Abbe

7

Epic

21

P

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Soundtrack

2

EMI

4

6

USALBUMS

USSINGLES
I

Epic

5

RSb

Island

30

1

EMI

Red Seal

29

1

POWER IN THE DARKNESS, Tom Robinson Band

RSO

5

RSO

14

Rafeelb Carta

"

(IKALBuMS
1

WANT, TrevolnRbwton-Joan

3

1

Atlentk

awsura,Ttl)B

HRSU¡pme.

/TENA

S

SONG /YOU, Posy

Ceablence
Motown
Grand TourBueerev
Capita
TK
Kudu
Casablanca

'

1

Sleoul

1B

Darn ITK1

'19

20

USsou[

TA BE MY GIRL, The O'Jeys

Philadelphia Imematbne

Y WJ
MUCH, TOO LITTLE,Mathis/

Colombo
Epic

ABC
Epic

Columbia

ms

Warner Bros

"Bo" HorreSunsnlrr

DAYLIGHT B DARKNESS, Smoker Robinson
ANNIE MAW, Natalie Cole
RUNWAY LOVE, Linda Clifford
A4 MIGHTY FIRE, Aretha Franklin
MS, Oeod Olryer
GIRL CALLIFF. Chocolate Milk
AIN'T NO SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE, Eddie Kenrfncka
LET'S GO ALL THE WAY, Whams

EVERYBODY DANCE. Chic
ME, Peter Brown
10, DANCE
OH WHAT A NIGHT FOR DANCING, Berry Willie
15
Flee -O
HIGH.
RIDING
11

WI"

Sound
Teml
Capitol
Cunom
Adenuc
Mercury
RCA

Arista
Soler

Atlantic
Drive
2001 Cannon.
SHE
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Ally oops
(Rod sees
the rod)
Well, I might as well
do it, everyone else is

^

iv

-

-

THE party before the party ended. Rod Stewart meets
"the players'
the Scotland World Cup Squad

I

before the massacre of Cordoba and all It stood for. The
smiles, alas, didn't last long.. .

you my with the aid of a plano.
Edwards acted the perfect host as exciting my dears! - served
I couldn't help spotting just how we chatted amiably to the band and
darlings, could we have done
champagne as Juicy mingled with
much this musical interlude was the formerly famous faces of the the stars.
any more? Your faithful enjoyed
by talents 'as diverse as punk "era." But did I detect a slight
Gathered were that delightful
correspondent was "root- Elton John, Peter Straker, Queen's frown on Alan's brow when the "man
Meat Loaf, New
ing" for them all the way, as Freddie Mercury and the fat and coach arrivéd to transport the Faces mountain"
winner
Boulez, Jack
John Tobler -p journalist of "party" to the "concert" - a Nicholson, SallyPattie
I'm sure most of you were. aging
Thomsen and that
some repute. The fact that the distance of some two miles? So
Yet what a disappointment it diminutive and energetic John Reid, enamoured had most become with "page three" knockout July
Johnson. Jllly, I'm assured Is still
all was. By Saturday evening well-known to these gentlemen, is the "free drink" that this removal "big
in Japan" where her musical
young Luicy was close to "guiding" Bruce's career may or seemed quite uncalled for.
talent
Is recognised a great deal
may not have had something to do
Ina move quite unique among the more than
tears.
It Is on her home shores.
with this enthusiasm.
journalistic fraternity most "made

WELL I ASK

We'd done everything right.
Swathed in our "World Cup fits",

clutching "boat pies"

and
consuming vast quantities of
McEwans Export and prime quality
Bovril we were already for the
gemme" of the century. And how
we cheered for the first quarter
of an hour. By the time the final
whistle blew even Lulcy's most
masculine friends had broken down,
shattered and speechless.
Then to cap it all there was the
"scandal" involving that speedy
winger Willie Johnston. All that's
left is another Bannockburn, and
even as you read this sad missive,
the result of that will be known. Can
.

But don't say Bruce Who so loudly,
my dears, it's rude. He's actually a
very nice chap, if rather short for my
taste, and he's another American In
glasses who writes songs. Now you
know.
It was with some levity, therefore,
that we tripped over to yet another
new club in Covent Garden
Immediately afterwards, here to
toast the health of that renowned
beat combo 999.
Here handsome publicist Alan

their excuses"

"concert",
success.

I

...
and stayed! The
hear, was a great

Sadly the revels were interrupted

even before midnight by one of those
"bomb scares" that you read so

much

about.

The guests

disAnother chapple that you haven't appeared faster than the free booze,
heard of yet Is Peter Allen, another _and your faithful Utley was left to go
great partyglver, and currently "In clubbing elsewhere.
town" to perform cabaret style
It is with regret though that I
entertainment at Madlsons. Mr
Allen, you may recall, was one must inform you that what should
have been the party of the week
Liza Mineal's husband and Is prone
turned out to be something of a
to extravagance. At his elegant
soiree at the Embassy Club barmen disappointment. Of course I'm
In swimming trunks
sensible Sod referring to the large scale .bash

-

"bonnie" Scotland rescue themselves at this late stage? Surely,
you'll join me in hoping fervently
that they do: Now, indeed, is the

hour!

Not even fisicy was tidy enough to
fly to Argentina but I'm glad to tell

you that the former gravedigger was
moat definitely able to. Mr Stewart
arrived in plenty of time for the
opening match . . . and probably
wished that he hadn't.
While sitting eating a meal In
friendly downtown Buenos Alfes
restraurant the night before the
game, Rod was "astonished" to find
himself witnessing a gun battle
between police and armed bandits
who were. as they say, attempting to
"raid the till."
"Everyone dived under the tables
for cover,' said Stewart afterwards.
"Bullets flew everywhere. It was
like something out of a Western."
It was later found that some stray

v

Roberts at a West End club the other
day. How we lined the balcony my
darlings as the sun act over Berkley
Square! We sipped Plmms always
the best for the summer, don't you
think
and ate
as Mr
Roberta entertainedheartily
from within

-

-

-

Bedecked In bow ties and evening
dresses the celebrities could do little
more than "glow" and bear It.
Conditions improved later when
dinner was served, fortunately.
HRH's the Duke and Duchess of
Gloucester mingled with the group,
their friendly manager Don Arden
and that fresh faced American actor
Tony Curtis and In an awe -awe -

inspiring gesture curtains were
thrown back

to

reveal ELO's

collection of precious metal albums
.
all 103 of them!
However the undoubted high point
of the evening, and apart from the
temperature It had no rival, was a
hilarious "cabaret" by the Barron
Knights. With staggering accuracy
they lampooned at the rate of one a minute virtually ever artist in "the
business." Tactfully left out were.
you guessed it, ELO.
My American Mends tell me that
the "revolting" Mick Jagger of the
Rolling Stones pop group has been
exercising a hitherto unknown talent
in the Land Of The Three. Mick, it
.

name., British theatre managers
and If you do hear
beware
anything don't forget to tell Laity
Ilestl
So what more ran I say? Happy
Birthday In passing to Tom
ttobinson, now a stolid 28 - years old, and -commiserations to John
Otway (over 30) who found himself
locked Inside a pub In Oxford last
weekend! The latter gent announced
at a free concert earlier In the day
that he would be playing at "the pub
where I started in the business"

-

J

gravedigger's table! And that one of
the gunmen had fallen, dying, across
the very same oonstrucUon! Also
found was the restaurant proprietor
who claimed that Stewart had drunk
i a bottle of cognac after the "raid"!
Two "downs" In one .night, My
dears, and then those terribly

centimes apace...
.As if to illustrate that old maxim
"It's always better outdoors"
glamorous Hounslowborn Moira
Belles (2s) threw an extravagant
party for our mutual friend Bruce

-

evenings that our grandparents
were so fond of describing
that the
cramming of 1,000 people Into a
small "bar area" for pre -dinner
drinks amounted to total lunacy.

seems, has become a "promoter".
He rang up the manager of the Fox
Theatre in Atlanta and set up a
concert for his rebellious combo for
next Monday. The venue, you ma
recall, is where the "controversial'.
Sex Platos made their American
debut. The Stones will play under
the name of the 'Cockroaches" and
support will be Patti Smith who, I'm
assured, will play under her own

bullets had hit the former

upsetting 'Peruvians. No wonder
poor Rod looked so bleary-eyed
when he was Interviewed on TV the
next day!
On then, without further ado, to the
"strong" stuff about which I
normally communicate. My social
life, my darlings. World Cup
notwithstanding the
season"

given by the "mighty" ELO after
their first Wembley concert.
Such was the temperature with ,ut
it being one of those "balmy"

The Oranges and Lemons. 3,000
people turned up, the beer ran out
and you. couldn't get near the

Isn't rock 'n' roll
wonderful, my dears!
My farewell this week must
include just a word about America's
largest star the redoubtable Meat
Loaf. Mr Meat Loaf, he of the
operatic voice and the large
dartboard.

NO DARLING YOU Can't go to the XTC under -16's
concert and that's final! "Incredible" scenes were
witnessed last week as that formerly lively Swindon
combo XTC actaallfgot around to playing their special
matinee concert for those normally deprived such an
opportunity -the sehoolkids. London's home elf r 'n' b.
the Marquee. was literally "besieged' by agressive
minors at 6.30 on a "muggy" evening last week for the
event. The venue was packed with "pint - sized" punks,
all apparently aping the "blank" look of their elders
with the aid of 7-Up. Coco - Cola and large quantities of
Space Dust. Contrary to expectations, however, it was

-

'not the Offipring of the Soho "underworld" that
made up the east majority of the minute punters. rather
a "tough little bunch' taking a day off from the
adventure playground. The youngest. incidentpily also
the"hardeore", were in the region of'sevem - years , old!
A baffled Al Clark (30) was able, almost for the first
time. to watch the whole "set"" without liming to stand
on tiptoe, although suffering severe ¿racks around the
region of his kneecaps by toddler like pogoeri:-It was.
said Clark, "a successful experiment and much enjoyed
by everybody". The only tears came from the baby
above. who was turned away at the door.

stomach, Is Indeed the possessor of
an appetite that has only seen one
equal! Derma Rousso..
-Mr Ina( eats trolleys full of food at
frequent Intervals and does not, as
he hastily points out suffer from
glandular problems. Now you know.
He can, should he so desire, have
Lulcy for breakfast any time he
wantatl I'll see you all next week
Till then, byeeeeeeee!

1
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Stranglers to retire

NOs
Ne,;s

Editt) f

SNEAR4AW

-then

off to rest

Time

1pNN

IT HAS been exclusively revealed to Record Mirror
that the Stranglers - currently midway through an
exhaustive "world" tour
will be taking a break
front perforating and recording an a group after they
wind up their torrent schedule to Port goal on July 14.
tad the real period, which could be for up to she
months. may result In Individual members of the
group pursuing solo projects.
Said Alan Edwards, publicist for the Stranglers:
"By Jul the Stranglers will have been on the road
without a break for five months. And for the last four
years the longest actual time off that they've had has

P

-

Lizzy start
in Belfast
THIN LIZZY are to kick tickets are priced at £2,50
off their short British tour and £9.00.
with two concerts In
The band's latest
Belfast.
album, the double
It was announced this And Dangerous', 'Live
was
week that they play the certified silver last week
Ulster Halton June 1e and
on the first day of
15. prior to playing the release.
.

Glasgow Apollo on June
17. Support 1s likely to be
a local Belfast band and

.-

THIN LIZZY play Ibiza
see separate story.

only been a week.
"It's likely that the band will take a back seat for a
while. "
But he added: "There is no way that this car be
construed as a split. There will be another studio
album this year. However solo albums, projects or
whatever, area strong possibility."
In a newspaper interview published recently Hugh
Cornwell asid: "We are going as far as we can
musically then we are going to rip the whole thing
apart. When we divide up we will be like an amoeba.
Then we will multiply."
Both Edwards and Cornwell denied that this
referred to their Imminent break. Sold Edwards:
"The Stranglers are a powerful wilt and continue to
work well together. People are jumping to
conclusions, All that's definite Is that the group will
be having a rest In the near future, while it's possible
that Jean Jaques Burnet will be working on a solo

album."

Another Presley

Going

Berserk

special for TV
THE SECOND of three Elvis Presley TV"
specials bought by the BBC Is to be
screened this Friday (June 9) on BBC1.
The programme contains highlights of
Presley's last US tour before his death,
at
Including his final concert ever
Indianapolis In June last year.
While the Elvis Presley Fan Club have
reported that the annual Elvis Convention
due to be held this year at Leicester De
Is now
Montford Hall on June 18
completely sold out. Over 2000 fans of the
late 'King of Rock' are expected to attend
and £3.500 will be donated to various
charities by the tan club.
.

-

.

'BEZERK TIMES',

P.
I /
c

"it

.

s

-

,
-

a

double live album featuring the Tyle Gang, the
Rubinoos, Greg KIM and
Earthquake will not be
released in this country.
The album was recorded from a European TV
broadcast.
The album, released on
Teldec in Germany, will
still be available on

--`..melell1"11

ELVIS PRESLEY

import. Meanwhile several songs on thelalbum
will be available in
forthcoming studio sets
from Greg KIM and
Rubinoos.

Clash forced to
cancel London gi
BILBO

BAGGINS
I

-CAN FEEL MAD
(LIG 521)

THE CLASH'S London concert, originally set forJuly
15 a't Edmonton Pickettrr Lock Sports Centre, has now
been cancelled.
Full reason for the cancellation Is not yet dear, but
Record Mirror understands that the promoter was
forced to pull out after complaints from local
residents. They apparently considered that the
concert would attract a "distasteful audience."
The group are currently -looking for alternative
venues in both North and South London.

-

Jr
STRANGLERS: no split

MINI MAGAZINE

MAGAZINE, WHO up

until now have concentrated on mini - tours and
one off concerts, have
now set dates for their
first major tour in July.
The nationwide haul
colncldes with the release
of their debut album 'Real
Life' this week.
Dates for the tour are:

LONDON -BASED British
reggae band Black Slate
have added noted Jamaican session - trumpeter
JoJo Bennett to their lineup and go out on tour this
month.
Confirmed dates so far

read:

Edinburgh TIffa-

,J

re-

-

.

were approached

to

support the Stranglers
Leeds University today
(June 7), and will not In
fact be playing there_

nys June 12. Brighton
New Regent 16, Bradford
University 16, Cambridge
College of Technology 17,

Wembley Conference
Centre (Rock Against
Racism benefit) 18,
Newport Stowaway pub
19.

Plymouth Metro 20

Brighton New Regent 12.
Colchester Town Hall 23.
Redcar Chatham Bowl H.
Huddersfield Cleopatras
July 1, Coventry Tiffany,
4, London 100 Club 1.
Hammersmith Odeon
(supporting Boomtown
Rats ) 9.

this year, and for the first
time ever the entire
audlenee have been
credited on the sleeve!

Digance meanwhile

plays a few selected dates
this month at: Cambridge
St Johns College June 13,

London Regents Park 11,
Croydon Fairfield Hall D.
Sheffield Limit Club 73
Ipswich Suffolk Polytedr
ale 30, Cornwall LIMP
borne Folk Festival Jail
1, Shropshire Idlesmere
College I, London Woolwich Trams hed 9.

Dingwalls celebrates

fifth birthday
ONE OF London's best

-

known music venues,
Dingwalls Dancehall In
Camden

Town, Is five
years old this week-

Dingwalis has been
presenting live music six
nights a week since June
1973. Their musical policy
has always been "differ-

ent", featuring both
THE CLASH: comp/aims from residents

16.

Magazine meanwhile
have denied that they

them credit
Friends' on June 16.
It was recorded earlier

,

Canterbury Odeon

Digance gives
leases his debut album

Jrs

Coventry Locarno 6,
Manchester Russell Club
7, Liverpool Eric's 8 (two
shows one matinee)
Sheffield Top Rank 9,
Doncaster Outlook 10,
Torquay Town Hall 12,
5,

Extra man jOins
Black Slate

'Live At the QEH
Richard Digance And

AI

3,

Bradford St George's Hall

September.

Richard Digance,

r

Edinburgh Clouds

Plymouth Metro 13,
Bristol Colston Hall It,
Aylesbury Friars 15,

ERIC CLAPTON, who appears with Bob Dylan at the Blackbushe Festival to Jdy
15, will be undertaking a British tour In the autumn.
It's expected that the tom will coincide with the release of a new studio album M

songwriter and comedian

t.

Birmingham Barbarella's July 1, Redcar
Coatham Bowl 2,

Newalbum and
tour for Clapton

COCKNEY SINGER,

411

solo albums

established and up - and

-

coming British and

American acts. . often
for the first time.
Moodie, the Haniones,
Dr Feelgood, the Pirates.
and Matumbi are just a
few of the names that
.

have become establiudsed
after appearances there.
Concerts for the next
two weeks are' George
Thorogood and the Destroyers June 13 and 14,
The Pirates June 16,
Racing Cars le, Meal

Molorneºd I
special 'IMO
June 10 t
The Voice Squad a- I
Carol Grimes, De Fad

Ticket

17,
a

There Is

night"

on

good nn June
M otors on

22

and IM

June 24.

As a special

bone Ire

June 19-71 Induslve H 200th person though
door on each nil
receives a tree bottle

champagne!

d

A"
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Changes

DOING
THEIR
THING
REAL THING,

tek

for Mink
DATES FOR Mink De

Vtfle'

short British

a

amotional tour anno.mced last week have
t.ow been slightly re -

awe

THE
currently climbing the

wined_

eight months at London
Hammersmith Odeon on

V

June 22 following with
RtrmIngtuam Barbarel las
on June 23 and Liverpool
Erica on June 24. Ticket

prices remain
hanged.

un

r--,'"'

(I

9'.

¡

Farm

Meanwhile the personnel changes reported last
week have now been
clarified. Both drummer

Swansea

Club 18, Bolton Blighty's
Club 21.24.

Moodies plan
autumn dates
currently planning

rupting recording sessions to play Bristol
Reading St
30.

SPECULATION still surrounding the Roiling Stones' planned
London concert this summer.
The hand start their American tour on June 10 and originally
announced that they would play one concert In Britain on Its
completion. Yet promoter Harvey Goldsmith, who set up the Stones'
concerts at Earls Court two years ago, told Record Mirror this week
that he still wasn't sure whether they would be playing here at all.
Said Goldsmith: "Everything N still up In the air and nothing,
absolutely nothing, Is definite at this stage. Everybody else seems to

RENOWNED AYLESBU-

.J

RY oddball John Otway
has added another date to
his current tour. It's at
on

concert at Coventry
Locarno on July 4.
14

USA
Britain to
support Meat Loaf, play a
special

concert at the
f.ondon Nashville on June

Their first album

'From Rats To Riches'
was released recently on
Radar Records,
And another New York
band, the 2 -Timers, have
their first Virgin single
Now That I've lost My
Baby' released on June 9.

add

-

WITH THEIR UK
kicking off on Junetour
14,
UFO have added one
amore concert to their
Itinerary, It's at Wolverhampton Civic Hall
on
'June 16

UFO's

be joined by Black

fifth

album
`Oboess:on' la released
on
the Chrysalis
label
June 23.

on

Guitar
buffs
SPECIAL guitar tutor
album, 'Playing Guitar
The Easy Way' by singer
A

-i
Matthews signs
to new label

iAN MATTHEW!

IAN MATTHEWS,

YORK band the

Good Rats, in

UFO

They'll

21.
f

double

18.

Penetration
headline
signed to Virgin, headline
a Rock, Against Racism

-a

Graaf's
live

New from

American tour for October and Billtlsh and
American dates are
expected to follow shortly
afterwards.
No further details are
yet available.

Convention,

founder member of Fairport
Matthews Southern Comfort and
a new recording deal with

Plainsong. has signed
Itockburgh Keened.,

He'll be returning from America shortly to record
his first album for the label, which is expected to be
available In mid august. There will be a British tour
In September to tie -In with the album's release.
Matthews last played in this country with
-

Pialnsong,over a

year ago.

/ guitarist Michael

Chapman, is released on
Criminal Records this
week.
The album Incorporates
a

16

-

-

-

Slate and other local
bands.
Penetration also play
London Marquee on June

recorded at the band's
appearance at the London
Marquee last November.

already lined up an

know where they'll be playing except me though; judging by all the
rumours I've heard.
.and he added: "I'm not even certain If they'll come".
Projected venues for the Roiling Stones' concert have ranged from
the Wembley Arena to the Marquee, but strongest rumours are for
London's Rainbow Theatre. While a spokesman for Warners
the
company who used to have the Stones
said: "The band themselves
often change their minds from week to week."
No announcement now seems likely until after the American tour,

NEWCASTLE. BAND
Penetration, recently

June 8.
Meanwhile the release
of Otway's first album
hug been put back a
seek.

VINTAGE COSMIC rockers Van Der Graaf
release a double live
album on July 14.
Priced at £4.75 It was

released this week, have

'PLAY RAINBOW?

-

15,

Col-

Merthyr Tydfil Hall

The group, whose
eighth album 'Octave' Is

STONES TO'

Another
for Otway

NEW

a

series of British concerto
for the late autumn.

headline a special show at
the London Rainbow on
July I.
They'll also be inter-

16.

theirortglnal line- up, are

ROLLING STONES: rumours all the time

BRITAIN'S most eccentric band, The Enid,

Andrews College

II

THE MOODY Blues, who
recently reformed with

Rainbow

lege

15,

Portscawl Stoneleigh

at

Southend Technical

Nutz Club

Midlands le, Leicester
Horseshoe Club j7,

and
keyboards player Bobby
Lenards have left the
group and will be
replaced for this tour by
Thomas Dtmarzo and
George Cureau. Completing the line - up will be
David Leathers on sax.

University July

Blackburn

Nottingham Heart of the

Manfred Allen

Enid

10,

Baileys 12, Nottingham
Heart of the Midlands 14,

r-'

-

,

charts with their song
from 'The Stud'. 'Let's Go
Disco'. continue gigging
through June with the
following dates: Durham
Neckties Cross College
June 9, Chester Field

The group now play

their first British date for

page booklet

compiled by Derek

Meanwhile the band's
new single 'Goodbye\
Dolly Grey' is released on
June 23.

Guys 'n' Dolls

tour Britain
FORMER CHART

-

toppers Guys 'n' Dolls are
to tbur Britain In June
and July.
Dates are: Manchester
Golden Garter June 26
July 1, Stockton Fiesta
July 3-8, Penzance Winter
Gardens 9, Skegness
Festival Pavilion 12 .and
13,

Enfield Starlight

1,1

and 15. Skegness Festival

Pavilion

and 20,
Scarborough Floral Hall
23,

19

Skegness

Festival

Pavilion 26 and 27,
Porthcawl Stonelelgh

Club 28 and 29, Margate
Winter Gardens 30.

Brimstone.

JALN dates

Rubettes down
to three

THE JALN Band, currently In the lower
reaches of the charts with
'Get Up .and Let Yourself

THE RUBETTES are
temporarily down to the
three members. Lead
guitarist Tony Thorpe has

serious back injury, and
his place on their current
European tour Is being
a

taken

by
musician

a

session

Ultimate
Sabs 'shock'
AS THEIR massive tenth
anniversary tour draws
to a close Black Sabbath
are to be filmed at the
Hammersmith Odeon this

Saturday (June 10).
The film. of the whole
concert and the tans
attending, will be used for
TV promotion and even-

Rank 12, Trowbridge
Civic Centre 20, Middlesbrough Town Halt21. tual worldwide
tribution.

Maddy/Martyn
in the Park

Lightning
go cold

THE SUMMER series of
concerts at the London
Regents Park open air

LIGHTNING RECORDS
have expanded their 'Old

Sunday (June 11) with
John Marlyn making his
first British appearance
since his American tour
with Eric Clayton.
He'll be supported by
Martin Car thy and tickets
are priced at E3.50, £2.7
and £2.00.
Maddy Prior makes a
one - off appearance at
the same venue on June

specially licensed re
Issues from the Decca and
Pye vaults.
More than 4000 classic
"golden oldies" are now
available.. The most
recent acquisitions include Sandie Shaw's
'Puppet On A String'.
Lonnie Donegan 's 'My
Old Man's A Dustman',
the Kinks' 'Waterloo
Sunset' and Donovan's
'Colours'

theatre continue this

25.

Gold' catalogue with

Can Can Can
GERMAN "PROGRESSIVE" rock band Can release
their own version of the chaotic 'Can Coma' theme this
week, their first single for some time.
The band are also working on a new album which
will be available in July.

Go', have gigs this month
at: Stoke Trent Polytech-

ntc

June

13,

Heston

Seahawk Club 22, Leeds
Routes Club 24, Newport

Stowaway Club 26.
Preston Clouds 28.
Peterborough Town Hall
July II. Southampton Top

Ibiza gets Marley, Dury,
Lizzy, Quatro and Rods
THE

'MUSIC Ibiza'

festival, which kicks off
with a headlining appearance by Bob Marley and
the Wailers on June 28,

now has two more
Concerts confirmed,
Thin tizzy and

Suzl

Qualm play the 8,600 capaclty Bullring on July
6, with Ian Dury, Eddie

and the Hot Rods and Roy
Harper all appearing on
July 13. Other artists are
still expected to be added
to the bill.

Tickets for the festival
are now available In
England through Music
Ibiza Limited, 36 Kings

Road, London SW3.

Tickets cost £6.50 and
sae should be enclosed.

a

At present there are no
special travel arrangements being made for the
festival, although the
Mediterranean Island accommodates over 100,000

holiday makers every
year.

dis-

June 20-21 Hammersmith Odeon
Manchester Apollo
June 23
Birmingham Odeon
June 24

I
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Britain's best

ALF MARTIN
ASSISTANT EDRf

new band

BRITAIN'S biggest
selling daily news-

1

a

special charity concert at
the London Palladium on
November 28.

HOW TO ENTER: All
entries should be sent to
Kid Jensen's Band of
Hope And Glory, P.O.
Box 27, BBC, Manchester. Bands should send
taped or cassettes of their
music, along with a list of
past and future bookings,
line - up details and a

new stage sound

recent photograph.
The contest will be split
Into three areas, with the
four best bands from each
progressing to the Mal.
The closing date Is
Friday June 23.

u

HAMMY HOWELL, plawith Darts, is
considering leaving the
band in July In order to
continue his musical
studies in London. He's
also planning to record a
solo album.
n1sC

s-1

'PARKERILLA' Is likely
to be Graham Parker's

last album for Vertigo. It
now seems likely that he
will be recording for Stiff
In future, although no
definite move has yet
been announced.

LAUGHING TYLA
WITH BOTH an album 'It Takes A Hll To laugh,' and
a single 'Tropical love' released next week the Tyla
Gang playa string of club dates in June.
Confirmed so far are: Cambridge Trinity College
Ball June 12, Worcester Bank House 14, North Staffs
Polytechnic 15, Sheffield Limit 16, Newcastle
University 17, London Marquee 19, Birmingham
Barbarellas 20, Oxford Worcester College Ball 21,
Leeds F Club 22, Middlesbrough Town Hall 23, East
Reti'ord Porterhouse 24, Hull Tiffanys 28, Trent
Polytechnic 27, Doncaster Outlook 29, Scarborough
Penthouse 30.

British tour. It's at
London Hammersmith
Odeon on June 28.

SLAUGHTER AND THE
DOGS have split with

their lead +ringer Wayne
Barrett. They're currently looking for a
I

replacement.
'SNORT CIRCUIT' is the
title of a Uve 10in album

'released

IS COMING!

June 23
June

Hammersmith Odeon
Ilo
on

~ester

The series Is written
and produced by Paul
Gembaccinl who as well
as interviewing all the
Bee Gees members talked
to friends and associates.
Gambaccini and execu-

tive producer Terry
Warwick have just
returned from the States
where -they've been

gathering material for the
programme.
The first programme in
the series is called 'The
Brothers Glbb' and the
other titles are 'Brink Up
To Make Up" You Should
Be Dancing' and 'Bee
Gees Fever'.
The series will include
all their hit records as
well as discussing their
appearance in the forthcoming film Sgt Peppers
lovely Hearts Club Band
and their new album
currenUy being recorded
in M iami.

-

GIRL
WINS
POP

whose best - known hit
was 'Where Do You Go To

My Lovely', has now
signed to Arlola Hansa.
His new single will be
'Beirut', already on the
Radio One playlist.
THE second single from
the New Hearts, 'Plain
Jane', Is released on CBS
this week.
DR FEELGOOD'S gig at
Dingwalls next week will
be their last In Britain
-until the autumn. The
band set off for a tour of
Australia and the Far
East in July.

this week,

recorded at the last night
concert of Manchester
Electric Circus. Artists
Include The Fall, Steel
Pulse and the Buzzmcks.
RAW RECORDS release

their 'That anniversary"
compilation
week.

The

album this
12
track

album '(Oh No It's) Mere
From Be.' retails the
apeatal price er t2. 411

NEWSEDITOR
John Sheeriaw
CHIEF SUB

r

John Wisher(
ART EDITOR

I

Jon-Frewin

RADIO ONE is tobroadcast The Bee Gees Story,' five hourlong
programmes beginning on July 23 at 5pm.

PETER SARSTEDT,

11EATWAVE have added
another date to their

June 20-21

Bee .Gees story
on Radio One

a

system,
most promising new and a recording contract
band.
with Chrysalis!

FEATURESEDI t
Sheila Prophet

11111

-International
alongside
major
star - at

-

regularly
but
paper the Sun, 1n working
have a recording
conjunction with don't
contract and haven't been
BBC Radio One, are on national radio or TV.
launching a search Prizes for the winning
for the country's band include a complete

Rosalind Russotl

1

6

And the top three bands
in the contest will appear

The contest will be open
to any group who are

n

1429

QUIZ
A 17 -YEAR -OLD

Walsall

1978.

She is Coventry

-

born

Angela Wooster, who

points In the
final which was ,broadcast last Sunday.
Angela is the first -ever
girl winner In the under 18's pop quiz which has
29

been running every year

since

1975.

Two more

dates
for Richman

STADIUM DOGS: Sheffield Limit Club June 9,
London Hammersmith Red Cow 18, London Stoke
Newington Pegasus 20, Reading Target Club 21;
London Canning Town Tidal Basin 23, London Stoke
Newington Pegasus 30.
GARBO'S CELLULOID HEROES: Manchester
Rafters June 8, Wolverhampton Lafayette 11, Milton
Keynes College 16, Cleethorpes Winter Gardens 26,
Hull Tiffany's 27.
RAY KING BAND: Bradford Norfolk Gardens June
9, Stafford Riverside 10, Derby Lansdale College 16,
London Dlgby Stuart College 17, Worthing Carioca 21,
Portsmouth Whaley Club 22, Bognor Regis Harrison's
23, Cirencester Corn Hall 24, Leeds Gaiety 29, Rugby
E mal Inc's 30.
MUSCLES: Cambridge Corpus Christie College June
13, Bingley College 16, Bishops Stortford College 16,
Southampton La Sainte College 17, Kidderminster
Stone Manor 21, Mlrfield Fusion 22, Reading Wells
gall 23. Chester le Street Togos 24, Middlesbrough
Madison 28, 29, 30.
THE HEAT: Reading Target Club June 14, Brighton
Alhambra 22. London Rock Gardens 26, Aylesbury
King's Head July 2, Ch el msford City Tavern 7.
BUSTER JAMES: Burton On Trent 76 Club June 9,
Nottingham Boat Club 20, Dudley JB's 18, Gwent
Newbridge Institute 18, Swansea Circles 22, West
Run ton Pavilion 23, Ipswich The Manor 30.
BLADES: Manchester Polytechnic June 10, Scaynes
Hill Festival le, Winchester Riverside Inn 17,
Sheffield Limit Club 21.
LURKERS: Sunderland Lees Club June 9, London
Acton White Hart 14, Norwich Peoples Club 15, Ryde
Town Hall 16, Liverpool Eric's 23, Halifax Good Mood
Club 24, London Stoke Newington Rochester Castle

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR

Susanne Garrett
Chris Duyt
I

18,

London Canning

Town
Bridgehouse 20, Leeds Tiffany's 22, London Tooting
Broadway The Castle 26.
KILLJOYS: London Marquee June 14, London
Nashville 15, London Hope And Anchor 18.
THE BANNED: Nashville Anshvtlle June 13, Landon
Rock Garden 14, Leighton Buzzard Hossard Club II,
Port Talbot Troubador 22, Kirk Levington Country
Club 23, Middlesbrough Rock Garden 24, Lonon
Marquee 25, Swansea Circles 29.
THE PIRATES: London Dingwall» June 15,
Leeneeter University CIM4ege 18. Malvrn Winter

~am

17.
_

-

CONTRIBUTORS
IPhilip Hall
Jim Farber
James Hamilton
Robin Katz
Marilyn Laverty
Kelly Pike
Geoff Travis
Robbie Vincent

CARTOONIST
Charlie Brinkworth

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Steve Emberton
Mitch K eamoy
Rick Mann

RIKKI AND THE LAST DAYS OF EARTH: added
dates: Halifax Good Mood Club June 17, Canterbury
College of Art July 5, Leeds Roots Club 6.
SUBWAY SECT: London Fulham Town Hall June 8,
Manchester Rafters 11, Birmingham Barbarellas 13,
Nottingham Sandpiper 15, Reading Bones Club 16,
London Alexandra Palace 17, Middlesbrough Rock
Garden 18, Cardiff Top Rank 20, Sheffield Limit 21.
AUTOGRAPHS: London Canning Town Bridgehouse
June 10, London Stoke Newington Rochester Castle
11, London Islington Hope And Anchor 12, London
Hammersmith Red Cow 14, London Hackney
Middleton Arms 17, London Stoke Newington
Rochester Castle 18, London Barnet Duke of
Lancaster 20, London Hammersmith Red Cow 22.
London Stoke Newington Pegasus 23, London
Canning Town Tidal Bassin Tavern 24, London Stoke
Newington Rochester Castle 25, London Fulham
Golden Lon 27, London Camden Brecknock 28,
London Islington Hope And Anchor 29, London I
Harrow Road, Windsor Castle 30.
CHEAP FLIGHTS: London Nashville June 6, Leeds
Fiords Green Hotel l0, Aylesbury RAF Halton 13,
London Kensington 15, Snodiand *Bull 17, London

Middleton Arms

TWO MORE dates have
been added to the revised
tour schedule of Jonathan
Richman and the Modern
lovers printed last week.
The additional concerts
are at Dundee University
on June a and Halt
Utokvwetty on Jane 54.

-r.-

Bev Briggs
Tim Lott
Robin Smith

.

29.

schoolgirl has won the
nationwide Radio One
'Quiz Kid' contest to find
the youngster who knows
most about pop music in

scored
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Thursday 22 & Friday 23 June WEMBLEY Empire Pool
.

linSaturday 17 June GLASGOW Apollo
Sunday 18 June MANCHESTER Belle Vue
Tuesday 20 June NEWCASTLE City Hall
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BEFORE

'Rivers Of
Babylon' became their fifth

I

Boney M were already.
how you say, pretty big In

JOHN SHEARLAW

his.

with Boney M

much -loved and
much -loathed disco act with

Europe. A

sexy album covers and
splendidly computerised
music.
Boney M was the front for Frank
Farlan. an extraordinarily talented
Garman producer.
And of course they were real
they did a tour here last year.
'Rivers of Babylon' was
something else altogether. It prompted Liz Mitchell one of the
three female singers in the line-up.
lo tell me: "When I was In London
recently a Jamaican stopped me in
the street and said: 'Boy. you lot
clever y'kno w I Coming from one of
my people that was the biggest
Compliment I've ever had!"
Them lot clever you know
and real. Interesting thought. Was
the key to
at last
this
Europop? Isn't it about time we got
to meet them?
The message was quite clear.
"No. you can't see Boney M in
Baghdad. The tour finished last
week," Israel. perhaps? "No. they
left there today." Rome It had to
be. Boney Moroni le.
In an amusing sideswipe on
Europop lunacy Boney M have lust
finished a tour of the Middle East.
Which ended with their being "all
banned" in Kuwaiti
The rest of the tour, which read
like a Saudi Arabian Airways flight
plan, Or a guided trip around the
139th Psalm Into the fastest selling record in the history of the
Brothers Warner.
The number of Copies already
sold would
placed end to end
entirely cover the Mull of Kintyre.
And here I was In Rome to see it.
A Boney M holiday, almost.
Cracking the "desert market" is
a considerable achievement. What
do Boney M think of R?
"We wet', the first disco group to
play there." singer Bobby Farrell
eon( Ides. "And they went heserkl"
Dancing In the desert, eh? The
very Idea of thousands of flapping
dlellabas raising the dust around
the oil rig causes momentary mirth
to say the least, but Boney M are
still resolutely Impressed. It's

-

-

1

I

-

-

-

no funnier than
thousands of thighs being slapped
heartily In time al what the
i Bavarians call. for want of a better
word. beer festivals.
Honey M have made it
and
their credibility la assured. They're
spreading the boundaries of Europe
faster than Don Revie, and by their
very accessibility are autobahns
ahead of their closest rivals
eaccare.
It's no surprise that threequarters of Boney M are English.
well, almost English. Let me
starting with the
Present to you
oldest
Martla Barrett. aged 29.
born In Jamaica and brought up In
Surrey Bobby Farrell. 28. born In
the Dutch West Indies and brought
up In Holland. Maisie Williams. 27,

probably

-

1

-

-

-

in Italy
born in Monserrat and brought up
In Birmingham (....) and the baby
of the family, Liz Mitchell. aged
25. born in Jamaica and brought up
In Kensal Rise.
That's the front line.
They're the ones who dress up in
shiny costumes and quite often a

'lot

less. sing the songs on stage.
and generally carry around the

Image of Honey M like a
presidential passport: it all works
extremely well.

Meanwhf'e. back In Munich. West.
Germany. a committed man called
Frank Farlan. who Is undoubtedly
blessed with a touch of genius.
twiddles knobs. selects songs and
generally masterminds the creative
output of Boney M from his studio.
Fallon It was who recruited the
present happy crew. He'd already
recorded 'Daddy Cool' 18 months
ago and needed some faces to
promote the record on TV. Enter
Bobby. Maisie. Marcia and Liz.
They dressed up and dressed down.
learned the songs and trudged
around endless discokellers with a
selection of backing tapes until
Boney M became established,
That worked too. So confident
did they become that i1 wasn't long
before Boney M were playing live.
"singing, shouting and getting on
down", as Bobby put It. They were
real people. They had four hits.
Then came 'Rivers Of Babylon'
first the psalm, then the song
origlnally recorded by the
Melodians In 1970 and featured In
'The Harder They Come'. It's been
Covered by many. including the
chubby Californian singer Linda
Ronatadt. since.
But magically, Boney M's version
took off. No 1 In Britain after three
weeks. Plugs on Radio 4. All that
bit.
"It's the sort of song that my
mother would have wanted me to
sing," says Liz. "I never would

--

have believed her at the timer"
Marcia carries on the explanation. Success like this has
surprised them. you understand
It'd surprise anybody but they've
had hits before. They know they're
good.
'Rivers Of Babylon' is the sort
Of record that makes people who
don't normally buy singles go and
gel a COPY." she says. "('know, the
sort of people who've Only got five
records In the house.
"It's traditional and beautiful.
but it's still got that Boney M feel
to it. You can listen and dance to It.
"I remember the words from
when I was a little girl .. and now
you've got grandmothers, kids and
everybodyf saving up their pennies
to gel it."
Frank chose It, or rather the
German DJ's Chose it Frank. I'm

-

-

assured. is "very religious". He
sent six tapes around the clubs and
'Rivers' came out tops.
"That's Frank's method.
"What Boney M do. and always.
have dote. is to offer the public
nothing too complicated." reflects
Bobby. "We lust want to make
people happy."
And Marcia adds: "We should be
grateful that we can do that."
See?

What all this doesn't tell you.
however. Is that collectively honey
M are hilariously funny. enloy
themselves more than' most and
have absolutely no pretensions
about their role and function.
Each day It seems heralds
another jet flight. another "appearance" In some far-flung part
of Europe. another delicate easing
into costumes that would be more
suited to slim. sunbathing
astronauts. Sing and smile. Smile
and sing.
Yet they don't mind

a

bit. They

launched lnto endless photo
sessions with unbelievable gusto.
giggle endlessly about boyfriends
and girlfriends and going to the
toilet and approach nights off
drinking and dancing with all the

enthusiasm of supermarket check
out assistants in Stevenage.
In Rome that takes quite some
doing. It's probably the same
everywhere else.
First night out Bobby clowns
around with Rafaella Cerra, the
toa'st of Italy. The girls chatter on
about their boyfriends in Beirut,
their boyfriends in London and
their boyfriends in Sweden. eat
heftily. then talk the night away
about slimming.

The next day four Boney Ms ease
'themselves into a limousine and set
off for what turns out to be the
photo session of all time, Five
hours that read like a cross between a day trip to Blackpool
Complete with hedge stops and one
of those nightmare "see Rome in a
day" travelogues.
See Naples and die. but have a go
in Rome.
The slant vehicle. along with a
driver who must have lust missed
being in 'The Godfather' because
they Couldn't get a suit big enough
to fit him, crawls through the City.
halting every so often to let us out
to stand In the middle of traffic
jams, rival ancient monuments in
popularity and boost the trade of
Italy's most famous vendors the
ice cream salesmen.
Anything you want to do .
more or less, Earlier Marcia had
remarked, In hilariously disapproving tones. that: "1 don't believe
too much in all this showing of
breast and bottoms and all those

-

things

"

Bobby cracked up. remembering
the shooting for their last album
'Love For Sale'.
"I'm lying there with a chain and
a loin cloth and all these girls are
wriggling about saying 'You can't
do that', and 'you can't show this'
and 'it's cold', We did It 1"
Boney M cavort. kiss, hold hands.

v1

'

hold legs. pout. stare. laugh and
giggle the afternoon away.
It's worth a movie In itself. but
despite the reputation of Italy's
"paparazzi' (pirate photographers)
we've given the real ones
an
Italian TV crew the slip.
The back of the car looks like
scene from a black 'Bonnie and

-

-

Clyde'. Racks of

glittering

Jewellery are bedecked on hands
that spend huge amounts of time
applying lipstick. perfume and eau
de cologne to well-groomed faces
The weight of presents acI
cumulating In the car and the boot
adds to the chaos.

"Bwoy. you lot clever y'know".

says Liz. again from the back. A
flash of teeth and diamonds. She's

still trying to translate the
Jamaican patois Into English. Liz
loves Jamaica. plans a long visit
there in the autumn her first real
holiday for two years. She's into

-

"roots".

Bobby ain't so sure. "1 don't want
to go 'too far Into roots and 'blacks'
or anything like that. Just get
people

grooving...."

Then from Marcia: "I must sit
upon the toilet when we get back to
the

hotel...."

It's

a right laugh, I can tell you.
The sights of Rome reel around.
all held up with scaffolding,
postcard stands official guides.
Crumbled stone through smoked
glass. Someone's got to be
philosophical. I suppose.
Bobby sits back in the Car. sorry
limousine. and starts singing 'tip
Town Top Ranking' , .. to his own
words. The girls in the back
collapse Into giggles,
"See 'ern In his leather pants and
ring! Boy he's so handsome."
The ebullient Bobby merely
responds by sticking his tongue out
at every Italian female Car driver in
sight. But he doesn't elicit much
response. Pity.
"You can't prepare yourself for
owbo.

pnothing

love..
love

'rel

gfI

rkihnge

you're making
make

Inyfoisu

and
you etas' al home

still
More giggles They're
working.
Bobby con We.M
It's a lob Y. know."
the front
thews undaunted

of the team. We display 1M
records. we get the people down,
get the people grooving.

"Frank's lob meanwhile la to
select the material. and to produce
It. We work together welL Vern
well. Sure It's a method. Frank isla
a method which he sticks too, but
It's one which has worked Vert,

well.
"Yet we still get people wile
think we're stuck up or even not
worth talking too. C
reee.

-

This time he rolls his eyes at
another Ftoruccl window display
Propelling her Fiat through Romel
rush hour. More blank looks. Cool
Chit.
"That is a Problem, trolae
thought of as 'marionettes' of
something just because we meet
write our own material. But we're
natural easy to get on with. and
we enloy doing our bit
wrong?
"You can knock Honey M s11 Y0
like, but to be succesaful is to br
able to sell records.

"And honey M are one of the
most successful groups." M
Concludes with a smile as brod a
the Via Venezia. Can you argue%
Another photo stop. The last. of
From standing in the middle
the traffic to twirling their sklris
at the Coliseum we've progresad
to the obvious finale ring-a-rir'
aroses outside the Vatican. I'1ol
such a bad Idea at that.
Although the Pope fag to aPOO'
we're consoled with the puerile/II
of plastic replica* Of the Roma;
Catholic HQ which double N
bedside lamp and a music
combined.
n.
The tune It plays. I'm sure you
dying to know. Is 'Arrtvidercf
iv ore
a
about
cost
It
And
Roma'.
wages.
ik
Honey M plus entourage pIW stocky driver and hundreds
Gae+'opt
for
Instead
mites
curtoun
coffees and the pleasant Hansen
pastime of setting about In a

-

is

pavement

Cafe

watChla

everybody else doing exactly IN'
same thing. No wonder Haulm
take so much trouble over in
clothes,
None of Boney M bought a piastre
Vatican Them lot Clever y'knove

'Surd Mirror, June
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SUBJECT:
SINGLES

i
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SECTION C
PHY

-

:

GCE O Level

-

GEOGRA-

.

AUTOMATICS: 'When The Tanks BOU
Over Poland Again' (Island WIP 6439).
Discuss the relevance of a single
featuring the word 'Poland' In the title.
The Intro to this number "Elm Zwel,
Drel Vier" is Indicative of the
headbanging danga I denge circa the
Rosy 1977 true or false? "Poland'In the
title is really a misprint for 'Roland' one
of your early ancestors who came to a
sudden end under the wheels of an army
tank
discuss. (1st at least 16 reasons
why The Automatics inspire headaches
and boredom. Write a five million word
thesis on the decline of punk In 1978.

MARACAIBO: 'Malalka' (Storm SR
023). Discuss the sociological significanteof three caucaslans and three non

caucaslans playing in the same band.
Maracaibo are a one-time funk band now
churning out easily-stomaebahle reggae,
with pleasantly echoing voices and a nice
sax break, a long way from the roots
Idea. True or false? Answer the
questions on paper U, entitled Ordnance
Survey of Marakalbo.

-

-

GENERAL

SECTION A
KNOWLEDGE

the missing word, the alternatives
are shown in brackets. SINGLE OF THE
-(Week Decade Phosphorus).
THE TIGHTS: 'Bad Hearts' (Cherry
Red 1) have chosen this as my single of
the -(week, decade,- phosphorus)
because Wilsey sent me a badge (b) I'm
a debauched little bleeder (c) I genuinely
believe that this represents the truth of
today's music and complements the work
of Its forefathers NB For 'forefathers'
read 'forefathers', not 'foreskin'. This
record shows great -(Initiative,
scratches red deer), and although
(punk, skunk, capteloupe) it is of
(calibre, sawn-off shotgun,
excellent

Fill in

1

-

-

-

water pitol).
The originators of this record
themselves term it as -(Dada, Mama,
Great Aunt Heidelburg). The Tights are
Neu Art, Misprints,
entrepreneurs in
foundation garments), and are mere
(teenagers. 'h per Cent, coyotes). t will
go out and buy this single (immediately, immediately, immediate1

PETER SARSTEDT: 'Beirut' (Artois
ARA 517). With the help of National
Geographies outline the coast of Beirut.
Is Peter Sarstedt an island off the coast
of Cornwall? Why is Beirut condemned to
die a thousand deaths? Draw a contour
diagram of Peter Sarstedt's left thigh.
The melody itself Is pleasant enough but
is weighted by Sarstedt's cumbersome
lyrics -discuss with quotes. (The quote
"A jumpy gendarme shot me In the arm"
is not acceptable, but may be used for
reference).

THE SMIRKS: "OK UK'(Beserkley BZZ
17). "This disc Is patriotic", "It features
the place names California, and
Blackpool", "It is a pop song" "My
postillion has been struck by lightning'',
"The Smirks are a Manchester group",
"This is OK but will never get Into the top
20". One of these quotes is out of
'
context. Which one?

-

-(

k

BLAST FURNACE AND THE HEAT WAVES: 'Blue Wave' (Nighthawk Hot
el in the title this Is
1). As asp
(bluesy, redsy, Dusseldorf). Although
the lyrics are a little -(water buffalo,
sparse, daffodil) and the voice Is batch
and raspy. I will give this a -(good,
mediocre, noncommltal) review, be--(tr)end,
cause Blast Furnace is
nuclear reactor, espadrille) of mine.
also read -(NME, NME, NME), and
Furnace is
of
Blast
think their coverage
(unbiased, unbiased: unbiased).

-

'

SECTION D

- FRE

NCH

TALKING HEADS: 'Pulled Up' (Sire
6078 420). Translate into French: (a)
PsychokWer-esque gutturals (b) Inimltable Talking Heads' style (c) They
sound like Hoggies anyway (d) I won't
buy It 'cause I've already got it on the
Talking Heads 07 album (e) A dose
runner to single of the week.
TRADE WINDS: 'New York's A Lonely
Town' (Clearly CYS 1035). Translate into
English: Ces bonnet chanlent comme
les "Beach Boys", "Le bruit est tees
hereux",' Jc n'alme pas le disque paree
qu' c'est une RH! OFF". Je Buis la
(aniomc de la mutton. N'aehele pas ce
disque ou Je will vent Ion wrath sir you.

HARVEY ANDREWS: 'Soldier' (Cabe
Bug 20). De Gaul declared In public
prior to his death that this record was a
"Wimpish tale of wartime strife". True
or false? What is the French equivalent
of MOR?

E-GERMAN

TONY JACKSUN;

Night Time Games'
(Strike Step I). Translate into german:
Ze English Peegs aft a strange vay oft
spefink Jacksun'. Zis rekold Its a load
of drivel, Er sot 1980's mini -skirted pop
kind off mastic. Ze English girls aft nice
legs. Zis sounds tin btsehert like die
Stonkees.

019
NIGHT TIME GAMES

word answers from any section
a misprint. Do not doodle on
to
the question paper, do not write
complain as did reader X from
informative,
non
about
Hounslow,
"go",
containing

opinionated reviews, do not pass
do not cóllect [200.
You may commence.
-

SECTION F

GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS:
'Come Back And Finish What You
Started' (Buddah BDS 473). Write, in
German an argumentative account on
why this single doesn't live up to

expectations (using adjectives like
weak, wishy-washy/ uninspiring, where
necessary): Conclude with an essay on
"What! Dld For My Whilsun.Holiday".-

-

PHYSICS

-

-

Eli STEWART
UYynlP.

'

PEOPLE
{ti.
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.
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that would make -Noddy torn in his grass
green eras,
a contemporary rival for the
code men Ed Stewart has really gone s/

nut this time worse still It
guaranteed to save our toddlers from the
wheels of articulated 'lorries bring bath
blood and guts I Boot like this pap lets sea
more red stuff nosing from bleeding
great gashes in the head I mean when; he
tryin to do hell put ambulance -men outs/
his

work.

FRINGE BENEFIT: Tee Lost The War
(Arleta ARO l26). Another Arlola
stablemate for heart-throbs Child.
Puppy dog noises. Write a poem b
rhyming couplets using "Sloppy Songs"
as

the title,

What D the meaning of

Fringe Benefit? Illustrate year
It

e
understanding of this term by using
context.
MAJOR LANCE: 'I Never Thwgh I'd
Be Losing You' (Motown TING 11111). Did
Shakespeare ever write "Old smiles
never die they just send their dross to
Record Mirror?' If not, why not?
SHIRLEY BROWN: 'Woman to Woes,'

Patti Boulaye-stundeg
heroine discussing the trials of love with
her husband's mistress. A soul infested
tear - jerker. How can one compare this
to the earlier novels of Jane Austen.

(Sta, 2009).

'Does

Mansfield Park' bear

any

relevancies or am taus( wasting space?
SIDE EFFECT: 'Keep That Same old
Feeling' (Fantasy FTC 157). Lamp
lethargic and legless soulle number
Describe the use of alliteration and
personification In the last sentence.

4

SECTION G

;:., ::
....,. :i::: :;;:

.....

HOLLAND AND BOLLAND: 'Spaceman'
(EMI 2790). Equate bow It is possible for
two humanoids with the names 'Bolland
and Bolland' to make such an electronic
sta cc atodancleg record,OuWne positive
electrons In red, with the neutron in
green. The actual vocals are soft and
Is this over-reaction of the
mushy
catalyst. Is the product of this record
soporific, or have I taken too many antihystamines?

ENGLISH

TONY MONOPOLY: 'Superman' (Phil.
Ins 6006 603). "Husky Macho dribbling
discuss the use of
love slops"
colloquialism. Sounds like a New Faces
job
write a 5,000 word, essay on the
significance of New Faces- to 20th
century literature and singles reviewers. Using the following as inspiration,
write a short descriptive passage i'He
sounds like a balding middle-aged
spread. hot o6 the working men's club
circuit." Monopoly is a board game
does this refer to the Waddington's
classic or does It allude to laying Tony M
on the tiles?

-

SECTION
S

lyl.

music be the food of love", alternate
questions from any section containingthe word "languid", and give only one

read Instructions
carefully.
Instructions. Candidates have three
hours to complete the paper. Write your
name clearly at the top al each page.
Attempt as many questions as the timo
allows. Always write clearly, in Ink.
Choose five questions from section A,
three questions from sectionB, C
questions from section 3, no- questions
from any section beginning with "II
::;:F::::;t : :: »: >:: :..-

-

-

ED STEWART: 'Lollipop People'
(Philips 8008 599), Spell 'Stewart'.Spelj
'Ed'. What is the significance of a
spelling test? Insert the correct
punctuation into the following: this
record rips off matebstalk men which
was an earsore
anyway the backing
harmonies come from a snotty nosed
bunch of kids It is a bloody awful
trumpetty trumpetty toytown number

SECTION

-

H

BIGOTRY

IRISH

RUDI: 'ltig Time' (Permissive `nags
GOT ONE).
VICTIM: 'Strange Thing By Night'
(Good Vibrations GOT 2). Heard the one
about the Irishman who fell over a crate
of milk bottles
.
he thought he'd
discovered a cow's nest! What does
monotonous and dated Irish punk offer to
the music of today? Both these bands
come from Belfast. Fulislop
,TlwBoonnownqats

tshaCbckwork

O

.SR

Cal'
y,LLA'IMIIl(40s

I't

win r

1
ll

-

SECTION I
RATS

BOOMTOWN

BOOMTOWN RATS: 'Like '
Clockwork' (ENSIGN ENT 1S). Are t5
Boomtown Rats marsupials? What deb

THE

a rodent do on holiday?
F,xansine Use
possibilities of the following sentence "U
this single bad arrived a I(tUe e.rher It

may have been single of the phosphorus.
but as it 4s 1 can't be bothered to retype
the whole list, so It'll Just have to be a
Rood runner-up". How

-

protocol?? TM

singlesmr

SECTION 8
POLOGY

-

Boomtown Rats are onto a winner Isla
sentence contains an anagram. what e
It? The title 'Like Clockwork', do ros
think this refers to a clockwork orange,
mouse or rat? Give reasons for your

ANTHRO-

IDES O'CONNOR: 'Chicago' (Pye

r

TN

laae4). Write an essay of not more than
2,000 words describing (a) The birth. tile
an of Des O'Connor and
and rem
b) Why 1 don't like this record.
.
Alternatively. list your arguments for
the
continuation of Des In
and against
20th century modular society, stating the
reasons why this sOng is reminiscent of a
Benny Htil skrteh Finally, "This record
is a gruff, hutch, fleshy pink thighs
camber aimed at geriatrics", Discuss.

answer.

1

ROOM TOWN RATS: onto a winner

(`
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SECTION J
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Rich Girl

The Emptyness
Do What You Want,
Be What You Are

I'm Just A Kid (Don't
Make Me Feel Like A Man)
Sara Smile

Abandoned Luncheonette
Room To Breathe

ji
r¡

Record: PL 12802
Cassette: PK 12802

Management
and direction
Tommy Mottola

r
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SHEILA PROPHET learns that when you're with
XTC you shouldn't take sweets from strange men

S.
1
.

r
Sheila, you're supposed to
journalist stays on the job.

Europe'. Quite the

-

they knew
opposite
exactly where they were.
It's Just that somehow,
they never quite got
round to playing there.
In Yugoslavia, the Communist Party purloined

he surveys the wall
of the hotel bar.

-"Little Bob Story
-have beaten us
again!"

It seems that wherever
no.matter
XTC venture
how obscure or unlikely
the fat Frog and
friends always get there

the venue: in

-

-

-

fi rot.
"once," recalls Andy, ,
"we played this tiny club
In Wales, and we thought,

'They can't possibly have
been here'. Then we went
into the dressing room
and there were Little Bob
Story stickers all over the

-

wall("

Still, Little Bob's

I

presence Isn't too surprising In this Instance. This
Is the Hotel Wfechmann,
on the Prinsengracht in
Amsterdam, and judging
by the stickers on the
wall, It seems that Just
about every band In the
world has dossed here at
one time or another.

The hotel is run by

a

Mr

'and Mrs Boddy (It's
TRUE I tell you) and they
understand groups. Everygne Is Issued with a
special key so they Can
wander In at whatever
god - forsaken hour they
choose: they even lay on a

special breakfast for

groups at the unheard of
hour o(11 am
XTC appreciate these
home comforts. They've
been out on the road for
six weeks now. They
claim to have forgotten

what English

money
looks like, and they
enquiry eagerly about
what's been happening
back In Blighty. (To
which we newly arrived
I

travellers Inevitably
scratch our heads, rack
our brains, look blank
and say, 'Nothing much')

Contrary to popular

-

#

be working. not lying back and enjoying it. The other

"DAMN!" snorts
Andy Partridge, as
I

\'

.

rumour, (mostly.

It
seems, put about by a
Certain Juicy l..ulcyI the
group have not spent ere

slit weeks 'lost in

'Italy,

the

political situation halted
the proceedings: In
France
well, I can't
remember what actually

-

happened, but you get the
picture.
Still, the boys have got
very nice suntans. And of
course, all that's behind
us now. We're back to
civilisation, safe in the
land of the Cloggles,
eating our dinner In the
corner cat? and preparing

for tonight's gig

In

Eindhoven, In the south of
Holland.

Until.

.

the tour manager
rushes In and announces
that two guitars have
gone from the back of the
The band mutter some
West Country oath% and
go out to inspect the

damage. Fortunately, it
seems they only pinched
the two spare guitars

-

(thanks fellas
Considcrate of you), and so,

spirits only slightly
daunted, we set off for the

The band are none too
hopeful about the show
they've decided that what
they're doing Is going
way over these foreigners' heads anyway
and
when we get to Eindhoven, they would appear to
have been right. The
venue is a big, empty
warehouse of a place,
populated only by a few

-

-

strangely dressed

trendies hanging round

the stage.
Still, by Use time the
group hit the stage It has
The
filled up a bit. doubt
audience are no
confused by this tunny
bunch from England. but
they seem to like It

anyway

Lionsidering the

stances,

pretty

gig. For a while, back In
England. particularly on
the 'Sight And Sound'
show, It seemed XTC were
getting bored and restless
with their songs, but now
they seem to have got
back Into their stride.
Maybe It's the challenge
of winning over new
audiences: maybe It's the
addition of a couple of
new songs, 'Heatwaes'
and 'Meccanik Dancing'
(the Swindon version or
'Saturday Night Fever', a

film. I'm pleased to
report, the band hate just
as much as I do)

Whatever, there's a new
freshness about it that
makes all the difference.
Saturday's gig is in
Amsterdam Itself, which
leaves the day free for
sightseeing (a particular'ly boring trip down the
canal) and Interviews
with solemn Dutch report ere. Then It's off to the
Melkweg (Milky Way)
Club for the soundeheck
This isn't the first time the
group have been here

they visited It
Thbrsday night,

on

and

Barry unwisely sample
some 'space lake'

-

mistake which ended

him being taken

In

to

hospital at four in the
morning to be un freaked. (Mental note
don't take any sweets
from strange men).
The club Itself is a hoot
Packed to the gunnel
with the dustiest collection of stoned out old

-

tipples you've

seen
in 10 years.
The hippies are squatting
on
you're not going to
a selection
believe this
ridden old
of flea
oover
which
mattresses
the floor of one side of the
hall. No doubt they're
and
muttering 'Peace each
Love' In Dutch to

anywhere

-

-

other as theylle there

Filing a little out of
place (not to mention
to

time) we find a corner
hide In and observe the
group battling with the
eferhenta
And battle they do. Tha

J l_
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1
final score is a draw;
elements 2. XTC 2.
Barry Andrews' organ
giver up the ghost
minutes Into the set and
Franco the Italian roadie

from PFM
t borrowed
after their own roadie
caught pneumonia and

-

Is
had to be Sent home
there no end to these
digesters') has to replace
it while the band are
pi yang. In the mean-

time. Barry bashes

through 'AU Along The
Watchtower' on plano
.ntnething that definitely
adds a new dimension to

-

the song.
Their troubles don't end
there either the guitars
are ailing too, and to top it
nil. Andy Is confronted by
moronic hippie who
elands directly In front of

-

him. alternately yawning
geno blowing smoke rings
in his face!
As usual, the sound
problems are a lot less
ohvlous to the uninitiated
audience than the group

might think, but it

inevitably affects their

concentration, and by the.
end, they're all looking
pretty planed off. They
stomp offstage and slam
the dressing room door.
The crowd yell for an

to each other because
we're both hip'.
"You're just being used
like girls are used for
their bodies, you're used,
not because you're even
good at what you do but
just because of who you

-

are,
'7 used to think It was
necessary to be witty and
charming to these people,
but then I discovered It
didn't make any differ.
ence If I wasn't."
XTC are going through
the growing up process
that affects every up and
coming young band

-

alienation from old

friends back home, the
realisation that they'reJn
a

position to be used, the

'loss of Innocence' as

Barry describes It.

"We're definitely more
cynical," admits Barry.
"No, not cynical. Just
more realistic 'about the

there. It_just hasn-t

-

happened so far.
The group seem genuinely unworried about
It. In fact they seem a hit
more nervous about the

second album, which
they're recording soon.
"So much depends on
it." says Barry. "It's the
or rather, the
acid test
space

cake test!"

In the meantime, XTC

plod along in their

-

"We
philosophic way
just doss from town to

town," laughs Barry.

shut.

example, about what

'We're more comfort- I
able now," says Terry.
"We're In control of the

Interval before venturing

Is. Up In Swindon, we had
thin Idea of the record

going at the speed we
should be going at ,-

- for

encore, but the door stays

way things happen

We welt for a discreet

exaotiy a record company

in When we do, the scene
la remarkably peaceful

company being like
musicians. You don't
realise it's just a bualness

cooled

tempers have

down,- the storm

has
blown over.
While the group themselves are drinking tonic
water and 7 -Up, an
obnoxious 'punk' in a
boiler suit held together
with safety pins Is helping
himself to their beer

"This is not very good
beer," he remarks as he
demolishes his third
bottle.

Sorry." says Terry
Chambers laconically,

"next time we'll make
sure It's Tuborg. "
He appears not to notice
the sarcasm. I'm re-

minded of something
Barry said earlier to me,
about

people using the
group "It's the same in
every city. Because we're

fairly hip to

with,
you get the local hipster
be seen

coming up to you and

Giving you the crap

c4Ps oh no sorry, crap),
You and eon talk
'

1

with offices and

office

workers."
But Virgin are one of

the, least businessy

companies . .
Oh yeah, Virgin are
great. They've never
forced us into anything
they know that's not the
way to get results. They
make strong suggestions
to us, which we then
either pick up on or

-

Ignore."
So have the right

decisions been made so
far? The group are pretty
pleased with the progress
it made
of the album
the charts, and sales were
"It did far
'healthy'
better than I expected,"
but their
says Terry
singles track record Isn't
so encouraging. They
haven't had a hit yet. No
way round that one
there are Iota of possible
reasone, but the bete are

-

-

-

situation, And we're

steady bountry pgcel"

The next day, XTC'S
country pace should take
them as far as Rotter-

dam, where they're

playing their last Dutch

date. We leave them as
we found 'em, in the I
corner cafe, looking every
bit the young, cosmopolltan group about town.
On the way to the I

And after all who wants spots?
A regular wash with Cepton Facial
Scrub means you remove the dead skin
and excess oil. from your skin. And that
gives spots and blackheads a tough time.
So use Cepton Facial Scrub and
maybe the day will never come when you
look in the mirror and
say, 'Why

me'?

Cepton
Cleansing

Lotion, Gel
or Facial
Scrub.

airport, Virgin press

officer Al Clark tells me I
that, after their Lyceum
gig, a Japanese man I
came up to them with
words
XTC, BIG IN
JAPAN. AUTUMN, '78'
written on the buck of his :
hand "Though whether
he was a promoter or just
a wishful thinking fan. I
have no Idea." he adds.
XTC In Japan

- now

that opens up new
possibilities in bafflement

and confusion. If the I
Europeans don't understand them. what on earth
will the Nips make of

'em!

Cepton zots Spots.
A
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Stranglers: an arresting story

..

,

---,

---1

you teach pop singing
skills to young people'. Confidence with
essential. One session
adolescents
London
per week (around I9).

1

SINGERS; can

s

i

.ti-'
Calling -all
warblers
"HULLO CHIL-

y'know

what

I

mean?

Look, let's try HeyboDREN,"
bareebob."
"Pisa off "
"Am, stuff It, "
here
to
teach
I'm
"Er,
' Why
no good little

all you kiddlwinks how to
sing pop songs. "

turds. "

"Neff off."
"Yes, well. er, let's
begin with the diaphragm

"Dirty old sod!"

b--.

you

(Exit)

"Right. I want you to
stand up and all look real
tough, y'know, like you're
beat somebody
gonna
"

I'm
"You little
not going to stand here
(Gets beaten up. Exit)
and be insulted like this-"
"Well sit down then. "
(Exit one red faced
"You've got to live,
singing instructor).
drink and sleep rock 'n'
roll. Let the feel surge
"Hey, ah, lemme lay It through your veins. Then
and only then are you
all on you kids."
ready to make your
"What a nurd."
"What! Oh, ya ya approach to pop singing.
hahaha- You kids got Okay, now repeat after
style you know that. me, "Are you ready to
rock?"
Right sing after me
"Are you ready to
Nananana nananana hey

.

-

local
ONETHIRTY am on the Saturday morning of May 27 and theFriday
radio Di questions Jean -Jacques Burnet on the Stranglers'
bingo
all
for
a
Mecca
be
night gig at Glasgow's Apollo, soon to
players.
**Well, we had two and a half grands worth Of gear damaged . .
for
half our road Crew resigned . . 30 bouncers were outsi de welting
us after the gig . , , we had to be escorted froth the place by pollee .
. yeah it was alright -5 . "
Burnet was, of course, joking. The events of the Stranglers
weekend visit to Glasgow were farfrom alright.
Friday saw a sellout house hill of die-hard Stranglophiles who had
to suffer and I mean suffer the usual levels of Apollo 'steward' (very
ale) efficiency. Midway through a song Hugh Cornwell directed his
wrath and some spotlights onto the monkey -suits, while Burnel
dropped his beloved bass and fell onto a bouncer and his prey. Fists
flew, although a few minutes later Burnet reappeared, his only Injury
being the rebroken and bleeding scars on his already motorbiked
maimed hands.
At this tioint. the bouncers simply disappeared, leaving the stage to
be invaded twice. Thanks to a minority of nutters In the crowd,
approximately 12,500 worth of damage was done, and one of the crew
was nearly killed by a flailing mike -stand. After what appeared lobe
a convention, the cuddly (like a python) stewards returned and
yankedor pushed more than a few kids off the 15 foot stage. The sight
of these young kids lying in a heap at the foot of the stage was not
pleasant. Neither was the band's exit from the theatre. Police
appeared to escort the band to waiting cars. Outside around 30
bouncers who, because the band had in some way threatened their
machismo by criticising them in front of their paying victims, were
after blood.
If the police had been the cavalry on Friday they wuz definitely the
injuns on Saturday night, when, after an Incident at the band's hotel,
Jet Black and J. J. Burnet were arrested and charged with breach of
the peace and obstruction respectively, These two lovable boy - next door types were held in the cells while a London lawyer phoned an
Edinburgh lawyer who finally phoned a Glasgow lawyer. The two
were finally released on ball at 3 o'clock on Sunday morning. Their
case is likely to be passed on to a higher judicial level as they will
have pleaded not guilty by the time you read this, and will be
continued in a few months.
The second gig at the Apollo on Sunday was preceded by 20 or so
bouncers trooping Into the Stranglers' dressing room to have a
meeting with the band, who fold these gents that they appreciated thea
difficulties of the job but could they please carry out their duties
little less heavily, A very cosy fete a tete it was, but this could hardly
be said of the reception which awaited the band acres -gig.
Despite no trouble during the gig, nor any incitement to riot, the
bouncers, a few of whom weredecldedly the worse for a surfeit of
alcohol, returned to the dressing room and in a show of machismo,
threatened the band letting them know what would be walling for
them outside.
Outside these animals proceeded to spit and pour beer over the

,1-

rock?"
"Are you ready to
"Screw you."
"Right, ya ya. How roll-?"
"Are you ready to
reboot Wopbopaloobopawopbamboom. Okay, got roll."
."
come on honey
"Well
now
that? Altogether
We hate wops,"

1 v L!_
!s.{`

hew."

"-.

-

"Now look you kids, yk
jest ain't Lakin' this thing
serious like. Ya all gotta
breathe in, make like It's
comin' outta ya soul,

,/.,...

"Well come on honey

'Let's go go go. "

(They go)
"I really hate this Job. "
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ROCK opera about a

wide

-

word.

rat logo on the tour T-shirts
On a final note of interest, the new
with its boldly upturned tall but
features not the 'Rattus Norveglcus'dejectedly,
dangerously, closely
a thinner vermin with its tall curling this be an omen, or a sign of the
tucked between its back legs. Could
and police are having on I
effect that the collective actions of bouncers
the band? Whatever.
Glasgow was definitely 'I I
The soundtrack for that hot weekend In
feeel like dwog'.
Apollo. emphatically denies
*Mr Ri ssell Gilchrist, manager of the
the stewards were after the band 's blood.
and there's no
I was there all the time
"It's absolute rubbish. trng
to overturn the car or spitting. In
stewards
ion of
quesfact,tthey
outside.
kids
the
from
protecting The Stranglers
wereeprol
and
Apollo is fired on the spot
"Any steward caught drunk at the two
gigs.
nobody got sacked during the band's
escorting
arm and
"Also, If you call grabbing hold of somebody's
right description.
them from the stage pushing then you've got the
the stewards and
"The only time there was any animosity between about them from
the band was after The Stranglers made comments
the stage on Friday night.
the dressing room and
"But later they all had a meeting in
everything was resolved. "
PERCY CUTED

-

!

eyed country

bumpkin traipsing

around the red light
districts in search of his
bird? Real X certificate
-

stuff huh? A juicy tale of
debauchery for all us
perverts to get our fangs
Into.
Not quite. Sorry to

Will he be

"I thought up the
melody for the demo
which later became the
central theme for the film
on the train to the
studio. I came out with a
six minute tape, which
Fetterman liked.
"With only the script to )
go on, I composed the
and
"I keep having' the entire score
word 'prestige' rammed Fetterman, who hadn't
down me throat," he got the film financed at
used the
laments. "I got very little that point
money in the end. But I soundtrack and the script
was pretty hard up before to get money put behind
the film ( from Canada ). "
I did It anyway."
Towns was approached
The Gillen band works
about doing the film after dq a flexible enough
Peter Fetterman, the framework to give Towns
producer of 'Full Circle' the freedom to work on
had a meeting with extraneous projects but
Towns' publisher. Three he says, "if It came to
hours of studio time was decision between doing a
allocated to come up a film and the band, the
theme of some sort.
band would come first. "

high positions.
Of course the above

mentioned are really

him in the first place. Al
come. across as a wet,
Ieffeminate Frank Spencer character who only
becomes butch when he
bursts Into song. Fortunately Wild, as an Artful
Dodger in a Burton suit,
has almost enough personality to snuff our
Price's shortcomings.
I wonder just how much
I

Nicholas Chagrin's Ponzle (no prizes for who he's
imitating) are undoubtedly amusing. They're

just all lamentably
predictable.
The likeable cast

.10

\

Technlcolour Dream-

coat' or 'Godepell' with-

out the memorable songs
or storyline.
In the final analysts it
boils down to an untidy
amalgam of West Side
Story + Happy Days +
Cabaret + Rocky Horror
Show minus the endearing maglcof any of thrro,
"I sniggered at the

'Carry On' humour"
the show genuinely Dally Rag.
parodies the musical
"Passable, It blatantly
genre. or simply high- unoriginal" Sunday
light' the total lack of Muckraker.
original Ideas on the part
"Theatrical carbon
writers Nell Lea and paper" Record Mirror,
Heatitet, It's not STEVE GORDON

TOY TOWN
FEW titbits about that enigmatic 'hoore' Plastic
Bertrand, if ea plane pose rous.
For a start did you know that his real name was
A

\Y

_

`v

s 1\

Roger?

And he got the nickname 'Plastic' because his
daddy gave him a plastic chess set when he was a baby
'hoore' and that ever since that day he has collected
small plastic objects which he now has a huge
'museum' of
Tres interessant, n'crst
non!

ce pas? Whaddya -mean.

-

-

-

,,,t

sweating buckets rushing
furiously around creates
the empty effect of a

-

-

disappoint you lecher. that the send ups are
but this is all strictly
particularly painful the
innocent stuff. As near
in town'
the knuckle as Kenneth 'biggest dickspoof
and
detective
day.
an
off
Williamson

Our hem Al (Michael
Price) is befriended by
IBile (Jack Wild) and the
pair meander through the
world of gang punch - ups,
seedy nightclubs and
superstar factories to find
the elusive Delores.
That's about It for the
plot, and I can well
understand why she left

rich?

soundtrack of the recent
Anglo - Canadian movie
starring Mla Farrow,
'Full Circle'.
Towns, to his chagrin,
about to become
week's album charts Isn't
Illustrates. with 'Satur- quite as rich as the
perpetrators
of 'The Stud'
day Night Fever' and and 'Saturday
Night
'The Stud' occupying sky Fever'.

-

I

t

STRANGLERS: jistsflew

CREAMING OFF extra
profits from films by
releasing soundtrack albums can be a very
lucrative business as a
cursory glance' at last

-

t

,,

nothing more than compilation albums of disco
tracks. Film themes tend
to be less successful,
though sometimes more
artistically Interesting.
Colin Towns Is the
keyboards player in the
Ian GUIs Band, (who,
I'm told, are big In
Japan) and was respónsible for the excellent

The

Roundhouse

I

attempting to overturn It by by
band's Car while at the same timethe
two members of the hand who
rocking it to and fro. Back inside refused
to call 'rs polls', although
before
night
the
had been arrested
up by bouncers before thought It
Hugh Corh well who has been beaten to
outside more than one
and
stuck
were
advisable, Principles
The band then dashed to their
concerned fan called the diced caps. the
at bay. Heavy was the
lions
held
half-heartedly
cars while police

QOL/N TOtYNS
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Ronnie Gun sees a
glorious future for four

PLUS SPECIAL
BASEBALL CAPS

with embroided badges)

wild young Scots

FOR THE FIRST 6 WINNERS

1
Adamson. "I used
EMBARRASSING Stuart
to play rhythm and he
Isn't the word! An (points
to BIB Simpson)
hour or so out of used to play bass".
Tattoo - note the
Gallagher
Waverley Station Rory
fell apart
and already my well reference
when Bill decided to take
primed travelling off on the Grand Tour.
He settled. lived and
companions
worked Amsterdam and
three of the Skids
was soon Joined by
are launching into Stuart.
who left after a
of week or so due to his
I their rendition

Edinburgh's

Derek and Clive's undying affection it forouta

last risque record.

In front of us lees
London, three days In
the studios laying down
demos, a John Peel
session. and an interrvlew with me. As I
said. embarrassing ain't

.

the

word.

.

Ten

minutes out of the
station and we're at the
Ibar to purchase some
refreshment for the
Journey. As the alcohol
gets a grip. the potential

Interview situation
forgotten

Is

Gutter
I

Over a cream cake and
rancid BR cheese sarnles
we discuss the meaning

life and other
unrelated

of

subiects.
But in case you're
wondering, the Skids
are
a four piece rock band
who hail from Fife:
Dunfermline and environs. They are Richard
Jobson. vocalist. Bill
Simpson, bass player.
Tom Kelllchan, drum-

mer,

Stuart
Adamson, guitarist.
and they're the next Oh
big

I

and

lady. Bill stuck
until late '76. and on his
return to Scotland found
Stuart raving about
something called punk
rock.
By July'77. Stuart and
Bill had found a vocalist
in Ha:Unary tearaway
Richard Jobson. and had
enlisted the services of

23 -year -old

married

man. Tom Kellichan.
who, after seeing an ad

for

a

a band
was called

drummer in

he thought

the Punk Rock Band'
forsook the brushes
and snare of cabaret
In keeping with the

times, the band adopted
new (wave) monickers.
Stuart became Stevie
Cologne. Bill transmuted
into Alex Plode. Tom
added Bomb and Richard
Was

Jony

Jolson-

On

stage this whole little
package was to be called
'Marcus Zen Stars With
Tom Bomb and The

Martyrs of Deal'.
"1 had visions of
walking on stage with a
sword, dressed In

cape". Richard admitted.
These Zorro -like
delusions

of

grandeur

never materallsed and
the band settled for the
They
Skids. and began sporyears
back as Tatttoo.out
black and white
"we used to play ting
hair, military togs. zips.
Gimme Shelter
the
and
lot.
mutt like that."' nays
The music, which now
Chang.

To enter, name BOC's line-up, in the correct
order. Send your coupon to BOC
Competition, RECORD MIRROR, PO Box 16,
Harlow, Essex CM17 OJA.

0

-

-

I

(Don't Fear) The Reaper
BOC's first hit single taken from
their 'Agents of Fonuné album

which
basts.

the

song lam-

While 'Sweet

pD
PP'

Suburbia'. which would
be a killer single Incidentally. sports a line
seems to be a source of - says has copped licks which refers to hot-dogs
amusement. was with a from Bill Nelson. Nils and cold antelopes. I find
couple of exceptions, yer Lofgren. the Buzzcocks many of the lyrics Imspeedy and Alternative ,TV. ,to penetrable but their
proletarian gutter name only a few. I would music more than comphilosophising. and was defy anyone to say that pensates for this.
As Bill Simpson said.
described by no less the Skids sound stale.
luminary than Jean-' Among their current before slumping back
Jacques Burnel as 'silly'. stage favourites are drunkenly Into his BR
Their songs are now 'Summer'. "an outside custom seat: "I've got
superbly crafted pieces view of America. It's 'A' grad Higher English
and I don't understand
which you will be basically trying to show our
lyrics half the time."
hearing more of. They how America has equal
have lust signed a record disappointment. If not
Is
who.
and
only
more.
deal with Virgin.
for an advance of another asylum on a
around 20.000 quid will bigger scale".
Heard Ilve. the lyrics
receive between five
As for the live show.
and eight albums during may be undecipherable or
inaudable but on paper the titles to look out for
the next five to 10 years.
As I wrote In RM a few they are simply un- are 'Of One Skin'. 'Zit'.
months back, the Skids fathomable or vastly 'Open Sound' (an apt
rewarding depending on descrIption for their
Ideas are. to say the
often Chordless songs).
least, opulent and one's viewpoint.
Jobson: "I think lyrics 'London'. 'Hope And
overflowing.
But Isn't Stuart afraid should be like a Glory'. 'Calling The
Tune'. 'Charles'.
. If you
of running short Of kaleldescope
can't see what I'm on 'Reasons' and 'Test -Tube
ideas?
about maybe you can Babies' can be found on
draw your own con- the band's only available
vinyl on No -Bad Records,.
clusions.
Original
Theonly band who Can
"I thought Television's
'Adventure' was a total match them for chutzTom pah is the Stranglers.
"Naw." he replies, concept
"there's too many things Verlaine might not have whose bass player wants
meant It that way. or to produce the Skids. I
to steal froto. I'm not
ashamed to say that or think so, but to me It understand
Go and see this band
admit that I steal riffs.. was. I lust like to fill my
lyrics with lots of now and save yourself
. but I think that you can
like the bother and expense
steal and still be imagery." Songs
'Contusion' are filled of queueing overnight
original".
with the aforementioned for tickets to the gigs
A contradiction in
"the red they play on the annual
terms perhaps. Perhaps. imagery
but In the Skids case it cross of agony" In the visits they pay us from
specific their tax haven. (Give it
is
Jobson's
song
works. Although
Adamson, a kind of reference to Com- five years and it could
psychedelic Nick Lowe. munism, an ideology well come to that).

Closing date for entries -20 June, when the
competition will be judged by the Editor,
whose decision in this is final. The first 25
correct coupons picked out, will be awarded
the prizes.
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Not the oneiin the niddle,that'sfIM LOTT.
Here he Talks tó -Mickie Most -(the one on
the right, -dummy) and TOTP's _producer
Ro bi» Nash

i

t

7,

---

of his bands, Herman's
MICKIP
MOST'S 1, 19134, one
appeared. Nowadays it's
eyes scan his liver_ Hermits
Smokle, Suzi Qualm,, Hot Chocolate.

and bacon with
langorous disdain, the sort of
half -lidded bolt orte nearly
imagines he must practise in
front of his very -expensive
mirror; isrhis very expensive

bedroom every night. Robin
Nash, 51 and tending to fat,
devastates his veal with
rather more enthusiasm. Re
looks like a benign and
bovine uncle.

Most and Nash are therefore firm

acquaintance's.
Their meetins7n a restaurant in Covent Garden, was neither a
confrontation nor a habit. Apart
from a mutual respectMoetsill hats
to get his RAM acts (Moat owns
RAK) on 'Top Of The Pops', thus any
vitriol he may harbour for Nash or
his programme is kept resolutely
damped. It. was the Cret time Most
had lunched out for nine months, he
says = "I find them veryboring. "
it's easy to be cynical about Moat's

1

with. After that series, It will very
probably finish for gobd 'There's comply not enough of en
audience to -support other pop
shows. People -are more interested

e'

in Des O'Connor.

"Eleven -per cent of people In
Britain are interested enough in
music'tb tidy records. About Salfeif
those are interested enough to want
to watch pop shows. That makes
about three million people. It's not

L=-

1

r--9

- enough.

"The only chance-'Revolver' has
got Is to create a bit of friction in the
family, be a bit t»ntroverslal,-d$B.
goutgstum that rubbish off' hall the
audience loving It and half the
he Is
cornments_during the lunch
Both are courteous, articulate and utterly uncritical of 'TOTP', If -audience hating it It has to create
rather cynical Both -are, in the anything more deprecating towards its own style.
"But if people get bored with
music industry, incredibly pow- 'Revolve[but to be fair, this
seeing the artist In his hatural
erful At least one of them pays 98 probably Isn't so much sycophancy
per cent tax.
as a -businessman's respect for a habitat, a dirty old club - and It to a
great possibility c then it won't
I soaped that moat of the music -successful venture.
PR industry would rather lose a limb
survive."
The admiration between the two
TI may seem a mystery as to why
than upset either of them right now.
men Is mutual.
Most is better known, half because
'I think 'Revolver' has a Most bothered to work on the
programme anyway with such a
of his astonishing success as a tremendous atmosphere," says
pesaimisUc outlook on Its future. But
he claims to have Nash, hammering the peripheral
record producer
Most Isn't the sort of-man who puts
had a record in -the Top 50 every lunch conversation Into oblivion with
his soul into a concept He Is a
week during the past 14 years -and his stenoroue and refined voleo.
professional.
half because of his 'Mr Nasty' spot "That's at least partly because of the
400
"I thought It might-be fun, too," he
Faces'
than
'New
are
more
the
now
defunct
There
on
audience.

''

-

-

-

programme.
Bearing In mind the sort of media
excitement It has generated. It would
be hard to be Ignorant of the fact that
Moat le aleo responsible for
'Revolver', mooted by many to be
the best pop programme of the last
decade, and punted several weeks

ago on London Weekend TV, via its
ATV

perpetrators.

-

Nash, at 51, Is rather less rich
Moat tells me that he's probably
better off than Sir Lew Grade but,
as the producer of BBC l's all
powerful 'Top Of The Pops' with an
iromenas audience of 1244 million*
every week, he's a great deal more
experienced and certainly more
influential
They do not consider each other to .
be rivals. Most has been involved
with "Top Of The Pops' from
Inception; on Use first recording of
the show in Manchester on January

-

kids
We

hand picked - on 'Revolver'.
-don't
have time to

pick kids, The Charts are out on
Tuesday and the Show Is broadcast

Thursday. Also our hands are
tied by the GLC. We are Limited to
1013 in the studio.
"'Revolver' is fine, by there are
problems in sustaining it. How,
many protest songs are there?"
It seems symptomatic of Nash's
age that he Immediately brackets
new bands as 'protest' groups.
Most has precious tittle to say in
defencd of his creation. In fact he's
more pesslmlaUc than his nval.
"'Revolver' can't compete with
on

'TOT?' as

topical news

a

programme because ,TOTP' does
that job perfectly. You can't beat It.
"The programme will ryin for the
Wait series which T'm doing. There%
a second serles_of 27 programmes
planned which I won't be lnvolyed

says, limpidly fidgeting on his chair,

wasn't
"I'm simply not cut out' for

-y

--

_='but it definitely

television. I've been doing It a few
weeks and It's sending me mental. I
don't have the patience,
-' We've got -cameramen, who lie
spend - most of their time doing
'Crossroads'. They've got blaring tired old programme'
and- allthat.
PAs going in their ears so you But 1'guarantee that 'Revolver'
will
have to shout at them all the time. It
you tell them to pan into the guitar end up.like 'Ready Steady Go'. 11
player, It's always -the bass_player 'RSG' was- such a wonderful
and you have to explain that the programme why Isn't It still on the
guitar player Is the one with six screen?
"I feel quite honestly that TV does
strings. It's very frustrating."
Also, ATV simply can't afford its best to present rock 'n' roll...
They cotildn't rock music, wlth'TOTP', "
Most anymore
So will Nash's programme get this
even pay me 1e -grand. And I make
more than Sir Lew Grade. ATV much vaunted kick up the rear that
the press have provided -thecouldn't afford to keep me.
- "Revolver," says Motet flatly, momentum for? Not at all- The
"has just provided a lot of promotion format of 'TOTP'_ will Stay precisely
for 'TOTP', 'has It made It look a the same as ever. Nash and Most

-

.

don't even see the tuvo prograrmny
as rivals of any sort, because, they
say, one is light entertainment he

the family and the other for hard
Core fans._ They have itifferell
objects.
"When we chdnged the format of
the programme to include tin aTbun
spot, we got the lowest euchre's'',
ever. The beauty of 'TOTP' at W'
moment Is. If you don't like one
number you -stand a very goer:
chance of liking the next. But U yoe
have an eight or nine minute spot that's swttchover time:"

THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES_OF-TOP OF LHE POPS:
PRECEPTS:

ihan BBC source

steady "at six, wasn't

Immense pressure.

exchange deal, and thus

'Top
- The number one -that-- Included because of -the Hook -tailed to appear.
Of The Pops' is a material unless Is the
Fifteen and sixteen
"very bad quality of the
In week was 'Night Fever'
concerned
news programme. record
by the Bee Gees which. VT (video-tape)
appeared the previous
the Top 30.
It le meant, solely to
besides week, as did eighteen.
This -Is something of- course, le terrible film
Seventeen. 'It Takes
we had him on a couple
included.
reflect the most imposed upon Robin automatically
Two was dropping. of weeks ago, and since Two To Tango' by
Nash by a union "un-Richard
he'
hadn't
up
gone
was
' and meaTts- Three (vet Included The
derstanding
(usually, the that a lot of American week before which anyway we left him included Myhtll_
that week,
biggest selling) acts find It very difficult automatically excluded out."
Nineteen and twenty
bands / artists.
Seven, eight and nine both dropped. while the
to get onto the both of them. Four was
Rules, Generally. no programme.-'n the early Sufi Quatro's 'IL You all dropped. Ten and soon - to - be - No. One.
Can't Give Me ,Love' eleven_ were both 1Rivers Of Babylon' by
record Is played two stages of a record's life.
weeks In row unless It
HavIng established whfch had remained featured -the previous Roney M. In from
,

newsworthy

the Number One. these fundemºntal
which presupposes that principles. Nash
there are enough people describes precisely how
around -Interested m a specific week's episode
hearing ti week after came liste being. The

is

week
"Very occasionally. If
a record I. played behind
dance number one
week nd the artist

beComes suddenly
available the next, an
exception might be
made"

-record
Robin Nash,

that is
in chart position
featured.
No promotional
material (MUms video
etc) will be tome
greeramake
No

S lIDDIng

wUl be

guinea-pig Chart was of
my choosing and I
arbitrartly
picked theBMRB chart dated
Tuesday April 24 upon
which the edition of 'Top
Of The Pops' on Thursday April 26 was based
From these schedules
Ira fairly obvious that
the programme is put
together at terrific
speed. and when it's
running at 45 minutes
w^hica -it was on this
Articular week under

-

-

-

-

static that week.

''She

was

a

possibility," gays Nash,
"but I decided against
including her because
she had been leatuyed ón
the programme thi'eetimes previously and_I
reckon three appearances Is as much as
record Can stand
before it becomes unfair
to other artists to
feature it again."
Johnny Mathis and
Denelc
ams' 'Too
Much Too Little Too
Late' which went up
from seven to flue was
inciudedtbat week

-

week- Chic and Dee D
Jackson at 12 and 13

both appeared -that

nowhere at twenty-one
was featured. as was
Raydlo up from 28 to

routine to -the reeórd.
Kate Bush's aWuthering
Heights' was excluded
becauseit fell 13 places,
Ruby- Winters _and
Donna Summer provided
a seasonal base to -the
Chart with 'Back In Love
Again' in at twenty mete
from 40 and 'tome Tb
Me' In at thirty from
-nowhere.
Neither appeared on
TOTP that week_
Naafi has to _thank 'a
very long time before he
-remembers why. and a
good few deep breaths
and 'porn porn trims'
later before he'dredges
up iolution.
"There was no
-Coverage of Donna
Summer " he says. "we
didn't have a film of her.
We couldn't use her nn
the
the dance !Dols. sr Kra

This was arranged two
week. previously, when
Dr Hook did appear. But
this ilane round there
were too teen
Andrew. Gold, hardline -In obtaining 5 a'eether

~ems

Kong Beat' had been on
the week before. Patti
Smith. in from nowhere
al twenty seven- was not
evadable to apDear M
lüa prugea nine. se 1.a

and 'E'o

W

d.0.

Dacer,
id
Problems

but untee
prevented

This was our
alternative."
Ruby Winters

onL6

cording to Nash. wee tW
much of a parallel
'lmply wasn't sveltee.
on film and
sonally, wasn't In tM
country This 1.1
simply left rio room
her_
Both winters an
summer appeared out
Ioilowing programmd
At this point, ROW
Haahb p-roblema sa+
~era.
begin. The cornerstone
of 'TOTP', the BNRO
e
a
berunlñr
had Top 30 has been
in 'tie
filledr trio.. in analysed and potent La/
worked
worked
D
tr. formChicof andDeePMt.
in practical terms Ogt
a,.-dyp.
the 30 nes
bad to tale

.twenty two.
Dr Hook, static at
-Squeeze and
fourteen. pinpointed Costello were on Elvis
their
another of Nash"s way dO'wn, whfch bring.
myriad Musicians Union us to Ref teena Garra's
problems./ exchanges. If 'Do Il,Do II Again' in at
-any artist from America twenty five
from 34
appears on 'TOTP': a which duly got included
Corresponding artist that week.
from Britain has to
Richard' Demon's
appear on TV In 'Theme
From Hone piar -In.
America.
Thursday.

Cohen's 'A BI NI IV w
the plas'out even 111011
it wasn't anywhare
the Top 50 because they
had won the Eurort:..r'
contest the week We:"
and that makes then
newer, And 'TOTP' H e
news programme
"They were -available

he
rpighr

b

e
l

J i:'irot,
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The dancing girls ran out of things
stomach, takes over.
"The BBC thinks it is giving
years ago.
"But -why drop them? WHY?
and this is a
relative exposure
They're the only way. I_ have of very political answer you will be
covering a record I can't get an act
given
with the 'Old Grey Whistle
for. They bring me an enormous
Test'. And a number of other
audience every week."
programmes, Include pop. 'CrackNash is adamant that 'TOTP' is
erjack,' ',The Keith Chegwln'
not ¿Eliding at the edges in any way.
'programme. 'Swopshop' had
enormous success with its coverage
"No, of course it Isn't. How Could
of pop."
it? It_has moved forward with the
But Nash at least recognises the
music."
need for something In between
I find this contentious: Two weeks
ago, 'TOTP' had Cilia Black on the
'TOTP' and the far duller 'Old Grey
programme who, In terms of Whistle Test'. In fact he's been
trying to get such a programme on
originality and record sales, has
the screen for years.
b@en a nothing for years. Some time
"I have said for a long time that
before, Tom Robinson was
'TOTP' should stay at half an hour
prevented from playing 'Glad To Be
and that back-to-back with It we
Gay' on the programme. The
say, every
Inclusion of one and the omission of should be producing
two weeks
a new release
Use other seems to represent an
Ingrained stuffiness that has marred programme. I'd also like to see a
Soul Train in this country. "
'TOTP' for more than a decade.
Back-to-back televlelon,1 inNash la not -to be pinned down.
is a concept that has been
"People are interested in Cilia. She cidentally,
very ,succesfully in America
has a huge audience." (She also" used the
past
couple of years. It,
over
does shows for the BBC).
putting two programmes
"This Is the record they wouldn't involves
with
the same sort of theme together
let us play on 'TOTP_'
Tom
so that you keep your audRobinson Introducing 'Clad To Be
lence... two comedies together, two
Gay' on 'Revolver'.
programmes together.
"It that was the lead -track, f didn't rtiuslc
"We go
from 'TOTP' to
know about it.. I asked which 'Armchair straight
+Theatre' and all the
number was the 'A' track. I was told teenagers run for their lives," says
that the lead track was and we did Most. If they haven't already, I add,
that on the programme, it'g_as mentally.
simple as that. "
Despite Most's flair in putting
In such factual table tennis Ws 'Revolver' on the screen,
he has
nearly impossible to pin down the illusions about what he's doing. no
ball on one side of the court or the
these bands.. they're not new,
"All
other. More important are the BBC's you know. I was working on
channels of thought about pop 'Revolver' this week and then I
music.. Why does it take an switched on the radio and they were
Independent TV company such as playing Chuck Berry. In the studio
ATV to come up with an Idea as fresh someone had just been doing 'Cmon
and exciting as 'Revolver'? Surely Everybody'. It never changes. It's
Its the very sort of thing the BBC the same three chords. "
should concern themselves with
a
This Is not only a jaded view, it
programme that maybe doesn't could
also be quite untrue. Have
bring in the ratings which are so there really been groups
like X -Ray
vital for the independents (which Spex making hit records before?
may dodos'Revolver' to failure), but Would Devo really have got on TV
which is actually worthwhile .ln five years ago? Most Is unconcerned
pinpointing people that are doing with what is 'new' or 'old', it's all
new things, trying to break down a
money to him. I don say that with
few barriers.
Irony or anger - so It goes, the way of
'Most jumps to the Beeb's defence the music Industry Johnny Rotten before gash can swallow his who Most was only weeks before
mouthful cif Creme Brulee.
claiming in the Evening News was
"The Old Gray Whistle Test' does worth fl million - he dismisses with a
that. They have people on there who curl of his scrubbed llp.
I haven't heard of, so they must be
"I think the gross sales of the Sex
new.
Pistols album 'were about 300,000
"I'm not here promoting the BBC according to Johnny Rotten who
(ahem
cynical Ed) but they do happened to be in my office the other
actually last the course. 'Superday. Those people would be
sonic', 'So It Goes' never even -got: interested in seeing what ...Johnny
networked."
Rotten's new band is about.
Nash, the contents of his mouth
"Closedown gets more views than
relegated to his not insubstantial that. The Test Card gets more views
to do 10
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One obvious plus for 'Revolver'
over'TOTI" Is that 'Revolver' bands
r lhe, This simply Isn't ever
ng to happen on "1'OTP'.
yle just couldn't do Meth live 'No
time. I'd love to -have live bands on
but..." says Nash.
would be chaos,- "Chaos,"
In Moat.
Technical note: Most bands that
appear In the studio cut a backing
track on the Tuesday afternoon after
Use azurlung the charts are published
and do the vocali live.
It U hot eiactly Unheard- of,

"it

however, for artists to swop the live
tape for a tape of the original single
when the Musicians Union man isn't
looking. This might explain why
some bands seem incredibly adept al
re-creating their 64 -track recorded
singles with tour instruments.
Despite the Inescapable success of
'TOTP', one would imagine that
after 12 years someone might finally
be tempted to give It a facelift. Nash
seems affronted at the prospect.
ONLY.. YOU._ COULD
"IF
. , TELL.. ME what you expect me to
ds.

t

-

than that."
The actual reasons for any new
band appearing on 'TOTP' are
outlined more clearly elsewhere in
this feature, but, whatever those
reasons are, as far as Nash and Most
are concerned, they are untainted by
even the temptations of corrupt
pressures. The idea that Nash might
even have been offered a bribe
during his long stint as producer of
'TOTP' Is greeted with a barrage of

laughter.

-"OH NW" Hur Hur. Anybody.. hur
hur., might stop to think that

anybody who has been with the BBC
25 years and has a pension coming
up is going to play silly
games... nobody is that idiotic. I've
never come across it. "
sIfe a, joke," says Mickle. 'It
would, show up ,in a record
company's aecounts
Finally, to clear up once and for all
the distinction between these two
august men and you and I. Nash and
Most are people doing jobs not
Indulging'tastes.
"In your thirties,"_ says Most,
^you're ndt-eo enthusiastic about the
same three chords as you were in
your teens. You have to train
yourself to remain enthusiastic. I
am not a pop fan. I listen to Weather
Report albums.
"I am a professional producer who
enjoys a wide variety of
programmes," says Nash.
Tye
done situation comedy, drama, I do
the 'Generation Game'. 'Basil
Brush'., 'Crackerjack'. You can't
expect me 'to like ,everything that
goes on Use show.

"

Both Nash'- and Most have few
encouraging thoughts to offer about
the future lot pop. on television.
According to Mickie, pop is simply
not a visual medium "You've seen
one guitar, you've seen 'em all."
Nash continues to bash his head
against the programme controllers
wall to get a new releases
programme on the scene. Most
mentions that 'Sight And Sound'Isin
finish, another admission to the
rock'n'roU graveyard which has
swallowed 'Ready Steady Go', '6.0
Special', 'So It Goes', 'Supersonic',
'Thank Your Lucky Stars', 'Juke
Box Jury' and many, many more,
folks.
Still 'TOTP' looms immovable and
monolithic. a programme beyond
criticism_ merely becauseli does
exobtiy what It sets out to do.
'Revolver's, if these magnates are to
be believed, Is set for a premature
grave. 'The Old Grey Whistle Test'
creaks on, more disgraceful than
'TOTOP' in its catalogue of missed
chances.
What's On the radio?
-

Hoar one episode. of_ H constructed; through logic and'circumstánce
bilhist and up tempo as a
nine are either eligible or were dtsuuallfred seanñéd. Eight were
alser. and
virtue of curtain
av'atlable to appear --because they were in the dlsqual/fled-by
American.
One.
someone with a name.
being
Of
There are 16 slots -to be process oL droppings
not only Steve Gibbons had a new
filled that week, so-the others-some were poor chap, was
'early half the acts will disqualified under some - -suffering from being single out.he 'Eddy Vorand
fitted the
W outside Nash's ideal-permutation of the other American but also from_-jes',
appearing on 'TOTP' the 'bill. so he became the
frame of reference, Biil rules'.
lobe
featured
had
-first
artist
so
he
week
before.
of
-that
the process
selection,
Of the -ones
In the studio.
tvgn_ef ter -this polnleis weren't dlsqualif led no chance
' Foreigner
happened
This left Nash with the
I anything but_arbitrary.
auulomatically,,-John
most - arts stilt being Paul Young !rut ZS was Buzzeoeks -.I- Don't- to he in the country.
a
certain
aloe test through a in Australia. -Ian Dural Mind'. which he duly They havenews
interest
In the amount of
process o(elimination
was In America, as was Included
15s o new 'filters' come Choro.
X -Ray Seex programme. This still- because they'(º a British
alto effect. As pointed_ would have been on. but left him wills half a group who happen to be
a big success In America.
vt previously. all the_ they were unavailable dozen empty spaces.
This. you no doubt So they were Included "
re' ords in the lower "because
think
Is
It - was similarly a
as I did
i,eaches of the Chart are one of them was sick. or Imagine
prevented by a union something. i can't really where_ Nash's 51 -year matter of circumstance
tOnderstanding from remember." Devm ae- old personal taste comes that Jonathan Richman
uppearing via films that cording to Nash. were I n t o a c :lob and and The Modern Lovers
,even 't come directly also unavailable. The emasculates the whole appeared that week
from Use BBC. This real were disqualified programme, In actual - Richman had had two
(effectively stymies 90 automatically.
fact. this Is a miscon- previous Top 20 hits, Ile
re cent of all American
had ills- exchange
-This left -the 'Top Of copilots
Although he now has a problems sorted out, and
The Pops' producer wills
Also. any act Outside
slightly freer hand, he gave what Nash felt
exactly_
same
the
Top
the
30
and
-this Is problem, since every unchained from the the programme needed
Nash's Personal policy
mediately after
one In the bottom demands of the charts.
never featured more single
Johnny MatlUs and ChIC
20 of the charts were Nash still has to adhere
once.
than
Only by unavailable or'censured to certain principles In
a "lift". Since Rich virtue of crossing the 30 With seven slots still to his Choice of acts, what man was in the country,
,arrtec can it be shown fill. the 'breakers'
he calls 'balance' and
he was an obvious
4gaIn
Choice.
those records 'bubbling 'contrast'.
Moat of the bottom 20 under'
need something
AU this seemed fair
the Tort S0 were
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enough. The next name'
he picked. though. was'
perhaps more dubious In
Its motivation. 'Twiggy.
who appeared that week'
hasn't had a hit for
over a year_ She Isn't a
terribly good singer

elsewhere In
programming

the

schedule

v
Carro.
Wafaella,
Jac(Cso

Steve Gibbons.

factor ,Foreigner. Johnny
Mathis. Legs and Co
In her Inclusion.
to Chic. The
\It is healthy for us to `dancing
Modern Lovers: Boner
with
provide BBC artists
51, Twiggy. Raydlo', The
promotion ':
Legs and Co
undoubtedlYNis Buzz'c'ocks.
to Patti Smith.
either. Somet nine theWhich.
reason for Cilia dancing
My1W1. Yvonne
smelled
who hasn't had Richard
Black
Elliman. The Bee Gees
"She Is." defends` a hit for years and years and Izhar Cohen,
appearing on 'TOTP'
Nash. "a name,
The
"You must agree,"
to,
an
weeks
ago.
two
record was up -tempo
and had a ... new feel to audience of noised says Nash. "thata ,asfaira
sum total It Is
It. She may not have had eyebrows
much luck lately. hut she
' Yvonne Elliman filled representation. a good
has a great news value. I . vacancy number flee. cross section."
was
thought the record
simply because, like
It may not always be a
good enough."
Jonathan Richman she fair cross section of
had had recent chart "quality" bol the fact
the
rub.
And -there's
Bul,even at' IRts polnl, successes and was does seem inescapable
at that Nash. previously a
Nash, refuses to available In Britain the
recognise exercising of that time: Ijlso. at
bogey man to all
height of Bee Gees' 'Sal 'serious" Pop fans has
his personal taste.
Nash felt precious little to do with
"What I am exerc,sing Night' Fever'
she
,vas
that
that sad fact.
It Is strongly
la not taste
professional
judge- someone to Include.
"In the end." he motets
The Mtn and final
ment "
and there's more than
filled by lobar
The single sank ,spot was for
a grain of truth in thisCohen
reasons
without trace
make very few
"I
already
explained
Nash. however. has
deClaton"s
And that's how 'TOTP'
the decency to admit
May
is no more Than an
she
to
"It
feature on
that the fact that
came
sometimes does shows 26. In order. Dee D exercise In logic"

for the Beeb.
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\ALBUMS

dragon's teeth and just as
expensive.
As to playing: well
Charlie Watts strolls on to
legend with his drumming. He and the laconic
batsman Bill Wyman
provided the solid, superb
rhythm section they've
always maintained.
Ron Wood's guitar Is as
distinct as It was -with the
and he's missing
Faces
fewer notes these days
(though I miss these
minor, endearing lmper
feclions). It's with Jagger and Richard that my
main complaint ties. Not
with Richard's playing,
though I've never been
Into guitar heroes anyway. Just their writing.
It would be unrealistic
to hope they could step
back through the years,
but I have to say that I
stopped being part of
their music a while back.
I can't live with their
failure to inspire and I
can't love what's become
a national monument.
Hut for old times' sake
+++ ROSALIND
RUSSELL
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`Girls' need

the kiss
(OF LIFE!)

THE ROLLING

I

What kind of relationship

Girls' do you call that?
The second ls: I think
they've grown tired,
FOURTEEN YEARS ago blase. The playing still
I would have cut off my cuts, but the songs are
right hand to be to the awful. The writing
STONES: 'Some
(EMI CUE 1110e).

1

position of reviewing a partnership has gone
Stones' album for a music Cold, Introverted and
paper. I was an ardent Indulgent. It'll take more
fan, I travelled miles to than the kiss of life to
see them, I was to the first breath fire Into this JAGGER: But Ros, he doesn't look older
1,001 of their tan club, I
corpse.
more they got Into It, the old men ambling through
treasured Mick Jagger's
There's only one track deeper my heart sank.
an arthritic set.
autograph with the zealot on the.album that sparks
I couldn't believe that
"Before They Make Me
a Lourdes' pilgrim.
for me the way It used to they thought lt,was good Run' was an improveNow. 14 years later, I
do
'When The Whip
enough. Where has their ment on those two, but
feel as U Td rather cut off Comes Down'. I love It, sense of rock and roll doesn't make up for a
my right hand than write It's cutting, hard, a gone? Are they too wasted side.
that I don't like this diamond among the engrossed In themselves
Thankfully, side one Is
album. There are two soapstone. That's the they can't see the faults?
much better, though I
reasons for this: the first initial reaction, and I'd
'Shattered' Is the last suspected It wasn't going
being that they've grown hoped the rest of the track, the worst track, to be great when I heard
to big. _I can't have album would catch alight and pretty much de- the single
'Miss You'.
affection for a group with the same fervour. scribes my feeling about It's still the Stones of
that's swelled to the Maybe some of It will in It. It rambles on, deeper course, you couldn't miss
International giant that time and maybe It's Into the mire, a gross their style, Jagger's
they are, that's slipped unfair of me to expect all ,inflated example of the petulant, vocals- But I
away from the fans to the In one go. But I think they worst that the Stones can don't think It would be
extent they have. The should be able (still) to do. 'Beast O4 Burden' asking too much to expect
provoke Immediate ex- was only marginally them to play less of the
closest I've been to them,
musically or physically, citement.
better. I think the main moody blues and more of
In the past few years, Is
Like Scotland's per- problem about side two the writhing rhythm and
sharlíhg them with thou- formance against Peru, was the slowing down.' blues. I can take all of
sands of other people a
the first halt was played I've loved slow Stones' this live, much more so
couple of years ago at with spirit. The second numbers In the past, but than on record, but their
half was a shambles. The this sounded like a lot of live shows are as rare as
Earls Court. Big deal.

for a much wider mystery and emotion, ca.)
steering round the n0:1
Musically, It's pretty Gernert of the 'I7ri
Western teed, sometimes rhythm of 'I Need yo
diminishing Its potency In (one of the best) and a4
the case of aeceslbIlity. Mbaganga celebration
But with husband 'Halle Baneso' with easeof
She's lucky in a Inez:
Calphus Semenya and
Herb Alpert (the same) at that Afro horns and Man.
the production / arrange Dlbango are current))
meet helm and some of much In vogue; but abase
the hest musicians out of unlucky that, like 'Rod.,
the jazz circuit rocking you have to be pallid to tr¿,
the boat, there's an popular.
set

airing.

interesting amalgama-

tion of pop / easy listening
a la West Coast with some

specific African rhythms.
Letta has a full rather
steely voice reminiscent
of Melanie's, loaded with

Whatever, it's

L
wiL

l
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LETTA MBULU: 'Lelia'
(A&M AMLH64(188)'
I can't pronounce It
eitheri
Her previous album,
'There's Music in the Air',
received strong if limited
critical appraisal about.

NO.

months ago, and this
time round Soweto - born
Lelia Mbulu could well be
18

album that may wen earn
the lady a much widq
following. + + + SIfBAN
KLUTH

JOHN TRAVOLTA a OLIVIA NEtfTON JOHN:
'Soundtrack Of Orease' (RSO RIM WS 5,
medlar
a soundtrack Is a bit I.
-k: Ire
chapter headings without reading the
disjointed, distracting and frustrating. L tf eh,
music's anything to go by, I don't think I'. *no
seeing the film anyway.
The bits I enjoyed best were the tracks by Si
and they weren't new to me either. I've h.
Na
the band do most of them before. I also liked a el
track by Olivia called 'Look At Me, I'm Sandra L
she's got a lovely voice, very clear and precie
but mostly she got lost in the general productkx
the tracks. Apart from the song pulled off for
'You're The -One That I Want' she seernl
single
to be fighting to be heard. Travolta's voice la just
dreadful. It's one thing putting him up as an actor
cum dancer, which he's reasonably good at, but
quite another to project him as a singer. He haatT
got what It takes.
The tone of the soundtrack (and the turn) is
'American Graffiti' meets the Fen.. While that
might strike a note of nostalgia In American hearts
It does nothing for me. They didn't have Prom
Nights in Midlothian and I didn't know what a
corsage was until I was 20 (bet you still think it's
something to do with stomach control), so all of
these dramatic events and important accessories
have no place In my memories.
'It's Raining On Prom Night' does have a certain
forlorn charm, but as It's as far from my experience
as gold digging in Alaska, I can only view It from,
curious bystander's distance. 'Greased', the title
track. Isn't one of Barry Gibb's more spectacular
compositions, so even that was disappointing.
The album Is evocative of the period, but If you
don't remember It anyway, It won't mean a light.
+ + ROSALIND RUSSELL
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RUBY WINTERS: 'Ruby

Winters' (CREOLE

('RLP 512 )
THIS Is hardly headline
news, assembly Ilne
American soul balladeer
has surprise big hit and
makes album of facsimile
songs. Actually that's
slightly unfair on a couple
of rounts, because Ruby

!
c7

p

Winters

has

a

Is this the

fairly

'distinctive voice and
some of the songs are a

little different from 'I

Rubbish

All the same she's not

taking many chances
with such archetypal
soap box tragedies as 'I
Can't Fake It Anymore'
and 'I Won't Mention ft

Again'.
The standard theme of
unrequited love Is preva
lent, but on 'Lonely
Heartaches' the sentiment Is wholly unstilted to
the upbeat, almost happy
nature of the song. The

THAT'S the wonder of Welts. Jeff Wayne,
David Essex.

A

.\9

J

centre, with narrator Rich ardurton and

direct hit

Mr Wayne'!

JEFF WAYNE (VARIOUS ART-

ISTS): 'War Of The Worlds' (CBS
9N'í00 )

GENERALLY speaking, the major
trouble with story -relating albums Is

that In sheer length they prove a
formidable task for all but the
dedicated. Not so with this '\Var Of
The Worlds' compilation. A double
in realistic terms, four
album
aides of Richard Burton_ Four sides
first time
of sheer excellence
round anyway. Perhaps It's the kind
of album that wanes on the second or
third hearing. Happily, I'm still
enthusing about the first.
Jeff Wayne was a bit of an enigma
I'd heard the name but couldn't
Jeff
place 1L Consult the notes
Wayne was born In New York. but
lives in central London. He Is
responsible for 30 per cent of the

-

-

-

.

.

.

advertising jingles heard

on

television and radio. produced all
David Essex's hits, as well as his
the list
million -selling albums
Is endless. Jeff's work on the album
centres around the composing,
producing. arranging and conducting
'The War Of The Worlds' Is
probably H G Wells' mast famous
novel, from its original New York
where
broadcast In the thirties
science fiction was misunderstood as
rerather
the
antiquated
to
tact),
runs of the movie. 'I've read the
book, seen the film, but the album
appears to be the most easilyy.
stomachable of the lot. The music,
Ideas, script and voices coin.

.

.

1

plemenung each other. -A downfall
in the faét that It is a double album so
takes 95 minutes to digest from
beginning to end, and it's not as
though you can skip a side or a
couple of tracks; It has to be read
worts for word, page for page. And
an hour and a half is a lot to expect,
even of the patient.
The packaging is.impressive
vivid colour illustrations in a
narrative pamphlet, but the stars
themselves outshine even that. In
alphabeucaLorder: Richard Burton,
Julie Covington. David Essex,
Justin Hayward, Phil Lynott, Jo
Partridge. Chris Thompson. I've
this gad idea that It's all going to
prove too much for the man In the
street and will probably sell only for
birthday and Christmas presents

-

the original first-day gold
rush. A shame, because you'd be
missing a lot.
Probably the main thing that hit me when listening 'to thls,album Is

after'

-

a story In words,.
that It is a story
not just Inspirational and abstract
musical version. Burton provides
the concrete part of the story, the
stepping stones, the actual -score -line
Is full and suggestive, but Burton is
needed to guide the flow of thoughts,
to channel the Imagination Into the
right direction. It's a very emotive
album to listen to, but one you need
tospend a 10101 time on.
Not for the impatient' Not for those
of a nervous disposition. Not for
those with a worried bank manager.
buy It! + + + + + BEV
Otherwise

BRIGGS

different. ,. There's some
fine playing and singing PROJECT: 'Pyramid' notably
from Cohn Bluns(Span 1054)
tone and Pilot's David
Abs. turgidity! This Is a Paton and lain Balrnson concept album (te heel. moments of ethereal
Like it says on the Inner greatness, largely thanks
'This album to the orchestra and choir
aler-ve
seeks to amplify the used, and it's not without
of the Its moments of (cue
echoes
haunting
past and explore the fanfare) pretensibn,
Art it most certainly la.
mysteries
of the
unsolved
The orchestrations are
present'. Like wow,
quite quite exquisite and
cosmic ain't the word!
a real compliment
that's
.producer
Quite why a
decides to turn his hand to coming as it does from
THE

ALAN PARSONS

-

writing songs, then'
gathers a gang of chums
around him and proceeds
to run up a huge budget
making an album about
pyramids Is beyond me.

someone who is more at
home with the Boomtown

Rats than Brahma

Melodically, again, it's
faultless, but as exciting
as having teeth drawn.
Standout slices, for me,
Artistic frustration were
'Can't Take It With
p'raps? Anyhow, this
which sounds like
You',
album didn't amplify any
of the haunting echoes of Camel playing Chuck
'Memphis', and
Berry's
no,
dear
me
the past,
which refrankly it left me 'Pyramanla'
minded me of Sailor, only
dumbfounded.
Witness;
dumb,
as
twice
As concept albums go
in
'Pyramid' Is good, as 'There are Pyramids
albums go it's, uh, my head / there's one

theme may be clinched
but there is still such a
thing as the right'mood;
there's a definite- hint of
'My Baby's gone and I
can't go on, yeah, yeah,
yeah" about this.
She makes a fair
attempt of Kris Kristofferson's 'For The Good
Times', but the arrangement omits the strings

which made

Perry

1

+++++

been waiting

Corno's version more

sympathetic (Perry

Como? Look, I know he's
not Jimmy Pursey, but I

for?

thought he handled this
song well).
In addition Ruby does a
reading of 'Neither One
Of Us' the Jim Weatherly
number, and once again
It's the quality of the song
which brings It through.
It was Gladys Knight who
charted with this and Ms.
Winters does sound very
much like her on 'If This

Is Our

SIDE

A

LIVING IN NW3 4JR
(Anarchy in the UK)

Last Time.'

showing her power
There Is one concession
to disco In 'Treat Me
Right', which makes a
change from all the sob
stories; also included 1s
'Come To Me,' the barrel
scraping follow- =up to.'I

B

SIDE

SIDE

_THE OTHER

\4111'.

The album ,Is deja
entendu but no more so
than I expected.. + + +

PAUL SEXTON.

CHRIS

'Lobbing

RAINBOW:

Over My
Shoulder' (Polydor)
HIS VOICE comes over
very thin and reedy on
most of this. his second
album. But It must be
what he wanted. for
R you
Chris Rainbow
didn't know is a record
producer whose greatest
fan Is Capital Radio's
resident loon Kenny
Everett.
The connection Is valid
in as much as Rainbow
does cute buts of mull¢

UP 36,^4\05

TINA

S bought to you sv 'NOad Woe Rybbsh

- -

tracked vocals

-

especially on 'Dansette'
in the same .way as
Everett.
Several tracks are reunderneath my bed / and releases of 'now deleted
my lady's getting Cranky Rainbow singles like
/ Every possible location 'Solid State Brian Brain'
and 'All Night'. And me
has a simple explanation
/ and It Isn't hanky - 'Dear Brian' melifluous
tribute to Brian Wilson
These
surrealists
panky!
to my
are really something, eh. They were all new
ears. except 'Give Me
kids?
which
For'
I
Cry
What
This Project's last
venture shifted more than has lust been released
again as a single. All are
a few units, notably in
picturesque
America, and I see no very pretty.
Like
reason why 'Pyramid' and lightweight.
are.
hits
lots
of
shouldn't do likewise. If
The albums end with a
Camel, Genesis, and all mini -masterpiece of
these other English public atmospheric fantasy 'In
school rock bands are And Out And Rounyour thing, this is for dabout' which displays
you.
his high tenor to best
Like I said, this Is art, advantage while conbut then, like this album, firming his talents as an
that's always been arranger
something that went way
Addicts of technical
over my head_ Pyramids, triumph over content
ask you. Wouldn't mind will be interested to
seeing the film or reading
know that almost every
the comic book though.
sound on the album was
Personally + + tj
produced by a keyboard
For Egyptologists and Wonder what Chris
other happy fools Rainbow's vocal chords
JOHN
RO N N I E
look like?
(URR
WISHART

-

you've all

-

/
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"It's a remarkable

achievement
- C.B. Melody Maker
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Times when
men turn to
monochrome
r

le!
d

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: 'Darkness On The Edge
Of Town' (CBS Mel).
WHEN I was a little boy Bruce Springsteen was my
dimestore devil. Bearded, black and brillo brained
the back of his tarnished leather bomber, when he
lead me through the backstreet, did, when the sun
was at it's Zenith throw back my own tarnished
reflection.
But !grew up.
And so did BS,
The Magic Rat's gone now. Washed away down
some dirty, drain. Spanish Johnny's married with
snarling kids. Crazy Janey's been committed, And
The Rangers were blitzed.
Springsteen has put all his toys..

I

.
IIP '%
r

.

e

a' 1,.

"Mister, I ain't

a boy, no, I'm a man
And I believe in a promised land."

Gone too are the sidewalk metaphors, the pretty
prizefighter prose.
So that's what two and a half years at first base
does to you.
'Darkness On The Edge Of Town'

KISS: 'Double Platinum' (Casablanca CALD 5005)
THERE'S SOME as say Kissing's
very visual
strictly for the stage
band, as we press people moderately
after an
Nonetheless,
have It,
inauspicious debut some five years
ago, Messrs Frehley, Stanley,

Now? Glorious monochrome, The Spring's gone
out of Springsteen.
"I live now, only with strangers
I talk to only strangers
I. walk with angels that have no place ..
He shelters in the shadows wearing shades.
Pessimism of the purest kind. The Daily work
grind -'Factory' and 'The Promised Land', doom
'Candy's Room' and title
disaster relationships
.
track.
losers: But they were
portray
Sure he used to
decidedly romantic creatures with a certain jaunt In
their nocturnal walks. Here there's no romance
just a watery eyed waste as the thoughts are heaved
up and slain by his, at times (especially in 'Adam
Raised A Cain' ), agony amputated voice.
Springsteen retains the same musicians that
appeared the last album 'Born To Run' back In 1975.
But the music too has lost Its curry cuteness.
'Darkness On The Edge Of Town' is about the
most demoralizing thing you'll hear this year.
Fancy adrag? + + + + BARRY CAIN

helluva lot of records. Hence the title
of this double retrospective which
Comes in a dazzling silver sleeve
with embossed (aces within plus a
. With
special "Platinum Award.
Our Gratitude" Insert. That's the
form of the Import review copy,
anyway hdpe yours Is the same.
The selection runs back usefully to
'Hotter Than Hell', earlier than the
first UK released album, 'Kiss', and

is

ÑHNIuJ11 1'11I

breathtakingly bleak evoking the same spirit as
Lennon's first solo album Okay, so the guy was
never exactly Val Doonican, but there was an
immortal colour in his madness.

i

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: all the agony
ROOT BOY SLIM & THE

SEX CHANGE

BAND

-

WITH THE ROO-

TL7PES: (U.S. Import
I

Warner Bros. BSK 3180)

'

YOU can imagine It can't
you
hoarding up and
down the country ex
tolling the virtues of et'
who
let's see
oh yeah
was It?

-

.

.

Root Boy Slim &
the Sex Change Band with
the Rootettes. Bit of a
mouthful ain't It? Well
I'm highly delighted to

announce that It's
bloody good earful tool

a

A tape of this release

Ihas been on my car

Icaasette player for the
last fortnight and has

been

playing' contin-

I

FIVE HAND REEL:
'Earl O'Moray' (RCA PL
25150)

ALTHOUGH perhaps not
to the taste of 80 per cent
Hi Pop
of RM readers
I'm sure that
Pickers!
there are some unfulflller
souls out there who would
love this platter.
The album opens with a
musical Interpretation of
Burns"My Love Is Like A
Red Red Rose', which
brought a tear to my

-

-

uously so you will
understand my love (or it.
Root Boy has got his
roots in the old wavers wooden leg Side two opens with
like Zanna and Beefheart
the
and their Ilk He's got a 'The Trooper and song
thick gravely voice and Maid', the kind of be
to
that seems
sings strong and loud
over a backdrop of almost obligatory on folk ofal-It
heavy metal sounds that bums. The sexism
brings back the heyday of left an even sourer taste
ever
the Captain at around the than the Stranglers
did. The wailing soul of
time of 'Clear Spot'.
'Beef - Can Close' leaves
The subject matter Is
quite hilarious. Take 'My Frankle Miller sounding
Wig Fell Off' for example. like Soulxie and her
which in Itself as a title Is Banshees. A superb
hilarious enough, buttake track
'Freedom Come All
a laugh al this line.
to date.
"Trying to pass for 18 / Is Ye' Is more up adapting
with the lads
a tough thing to do /You
rid reggae
can't mak a It in the disco f Rumanian
dome then fusing them
When you're 12." And
Devoesque
aub
with
when
later on In the song
and We
a big guy steps on this
hues. Thee two
bionic
fellow's wig and threatIrish son s, 'The Child on
ens violence "Gimme
the Road'; and 'Jackson
back my dentures / Or I'll
and Jane'.$iie every - day
have to use Kung Fu"
,. ha! hat and that Is story of erl acid casualty
just the Up of one funny and his talking horse.
Iceberg.
tread bold imaginative
A fake boogie song
ground, musically leavopens the first aide.
lug those other Irishmen,
Puke'
'Bougie Till You
the Roomtown Bats,
has some realty heavy
looking like Pat O'Leary
harmonica playing that and the Drogheda All
I would put plenty Imita
Stars, Power Isn't the
out of work. A very
word)
screamer
Itore
cynical
'Heart
liked this album
I
I break
of Psoriasis' despite knowing zilch
features a chorus break of about folk. My Mum and
'Flaky. Flaky Skin' and
Dad liked, nay loved, It
I the line
"People said which would be akin to
my head / was the worst utter damnation If this
dust bowl they had ever was a rock 'n' roll record.
begin to

-

-

.

bn

-

seen

It

Is one Of

the funniest

and finest albums I have
heard in quite is while. If
you like 7,appa. you'll
love this and so will many

other people

!

it

they

manage to lend /t an ear.
Already in my list of Top

1,n album,

of the year

ICram everybody
a

-

DO

THE ROOT!,,
STEVE GIBBS

+

R O N N I E

GURR.

PETER GABRIEL:

(Charisma CDS 4013)

SITTING out in the sun
over bank holiday week-

end is perhaps not the
best time to listen to Peter
Gabriel's new album.
There was a noticeable
fall off In attention, even

"there's

as'Exposure' wafted icily
into the greymatter. This
is perhaps the simplest
and most startling track

an old man on
the floor, so I summon my

charm,

on this collection of less

brilliant compositions. And something
happened to
has
awful
GabrIel's top notes. He
screeches and howls some
real flashes,
Nothing as catchy or as
good as 'Salsbury Hill' or
as awesome as 'Here
Comes The Flood' graces
the album, but there are
some interesting sonic
innovations and (1f you
take the trouble to listen)
some surprising lyrics.
'Home Sweet Home'
starts out as a kitchen
sink weepie about a
couple who are obliged to
marry because of a
pregnancy. Wife jumps
from eleventh floor tower
block home holding baby.
Husband takes insurance
money to casino and wins
a fortune, buys himself a
real home sweet home.
But somehow the Irony
doesn't come across on
than

vinyl.
More successful

is

'D. I, Y,' where piano and
keyboards build a nice
fudge of sound which
offsets the vocals well.
Final lines of 'D. I. Y.'
could be read as part of

'

say 'Hey,

I

Scumbag, has there been
an alarm?' he said 'Yell,.
been selling off eternal
youth, they all got afraid
'cos I'm the living proof,
my name is Einstein do
you know -time is a
curve?' I said stop old'
man! You got a nerve 'cos
there's only one rule that I'
observe. Time is money
and money I serve."
Not an easy album to
get into. And repeated
playing didn't help as
much as I'd imagined it
would. In fact one
particular song, 'Animal
Magic' (inspired by the

Army advertisement

about "joining the profes-

sionals")

got

increas-

ingly shrill with each
playing.
Gabriel has the able
help of some leading
musicians including Robert Fripp. Should he
make another album with
them he. might consider

showing off their talents a
bit more than he has on"
this one. +++ JOHN
WI$H.A BT

Gabriel's philosophy

about music making:
"When things get so big, I
don't trust them at all,
you want some control
you've got to keep It

-

small'

Small la not neccessarUy beautiful.
Items of Americana
keep cropping up 'in
'Mother Of Violence','IL
Wonderful Day In A One Way World' and 'White
Shadow'.
But all suffer the same
kind of studied academic
cuteness which, for me
anyway, dogged some
Genesis songs,
For instance, in the
supermarket saga of

'wonderful Day, etc'
Gabriel observes that

SEALS

&

CROFTS:

Easy' (Warner

Bras K58484)
ON THESE hot summer
restless nights, If you
can't get to sleep. I
heartily recommend playing this album It'll have
you off in no time. In fact,
It took remarkable concentration to stay awake
through the review.
These pioneers of wimp
rock roll their lazy way

-a

Simmons and Criss went an to sell a

.

-

closes the calendar with this year's
'Strutter '78'. Afficionados won't

need

reminding, but for the

95 per cent of the
population, it's worth mentioning
that while KIss's main line Is an
Aerosmith / Zeppelin very heavy
bag ("play it loud" is mandatory/.
that's not the whole story. The
string -driven 'Beth', the acoustic.
intro'd 'She' and the jokey theatrics
of 'Makin' Love' open some more

remaining

doors.

In cold
Strictly for the stage
vinyl, and by.comparison with (say)
Boston or UFO at their best, more
than a few tracks feel remarkably
dull and derivative. But we won't
.

.

.

argue. Rating Is only for that 95 per
cent minority. +++ SUSAN
KLUTH

anyone who can pull off
something like 'Life After
Dub' and 'How Much
Longer' has just got to be
barely a pause to dra i
breath or change theirs ari all-important musical
source.
socks. If I want Simon &
And now ladeez and
Garfunkel, I'll' listen to
gennelmen, all our
the real thing, thank you,
not this half baked suspicions / expections
imitation.
are confirmed. The goods
The words are very
are delivered. Reasons
pretty and all, but the
why this album Is so
firstly
music was gutless and the astounding
whole production lacked
the material scored
any kind of perception
highly both on the contedt
other than a sugary I presentation axis, and
appreciation of LOVE.
on Its great diversity. Or.
Yuk. Their songs reflect
the one hand there's the
their easy living Ilfestyje, highly moving (and
the American Ilream, but
adrenalin pumping) met
only represents stagnaattic surge of 'Nasty Little
tion to me. + ROSALIND Lonely' a dramatic hotel RUSSELL
room - love saga; on the
other, the up front drive of
ALTERNATIVE TV: 'Action Time Vision' and
Zappa's 'Why Don:t You
'The Image Has Cracked'
(Deptford Fun City DLP Do Me Right'. Then
there's the raucous chaos
01)
of the closing 'Splitting In
Two' the nervous paraTHUS FAR, faulty
noia of the lyric being
products have been spoon
feeding the (already truly reflected by the
bloated) major com- rabid assault of the
Sham 69 to musical backdrop.
panies
Polydor, the Cortinas 'to
The album also turns
CBS and Squeeze to A&M
the half live / half studio
but they ain't received ethic on Its nut and Mark
one Iota of credit in
The P Goes pretty much
return.
to town phasing and
So it's with great
Interspersing the two:
pleasure that I announce classic examples of this
this: 'The Image Has occurs In the album opus
yoke
Cracked' is (and I
namely 'Still Life' the
not) one God almighty Intro of which Is five cut,
horsy of the first degree, a
though the main body of
100 proof no bull killer
the song is studio work
which shows the second betcha can't see the join
raters just where to gel off either.
and this time the
I ain't gonna herald
glory goes to Nick Jones, Mark Perry as a genius
Mark Petry and com- (he'd probably despise
product
pany, not some
for doing so) neither
minded people who me
am I gonna nit - pick
couldn't careless.. What's about the socio political
more, this album estab- overtones of ATV music.
lishes ATV as the most
What matters is that 'The
important band on the
Image Has Cracked' ain't
scene at the moment, and been off the turntable
sounds
If you think that
since I got it and it's
hype, just wait until you
probably the most signifihear the demur thing cant British release this
pally
Lt's be honest about year.
I'm real pleased Depthis: as far as this
tford Fun City are gonna
writer's concerned, Mark
a whole iotta credit
gain
one
of
been
long
Perry's
'cos it's
the punk wave's fine from this motherand only
a great record
not merely for
figures
great
Ignore
bozos
'Sniflln' Glue' but berecords 'Action Time
cause he and ATV had the
really.
all
it
saya
Vision'
audacity to actually
a long time
experiment when ao It's been but
there is
coming,
many punk clones were
elision aplenty
still Into rift conservation action and thee
grooves
to them
and belting out Ramones'
WEST CHRIS
+
+
+
+
+
Mach 93 and bowsaw axe
WOOD
drone. Betides which,

through a 'Sunrise', a
'Magnolia Moon', and a

'Mfgnight Blue' with

i

-

-

DAN HILL: 'Dan Hill'`
(20th Century BT 500)

THE SINGING jelly's off
again drivelling his way I
through a selection of
utter wetness. There's
wetness and wetness of

course, but this Just

pours. Then there's the
overworked ploys of

acoustic guitars and
strings coming In at
precisely the same

moments. The songs are
embarrassing as Dan
bears his soul to the world
time and time again. Ah
well, at least he's got faith
+ ROBIN
In himself.
SMITH

-

N--

VaºR

h
Nto'.

-

-

VISITOR

209.5,

'Vlsltor

tose' (Arista lianas
AH AL ee0.$)

IT'S FULL of marvellous
titles like 'At The Gates Of
Cosmic Consciousness'

and 'Celestial Dream
Song'. Only Hlilage has
the panache to carry off
such

cosmic

balladry

these days, The effect of
this record is superbly

sleep Inducing. 'Don
Genera's Waltz' Is quttel
well paced but once
you've heard that bass¡
rift over and over again 1
you want to reach for the
Ovaltlne and biscuits
Thus Is delfts into the
beyond and by the time tt
reached 'Centre Of The
Winds' my concentration
was wearing Lida Reach
for the matchsticks and
pmp open your eyes. +
ROBIN SMITH

B
1

T E Elki0()1)
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may not be reedy to go all the way
with you yet. This doesn't mean
she's abnormal. She's being true to
her own feelings, just as you are.
She may not trust you as much as
you think she should and needs to be
oottvineed that you really do rare
about her before committing herself
to a greater involvement. Although
you're responsible enough to realise
the need to take precautions If and
when you do make love, she's

Eddrd M' SIJSAM'.E GARREIT.
Send your problems to Help. Record
Mirror. 40 Long .4 ere. London WC2E
9JT.

your bust. Classic
examples like the bending your
shape

of

elbows, clasping your hands In front
of your chest and pushing and taking
a deep breath / lifting your torso up
but not out. simply strengthen your
pectoral muscles and may improve
your posture. If you're overweight,
cutting down on stodge and
resolving to mote energetic will
make you feel. (and look) better, but
you have to lose a lot of excess flab to
make any mark on your bust.
So opt

for

course of action which

a

will help improve your posture and
make

difference to the way you
look and the way you feel too. You
won't appear quite so weighed -down
if you make a determined effort to sit
up straight and hold your shoulders
back when you walk. Take ten
minutes out to improve your
deportment by walking around with
a pile of books on your head In the
privacy of your own room. It may
sound

a

silly

- but it works.

Once you can stand tau you'll feel
much more confident. Be proud of
your bust. 1 ou'd be surprised at
how many other girls envy you and
how attractive many men find well.
endowed ladles like y'ou,'self.

Bloody -old
blackheads

I AM 21 years old with a spot and
blackhead problem. Since I was 14
I've .had a mass of continuous
blackheads which are impossible to
get rid -of even when picked out.
They reappear a couple of days
later.
I've tried all kinds of creams and
lotions which only seem to dry up the
skin or cause it to look oily. Will they
reduce In number or go away when I
get older
or do I have to live with
them forever?
Don, l.uton
No you don't have to live with them
forever. Instead of smearing on a
synthetic spot.klller out of sheer
frustration at the way you look, try
revising the way you live and eat
generally. Steer dear of noshing
dairy -based fatty products like
butter, cream and chocolate and
Increase your Intake of fresh

already have between you and take
It slowly.
If she won't take the lead hn
petting,. you should, but don't
her
er off. If she thinks you're
going to rape her at the first
opportunity, you'll never get nearer
her body than you are now.
Believe It or not, many people
don't have their first close encounter
of the sexual kind until they're older
than either of you are. Respect each
other's feelings and work It out
together. It takes two to build a
relationship, and time. If you reuily
do have something good together
why worry about hurrying? There's
no time limit.

-

lean meat, fruit and
vegetable margerine.
Take advantage of the current
heatwave, fresh air, salt water and
sunshine dry -out spots and fight the
greasy skin syndrome and waxy
wastage from the sebaceous glands
which produces blackheads.
Use a medicated soap when you
t egetablee,

wash. This will cut down the spread
of infection. And avoid picking spots
even though you're dying to, simply
squeeze them In a wad of cotton wool
when they've reached the large n
yellow stage. Blackheads can be
removed by dean lingers but you
must use medicated soap or you'll
find a spot forming In the remaining
hole.
U the fresh -air

/

geed

food

Got the hots
fdr teacher

/

medicatton -treatment doesn't work
and you've tried It all before
any way, see your doctor, he'll
prescribe a sure-fire cure.

I HAVE just left school but am in
love with one oL.the teachers there. It
has been going on for nearly two
years now, since she started
teaching me, When I'm alone I just
sit and. cry, not because I've got
troubles at home or anything hike
that, but because she will never
know or accept that I'm In love with
her. I've never been In love with
someone of the same sex before.

She won't let
me do it!
BOTH my girlfriend and myself are
17 and have been going out together
since we left school. She lets me kiss
her but will not let me have sex of
any kind with her. I love her very
much and have said I'd take
precautions but she still says no.
Is this normal Ina girl of her age?

Paul, Bournemouth

sWblle

you feel

Surely I'm not

something am I?

-

1-

G-:0.P

POF

lesbian or

married for nearly two years. If I
don't see her again, I'll probably kill
myself or something. It's not a phase
I'm going through, Please help.
Rita, Doncaster
'You've fallen In love with uih Ideal,
a person mho you admire and
respect but always knew In your
heart of hearts could never respond.
She's remarried: She's even more

that your

E
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label yourself before you've dated
more boys and are fully aware of
your sexuality, which may not be for
some time yet.
No matter what you think now,
you'll find that unreturned affection
dies quickly. When you eventually
meet someone who loves you too,
you'll realise that the confusion
you're going through now Is
Infatuation, pure and simple.

Catchy
things
I HAVE been told that you can get

when a girl in having her
periods, when you have intercourse
with a different person each night.
off toilet seats and off dirty blankets.
Please tail me the ways you can
catch VD, crabs etc. I'm worried as
I've had intercourse with my
boyfriend while I've been men
struating. So have some of my
friends, with their boyfriends.
BB, Merseyside
Menstrual fluid doesn't cause VD
and you can't catch a venereal
disease from a toilet seat or dirty
blankets. Gonorrhoea, (clap), or the
extremely rare syphilis, (pox), can
only be transmitted from person to
person during sexual intercourse, so
the more you sleep around, the more
chance there Is of becoming
infected. To put it simply, if you
have casual sex with someone who is
already Infected, you'll contract
VD. There's no other way.
Crab lice which live in the hair
around the genitals are usually
caught during sexual Intercourse,
but It's possible to pick them up from
a wooden toilet seat or through
heavy petting with an Infected
person.
Send your hull address and we'll
forward a set of explanatory
leaflets. Same goes for any other
readers.
VD
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She's a very attractive woman of
about 23 years old and has been

relationship won't be complete until
you've made love and your friends
probably don't help your frustration
by boasting about their real or
Imagined sexual experiences, you
must accept that your girlfriend

'

to someone you found very
attractive. You') nod other people
equally attractive. And don't rush in

getting pregnant and remains
unsure. Try to develop the trust yea

are toó big

As

the breasts are .adeup of fat
plus a certain amount of secreting
tissue but have no muscles, basic
exercises don't make any appreciable difference to the size and

never see her again. She was an
Important part of your school live
which Is all over and she's become
part of your past.
Rut don't put down your feelings
for this woman. They were $
spontaneous and emotional response

understandably worried about

My boobs

COULD you give me any advice on
how to reduce and firm my bust?
I've tried many exercises, but none
of them have helped me.
Susan, Liverpool

unattainable now as you'll probably
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A Tonic For TheTroops!
With the BOOMTOWN RATS

JUNE 15 -Victoria Hall
JUNE 16 Empire
JUNE 17 University of Leeds
JUNE 19 St George's Hall
JUNE 20 ABC Theatre
JUNE 22 Odeon
JUNE 23 Apollo
JUNE 26 De Montford Hall
JUNE 27 Odeon
JUNE 28 Colston
JUNE 29 New Theatre
JUNE 30 Apollo
-

Manley

- Stoke

Liverpool
Leeds

Bradford
Blackpool
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Leicester
Birmingham
Bristol
Oxford
Manchester

JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY

2

3
5

6
9

Spa Hall
City Hall
Village Bowl
Dome
Odeon

Bridlington
Newcastle
Bournemouth
Brighton
Hammersmith
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your enquiries to Feedback, Record
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(1976), 'Jail Break',
(1976), 'High Voltage',
(1976), and a three- track
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COULD you please list all
singles and albums by
AC/DC? Also can 1 have
the address of their fan
club. Ta In anticipation.
Mark Gray, Colchester
Anticipate no longer.
AC/DC kicked off their
'eavy metal vinyl career
when they signed with
Atlantic Records in 1975.
In chronological order the
singles are 'It's A Long
Way To The Top (If You
Manna Rock 'n Roil'),

u

r

maxi single Incorporating
'Dirty Deeds Done
Cheap'. 'Big Balls', and
'The Jack', (1917). These
have since been deleted
but H you scour the oldies
shelves In record emporia
you're still in with a
chance. Still available'
are 'Let There Be Rock',
(September 1977), and
'Rock 'n Roll Damnatloo',
(May, 197(1).

Albums are 'nigh
(1978), 'Dirty

Voltage',

Character in Darts single
(3,4,3,4,4,)
10 Electric Warriors (9)
11
They recently put the lights
out (1,11)
12 & 5 Down, Multi -Coloured DJ

2

Easter time hit (7,3,51
They wanted to stay just one
more night (6,3)

3

Status Duo frontman (5)

4

Ron or Russell (4)
See 12 Across
1971, debut hit for 19 Down

1

1

,

5

(4,7)
14
1.5

18

21

22
24

25
26
29
31

32
33

35
36

6

Todd Run dgren s group (6)
Former Monkee whoformed
The First National Band (7)
Former Mother Of Invention
who is now Living In The
Dead Of Night (5,6)
What Bowie wanted us to be
just for one day (6)
1966, hit for former Manfred
Mann singer Paul Jones (4,4)
Gladys Knight's back up
group (4)
Fowley or Weston 13)
Black and White Stranglers
single 14,1.6)
Stewart or Kooper (2)
He was featured in 9 Down (6)
The Beach Boys Vibrations (4)
They have just said a Farewell
To Kings (4)
Linda Ronstadt got a Tumbling one (4)
Phil Ochs composed, 1965 hit
for Joan Baez (5,3,3.71

9
13
16

17
19

20

1976, hit for 15 across (3)
Generation X Frontmart (41

Animated Moptops (6,91
Had minor single success in
1978 with Klu Klux Klan (5,51
1976; Stomu Yamashta LP
made in association with
Stevie Winwood (2)
The weight of Free sobs (3)
Mr John formerly Dwight (5)
They can take the blame for
starting Night Fever epidemic
(3,4)

23
25
27

28
30

The Small Faces Sunday 141
1977, Beatles soundalikes (6)
Composer of such classics as
Twistin' The Night Away and

are BBC

Broadcasting House, London WI, Radio London,
P.O. Box 410, 95A
Marylebone High Street,
London WI, Piccadilly
Radio, 127/191 The
Putts, Piccadilly Plata,
Manchester MILAW.
If you explain what
your exact qualifications
and Interests are they will

carefully ea the way you and have no authorisation
express yourself is to print any of the above
Important and of course bands' locos.
As there is no UR tan
your experience and
qualifications will be an club, information about
The Ramones can be
asset.
from Michael
Please, Please, Please obtained Ramones
Fan
could you print the Trece,
address of the Bee Gee's Club, P.O. Box 209; Old
Station, Nsw
Fan Club as I am Chelsea
desperate to Join. This Is York 10011.
T -Shirts, badges and
my second letter on this
stickers etc will be
Issue!
available on the next
Mr T. J. Smith
Sorry, sorry, sorry to Boomtown Rats summer
have kept you waiting! tour but for Information
The address Is 67 Brook now write to Boomtovm
Rats Fan Club, 44
Street, London WI.
Where can I get via mall Seymour Place. London
order Ramones and WI.Watch out for Rata
Boomtown Rat T -Shirts,
dates!

patches etc.
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SOLUTION
1 Giving
It All Away. 7
Oh No Not My Baby. 9 Really Free.
12 Bat Out Of HelL 14 Na. 15 Ram.
17 Help. 18 V S. 19 Ode. 20 Birds.

22 Leon. 23 Ala 24 Essex.
27 Man. 30 Garden 32
Raydfo. 33 Lady D'Arbanville.

21 H Cl.

26 See.

DOWN: I Goo Goo Barabajagat 2
3 Nine. 4 In The. 5 La
Epoque. 6 Yesterday Once

Vincent
Belle

More. 8 Yard. 10 Alfie. 11
Summertime. 13 Lovely. 16 Ma
Baker. 17 Hasten. 25 Sha Na. 28
Anna. 29Jimi 31 Day.

t
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ACROSS:

Dave B

relevant leaflets and Portsmouth.
We wouldn't advise
application forms.
Try to word your mall order as certain
application fully and companies are unrdable

v

.... (4)

Pere...

companies concerned
(you will find the

be able to send you the

'ORS
V I I' RANi:1
SINGLE

Another Saturday Night (5)
Stev le Wonder's Duke (3)
Andy McKay was in search of
Eddie

34

I

The beet thing to do Is

write to the various

Appointments Dept,

COULD you please give
me some information
about Jobs In Television
and Radio. I have good
qualifications (A' levels
and 'O' levels) and I have

14,41

7
8

Northumberland.

start with

hot into.

DOWN

especially welcome Information about DJ Jobs
from Broadcasting downwards.
E. Dixon, Cramltnglon,

add ressen in the phone
directory) but one's to

Deeds Done Cheap',
(1976), 'Let There Be
Rock', 0977), and 'Power
Age', (May, 1979). No fan
club at the moment but
watch this space for more

ACROSS

experience with electronic equipment. I'd

r

..
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Now is the time to dig up some of your

pet loves and hates. your fears and passions.
your lusts and loathings. And Mailman
reveals the shocking truth behind Elvis and the
like more of Devo. Please give
some info on them.

L

A

me

voted punk.

de

Devo are loonies. Whatetse would
you like to know?

Slag in the right
direction
SKANNING through the pages of
last week's RM in Charing Cross
buffet walling for a cancelled train, I
came across that pathetic letter from
the fascist In Preston. Jeezus, how
can he seriously think -the NF will be
In power In August '79 after their
miserable showing in the recent by.
elections? Stop thinking of your
white British paradise, and think of
the grey life you'd lead If the Nazi
Front got in
Got me train, got off the other end
and got on a bus. Went upstairs only
to find myself In the middle of a herd
of freshly cropped skins who
Immediately started jeering at my
bag which Is covered with TRB and
RAR stickers,) TRB and RAR being
the enlightening forces Iii my life),
calling me names like Commie Cow
and Socialist Slag (! ).
I pointed out their Sham 89 badges
and asked what they thought of thtólr
hero, Mr Pursey, denouncing the
Front before 80,000 people at the
CarnivaL Grunts and various weird
noises signalled their confusion.
"Are you a member of the SWP?"
asked one. "No," I replied, "I am a
.

Move Over
Ms Pam Ayres

__-e

A DYLAN DEVOTEE'S BLUES
I was (cello' lonesome and blue
With no ticket to see you
Not us say the crowd

Who have to pay out five pounds
Down at the corner by a hot dog
stand
I see a man selling ticket§
I thought my dream had come
true.

He looks to me and says 'Hey son'
I've got just the thing for you.
Look no further, a Dylan ticket for
you
I said. 'Hold on a minute air, how
much

.

r,

Is this costing me?'
He said seven pounds fifty
I said no thank you.

Dylan fan into punk and the
Beatles, Uttoseter, Sta ffordahire.
A

Hmmm, not exactly a poetic gem,
but It gets Its point across, I s'pose.

!

ext
The
The next

left
remark left
em

a co

Í`

e

me I
dumbfounded
. "You a lesbian
then, if not, why are you wearing a
pansy badge?" I think he meant my
TRB badge. Words fail me
Having reached their stop, one I.
young thing of 18 or so handed me a
leaflet he was carrying, by the
British Movement, headed "Announcement, London Has Fallen".
He told me to read it and learn
something 'truthful and worth-

while'.
1 learnt alright 1 learnt how the
NF and the BM win over people like
these who have absolutely no Idea
what these evil parties really mean.
Ignorance is not bliss, Irgnorance
Is frightening.
Karen - Commie Cow / Socialist.
Slag.

What colour

is

British

I'VE JUST read Mr Rusch's letter in
RM, May Z7, and quite frankly, I'm

surprised to hear he's got any
friends. Such an obviously cracked up bastard should be buried under
the garbage he spews out, together
with the rent of his NF morons,
I'm curious to know why he thinks
he can slander coloured people, yet
no 'coon pigs' can slander the 'good
name' of the NF. (Surely he's taking
the piss?) (Yeah, we wondered too
Mailman),
I suggest he borrows a dictionary
and looks up the definition of
'British' to see If skin colour is
mentioned
he'll find It a lot more
difficult to separate the 'REAL'
British then.
I
thoroughly agree with Mailman's reply to Mr Rusch's pathetic
letter. NE in power in '797 Bullshit!
A white traitor, Hroadstai re, Kent.

-

-

Nazi fascist pigs' doings
ICE READ your page every week
and are often disgusted by some of
the letters we read We don't often

write to complain about them, but we
Just couldn't let the letter from Dave

Roach pass
He is a Nazi fascist pig, talking
about 'wags and coons'. We passed
his letter round our clans and
everyone thought tt was stupid. Our
English teacher was so appalled he
nearly threw It away.
He doesn't realise he and those
other creatures are the traitors. Of
course he probably doesn't know
about the book we're talking about
but It (the Bible) states that God
lever heard of him Dave?) made us
all equal. We're all humane. (Well,
most of us
W hen he said the NF were coming
W power in '79 we were hysterical
I

L

some people

do

let their

t
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Ramones poster

-erg-/,

HEY MAN, just what is tills. Last
week I turned to the centre pages of

'401!I

/+

\'

'd

11.

'1

RM and . . . I saw a good sketch of
four arseholes. Then I looked at the

1/4"*.S

-

RESURRECTION
SHUFFLE
Imaginations run away). It ii as the
first, and we hope the last, we'd
heard of It.
The Ku Klux Klan and'the NF can
be fitted with the same description.
Good for nothing nobodies with no
cause!

Four pipits of Westote
Leicester, aged I5.

School,

Right, that's sorted HIM out. Now
controversial subject.

on to another

Practising DJ seques
a bummer
WISH to thank and congratulate
you and all the staff at RM 'for
managing to print the same charts
twice In two weeks! (Sarcasm will
1

-

get you absolutely nowhere
Mailman).
As a practising DJ I rely on your
by 50 to keep my audience Informed
about the current sounds. So
therefore I object to paying twice for
the same information.
I cannot see why you had to do
this. I know we had a Bank Holiday
on Monday. but the BMRB still
managed to get the charts to the BBC

on

Wednesday so how come you

didn't get 'em???????

tan King, Loughborough.

B'ecause we

Tuesdays!

l

u

l

print

on

l

More wingeing in
the wings
TO BEGIN with I must admit my
main reason for buying your paper
is for the charts which ore second to
none (that la when they are up to

date)

-

(See above letter
Mailman).
Being one of your older readers I
find a lot of your paper very childish
especially your Mailbag page

-

which ,seems full of adolescent

sexual feelings towards pop stars.
A's I went through that stage when I
was 11.15 years old I must presume
this Is that age group you cater for,
so maybe I am expecting too much to
ask for sensible, knowledgeable
reviews of records and concerts,
The last straw came this week with
John Wlshart's feeble attempt at
reviewing Bob Seger's new album.
He obviously knew and cared little
about Seger's musical history.
The biggest insult came when his
voice was compared to Rod
Stewart's. My God. I thought, this
has to be a sick Joke. Please tell this
man to get his headphones, record
needle or speakers seen to, and if
_these appear to be in working order,
it Is obviously hie brain that Is in

current music', not 'vetrans'. Sorry
you find IT sickly and US strange
sure you're not looking at your long.
past youth through rose -tinted

-

specs?

The kick inside
our covers

serious for your mailbag page.
Linda Thomas, Leeds.

I ADORED last week's Cover: that
guy leaning out of the van window
with a splattered skull. Bob Geldof
covered in blood and chains is now
on my wall. How about Glen MaUock
on the rack, or Debbie Harry being
flogged; they've got to be wearing
leather pants though or It just
becomes smut like that filth on your
centre pages a few weeks ago.
Thanks anyway for catering for
minority tastes like me: all we ever
get is tits and backsides and to
someone like me that Is useless.

No, It's the usual petulant piece of
we 'get from fans who
happen to disagree with reviews

PS: This letter isn't meant as a Joke
or a piece of fiction. There are
people like me (well at least

need of attention.
I suppose this letter Is far too

nonsense

Jerry

-

It'a all just opinions, REMEMBER!
Or is your memory going In your old
age!

Flow low can we
go dept
DEAR TOM. Dick or Harry. Well
this Is what I think of your printed
muck which we been meaning to
send for some time it's remarkable
how low a fine weekly paper can
slide In a matter of years, believe it
or not I still buy IT now and again
just to see if any of the vetrans are
making a comeback, you certainly
have a strange lot working for you
but then what can you expect in this
current sickly mold In music.
A real music lover,
Very constructive

we're INTERESTED criticism.
In 'this

caption. Gee, Mark Manning, you're
sure mistaken! Those are not the
Ramones I know. Do you really
think that a bunch of guys looking
like that would have the nerve to
sing 'Boyfriend' or 'Oh Oh I Love
Her So'. (Yes!
Mailman). I hope
you repent and give the (50 back, or
print a proper centrefold colour plc
just to prove it was a mistake
(wasn't it?). Mark, you're sure

(S &

M)

my

boyfriend is).

liummm, haaw, herruniph

(nervous laugh) er
please!

.

.

,

next letter

Mattock up your
daughters
RECENTLY a potty Glen Matlock
fan wrote in praising his looks. I say
Matlock and his Rich Kids are poncy
little schoolkids. Now Billy Idol,
Captain Sensible, Brain James and
Dave Vanlan are fine examples of
men. Gaye Advert, Debbie Harry
and Soutxste Sue are all lovely big
breasted women, I would like to see
more pica of the Sex Pistols (well
remember them for ever). Gen X.
Sham 89, Damned (my all -tire rev
punk group) but noet of all I would

lucky they didn't print your
address.
A very disgruntled New York City
band fan.

Bionic boredom
Ii1YA FANS. Just to let you know
that I am gonna become a star,
we've got a great name for the group
It's called the Silver Beatles
Great, eh? We are gonna become
bigger than Blodwyn Pig and Fresco
Le Raye put together. King of the
Nosebleeds, you will never make It
big. If anybody is interested In my
songs (words with no music) let me
know. 1 must go now, I've got to go
and have my guitar lessons. (I can't
miss my first one),
The Bionic Gnomes, EMI Studios,
Abbey Road, Manchester S.

-

Figments or fact
I WAS wondering if those daft letters
that appear in RM are really sent in
by real people or are they just

figments of your uneducated
Imaginations. I will know that they
were sent by real people (eg me) U
you print this letter. Thank you.
Sham 89 fan, Boomtown Rats fan.
XTC fan, ['lash fan, Jam fan,
Stranglers fan, Ian Duty fan, Tom
Robinson Band fan, Advert. fan,
Tubes fan, Johnny Rotten fan,
Graham Parker fan, X Ray apex
fan, Vibrators fan, Generation X
trot, Damned fan, 999 fan. Busseoeks
fan, Blondie fan, Travolts fan and
Salty fan.
PS : You don't know Salty but I do

PPS: Salty
Rotten.

looks Ilke

Johnny

No, you and Salty are both just

figments of our lea gins flan.

Stranglers pin-up
PLEASE, ALL I ask for is a pin-up of
the Stranglers.
Toe Sldcup Strangler, Sidcup.
FS' lean Jacques Is good.
No we won't. And no he isn't.

All ir, a

name

DON'T READ this letter, my name
le more Inleres'ing

ell, ll lckory
Nrmpion Tharubw
land.
House, Ptastictne
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EVERYMINUTE COUNTS
IN REAL LIFE
9th June.
Released

FIRST

ALBUM BY MAGAZINE.
V2100
Out now onVirgin Records
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AFFAIR

ROBIN SMITH joins. Genesis,
their wives and offspring for a
jaunt across the Channel to
catch the band in. the middle
of their world tour

RUTHERFORD'S GOT

-

tummy troubles again. His
body's been so plugged full of
antibiotics that his eyes are
half closed like a weary
sheepdog. He ambles across
the hotel reception and

stipports himself on a chair.
One of the injections made
him hallucinate so much that
he thought the walls of his
room were caving in around
him.
But Mike is getting better, his skin

t
t

.

i

a

i
1

a

has changed

pink.

"I kept

from yellow to

a

vibrant

going to a restaurant when

it was closed," he says.

"I think

that

weakened me."
Here we all are in Paris, the scene
for Genesis' live album 'Seconds
Ouf.Strong stomping ground on a
world tour that must at times seem
like a never ending voyage at sea,
despite the lengthy breaks. But
the
band are happy, nestled in the
bosoms of their families who
they've
brought on the road with them.
They're even driving themselves to
gigs, no fleets of monstrous limos,
just a collection of hired cars. As the
band gather in the foyer clutching
their various offspring it begins to
resemble a family outing. Then a
relaxed little drive through the streets
of Paris to the Palais de Sport.
"We played the abbatoir here,"
says Phil Collins. "They were just
converting it from a slaughterhouse
and there was still sawdust on the
floor. Paris is always good to us. It's
very cultural here and the people arc
fiery. The hot summer lends to bring
out their excitable Latin side.
Someone's locked the back gate,
so the band can't get in. But
eventually some harassed looking
officials come to the rescue. Inside
the Hoes arc already excited and it's
hotter than Napoleon's armpit at the

Mcmd Mirror, June

Battle of Watertóo, Any celebrities
Ms.-king their way through the
audience are cheered as they lake
their seats. There seems to be a fair
selection of hearthrob singers dressed
in stick on hairy chests, gold crosses
and silk shins open to the waste.
Backstage it resembles a family
picnic as the kids and wives tuck into
a selection of cold meats and soft
drinks. Phil ambles casually around
and his guts don't appear to have
turned to water at the almighty task
before him.
The band's laser show and
marvellous new mirror effects have
broken down. The mirrors can't be
used because some clod managed to
run over a cable. The mirrors aren't
glass but buih out of a reflective
substance called micron that bounces
light over the audience. At least
that's a basic explanation, my feeble
brain isn't capable of dealing with the
other capabilities, so dash out and see
it yourselves at Knebworth. But the
show doesn't rely on a selection of
fairy lights and coloured paper,
there's still enough power in the
lessened light show to carry it off.
I'm getting somewhat bored by laser
beams anyway. Everybody but
everybody seems to be using them
these days.
'Eleventh Earl Of Mar' opens
proceedings, Phil, like a half pint
boxer theatrically punching at the
empty air. 'In The Cage' strides and
then flies into the faster rhythm.
Tony Banks somehow looks like a
stormy conducter as he peers up from
his keyboards at the other members
of the band. Multi-coloured
spotlights blast out from the stage
and it looks like the opening to a 20 h
Century Fox films.
Under the subdued lighting on
'Ripples' the band resemble a
selection of ghosts. Magnificent
handling with Phil quivering at the
microphone on the morbid vocals
before flexing himself through the
chorus. Phil introduces each number
in broken French but a Tommy
Cooper impression is lost on the
Frogs and they look at each other
baffled. On 'Deep In The
Motherlodc' there are a few sound
problems. One of the speakers seems
to cut for an instant and it sounds
like they're playing in a goldfish
bowl.
The quiet parts of 'Ore For The
Vine' promote a rash of cigarette
lighters aflame. The Frogs also have a
disconcerting habit of passing lighted
sparklers from the front of the
audience to the back.
'Say It's Alright Joe' has Collins
Portraying a drunk. It's a Durycsque
number as he dons dirty mac and a
battered hat, to sit nursing a glass of
alcohol under a guttering lamp.
He scratches authentically as if his
wife's kicked him out again and Ice's
caught something from lying in two
many gutters. His voice sympathises
with the emotion but there's some
optimistic guitar before he turns out
the light and hobbles into the
darkness at the back of the stage. Is
no one going to get this man a part in
a

at
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movie?

-.Cinema Show/Los Endos' is the
of the concert. The 20th
Century Fox beams arc out in force
again and the drums lead the song.
Batik of Btltain searchlights scan the
ceiling, a backdrop for the proud
Limeys out on an easy victory.
Naturalment mes amis it has to be
'Follow You Follow Me' and Chester
Thompson handles the drums more
heavily than Collins does on the
single. 'I Know What I Like' differs
little from the version on 'Seconds
Out', a hand clapping pace before the
main lunch. Collins is off again on
his silly tambourine routine,
knocking it all over his spry anatomy.
Maybe there's no mirrors or lasers
but the Frogs don't mind. They go
berserk, leaping up for a standing
ovation and lighting up again.
Back for a brief sojourn in the
dressing room. Rutherford sits on a
table while an admiring Frenchman
brings his girlfriend in to kiss him. It
transpires that former Genesis man
Steve Hackett has decided to sue his
set piece

old friends.
sorry It's come to this," says
Mike. He behevaa Mat i tae re him

!RKS

some money so he's taking action.
Payments in Genesis take place at the
same time with everyone getting a
share, so if he's owed money then so
arc we. I'm sorry that there's got to
be this bickering. I like his album."
I leave Mike and Tony Banks to
ponder over the failed laser and
mirror effects and talk to Genesis'
manager. "It costs 25,000 dollars a
day to put this show on the road," he
says. "I calculate that we have a safe
break even point and anything we
make over that is gravy. I reckon
we'll play to a million people on this
tour, next time we might go out for
half the ticket price with a smaller
show. There is a danger of becoming
so big that you end up being a
caricature of what you're trying to
do, but Genesis have always handled
things with finesse. We won't go

overboard.
"Sometimes i think the music
industry today is like those old Cecil

B. Demille epics. Rock stars today
arc the same as film stars and receive
just as much worship as in the old
days.
"We've had offers for films, we've
already done one but that was bad,
terrible. i don't think rock films
work, they frustrate the imagination.
It doesn't allow you to fantasise you
can't sit back and make up your own
thoughts, things are constantly being
suggested to you."
.The last Genesis afficianados have
been cleared away and we walk out
past the stage equipment guarded
over by a dog that looks like doulful
rubber toothed bulldog. A legion of
equipment trucks are parked outside.
The record company has laid on a
plush reception at a Paris cafe, where
they serve all manner of wierd things.
God, there's not a sniff of decent
Blighty food and the waiters don't
like it if you refuse the cuisine and
ask for a plate of ham sandwiches, a
bag of crisps and two bottles of

IMP

MI

the most fun....

Coke.
Mike's stomach is still playing up
so he settles for an omelette. I ask
him if they've got any special plans
for Knebworth.
"Hmm, well can't really say
anything, I want to keep the wraps on
I

what we've got in store for as long as
possible. But no, I don't think we'll
be having flying saucers on stage like
the ELO.
"I have to admit that l feel bad
about only doing one British date this
year but you can't please all the
people for all of the time. We ignored
Europe last year so we felt it right to
play there this year. But I'm not
happy with the Knebworth bill, I
mean what does the name Jefferson
Starship really mean in Britain? I
wish they could have had some more
British bands on..
After this huge tour, lasting until
November, the band will be taking it
easy before starting work on a new
album.
"I have no ídca what's going to be
on it, we'll spend some weeks
basically mapping it out before going
into the studio. The next single is
'Many Too Many', it's another
romantic track. Tony and I have also
done the soundtrack for the film 'The
Shout' but they seemed to have
drowned our music out with other

A

i

noises-"
In a recent interview (a real
masterpiece written by me, which is
still available if you mail yourself to
me dressed only in a suspender belt
females only please) Steve Hackett
said that Genesis were often open to a
lot of criticism because they were a
public school band, a bunch of rich

Q
i

/r

-

-

kids who may have had it easy.
"We were making music, I can't

sec that a background matters if
you're pleasing people. With all this

so called prejudice I think we've done
very well."
Rutherford begins to reminisce.
"In the early days we signed a 10
year contract and our parents got us
out of it because we were minors.
Our first light show was exceedingly
good value for money, sit lights and
some thin gauze curtain."
Pause for some more refreshment
and then a cab back to the hotel,
where the kids arc sleeping
contentedly, knowing their dads have
dons a nod job.

BZZi7

ARQUEE
JU ED!!.
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Could New Hearts be
yet another Mickey
Mouse group?
KELLY PIKE hedges

Just another

teenage anthem?

round the question
NEW HEARTS are all others and goes to chat
not trendy. They upInBusby.
midst of this
don't wear black Chaos theJohn
sums the
leather. They do not situation up: "We can do
discuss what Jim what we like 'Cause we
no credibility to lose,
Callaghan Intends to got
and no one can accuse us
do with the dole of selling out because It's
queue. They don't all been said before. "
even look bored.
In fact for

a

band

Inspired into being by a
Clash and Sex Pistols gig.

they're a total dis
appointment in the

degeneracy stakes. When
they surfaced in the midst
of the punk explosion,
they were disgustingly

straight to the bondage
merchants of the fashion conscious London scene.
They stood aside In

their candy

-

colour

We choose an unlikely
place to continue the
Interview. New Hearts
are not the most proficient
of oarsmen, so the rowing

boat lurches and keels
drunkenly as It zigzags its

/1

rs

"

o

1191

way downstream Into a
cloud of dense black
smoke skimming the
water. All thoughts of
cohesive conversation Va
pourise as concentration
focuses upon the barrage
of motorboats, launches
and other hapless floating

%,

blazers looking to the objects continually asanarchists like a band of saulting our unstable
aspiring Bay Qty Rollers vessel.
at a Butlins talent show,
After a couple of hours
with resident redcoat Ian tempers
are fraying,
Paine leading them into a arms aching
and we're
cavalcade of pop songs.
nowhere
fast.
getting
The results, the slagg- Dave, Jamie and John
ings, were predictable.
ship
for
solid
abandon
Being different was only ground. Mr Paine and I
acceptable if you were are left to row the craft
weird with It.
back to shore in silent
Not only did they look exhaustion.
clean and wholesome, but
We sit in the front'room
they went really over the of their manager's house.
top and sang pop songs. While the world seems to
Finally, on August 12, tumble in and out of it,
1977, they comltted the Dave Is sitting quietly in
ultimate sell out: they the corner, regarding the
signed to a major record hive of activity as though
company, CBS. Since an onlooker in the
that fateful day they have outpatients department.
blown their credibility Over the stereo a tape is
more times than Bob playing containing five of
Geldof's opened his the band's new songs, one
mouth.
of which is to be the follow,
Could you see Joe
to their current single..
Strummer standing on up
'Plain Jane'. The choice
stage clasping a daffodil has already been made.
and introducing their but Dave deliberates over
next number, 'True the songs as he expounds
Love?' Would the Sex upon h'Is theory of
Pistols dress up in the success.
clothes of their manager's
"At the moment," he
wife and pose in the explains "we're just two
traditional Abbey Road steps away from success.
style?
We can see It, and we've
And who else would come too far now to leave
have the gall to release It and pack everything in.
the
single
under
first
their
We've got to continue
suspicious title of 'Just until we do get a hit, we do
Another Teenage An- pull through. The thing
them', setting themselves that tales a great band,
up good and proper to be is that once they've found
trampled underfoot by the right combination of
some poetic singles musical personalities,
reviewer? New Hearts they've got to stick
have done all these and together
I.00k at the
more.

It's Bank Holiday

Monday. A blazing hot
summer afternoon. just

I

the atmosphere for an
Interview and chat In the
garden of some peaceful
little country pub, good
vibes abounding as we
relax and bank in the lazy
sun.

That would have been
' the rational situation;
Instead we spend a hectic
. hour
in the sweltering
heat, chasing the carnival
parade to celebrate
Mickey Mouse's birthday.
After several aborted
attempts to trap the super
- rodent himself, they give
in and pose with sundry
I other Disney characters
to the bewilderment of the
onlooking crowds Minnie
Mouse leans forward to
shake hands with Jamie
(he's the cute new
drummer) whilst Pinnoehio looks away in
disgust to tan's question
as to whether he finds job
satisfaction. Dave tries to
disassociate himself with

`F

t

r,

NEW HEARTS in upstaging mood. From left: Ian (vocals/, Jamie (drums), John (bass/ and Dave (Suitaris
"People were writing
place, I knew what
stage, but when they get spend all your time
us off before they had
you'd say,
worrying whether you'll
up there to play, they're
even
The
seen us. We were
scent
of
be
able
to
keep
them,
cheap
tight, they know one
perfume, my semi
getting a really strong
another Inside out and whether you'll be In debt
reaction,
precious
idol,
before we had
single
doesn't
If
the
next
what
happens
in
none of
their lives offstage mat. break. It's just a-viclous Don't tell me your life played a handful of gigs; '
story, cos it's turn out it seemed to be hate the
lers. If they can do that, circle, and you're always
New Hearts time.
the light time.
then that's the mark of a just one step behind."
"When we started It
Heavy words from Oh yes. here it comes
really great band.
was just not done for us to
agaln,.oh
yes,
time
to
who
plays
"The thing Is that once somebody
enjoy life." continues
pretend,
you get some measure of songs like 'True Love',
John. "We should have
success, you've got to 'Dial - A - Friend' and That it's True Love."
The waitress is getting been moaning about what
better It all the time. You 'Fun To Be Young'. But
may have always wanted despite the Jolly film titles flustered; she has the must be some of the best
attention of all four times of your life. We
a hit record, you fight, to and the snappy tunes, the
get there, but when you do songs are usually bathed' members of New Hearts weren't into this whole
upon
her, and It's proving depression trip. We had
you don't just stop and In the Irony of everyday
too much. The orders all started the band otter we
say that's ft. You then teenage traumas.
change
en route to the saw The Pistols, but not
'Kissed
you
in
a
want a hit album and
doorway, didn't know kitchen- and we end up because we were secret
another smash single,
with
a
bizarre
mixture of anarchists, but because
your
name,
Stones, The Who... they because you've bought a
flat and a car, and then Asked you back to my edible substances- At last we saw that they were
may hate one another off all four are to one small having a great time and
area, and it's time to thought we could too
'
"Why should we want to
induce conversation over
slurp of soup and the go around wearing
'fa the
tinkling of glasses. Ian dismal black leather, and
and John are the two with bondage trousers? We
were, and still are
the most to say.
The conversation gels playing the music that we
Off to a flying start with enjoy most, yet people
hat must be the touchy were disregarding that.
subject between aspiring and h '.hng us because of
journalists and musicians our Image. We wanted to
s
wear bright clothes, so we
the media.
"At one time nobody In did, and then got tagged
the press liked us, we as flash upstarts.
"We thought that the
didn't fit into any of the
neat little categories at basic Idea of punk, was
all. We weren't In the Inds idualism," intervery first wave of punk
'an. "To be tree to
_t you wanted, wear
bands, so we were trying do
to Jump on the band-nu wanted, and not
stricted by estabwagon, or so they said. t
Besides, by singing pop
sota. We did, and
songs when everybody
chat happened the
else was Into heavy loud pu ,s were twice as
I
tousle, really back to the do ..'Ing because we
basics, well
conform to their
" says did.
Ian, eyes wide and stanzard image, and
eyebrows raised. "That thought we were giving
was really coming or them a bad (or possibly
good) name.'
strong "
YES. the lads believe in equality for women too. Reporter Pike proves she's as
But now that pop has
He glues a .sarcastic
lousy a rower as all ofNew Hearts
resurfaced again surely
laugh.
-

-

-

jer
1

...

-

--1

they must find themselves
in a bens, position?
should say the
next single has about as
much ^h^nce of being a
hit as
'ave of being
struck by lightning."
ponders Jamie over his
pancakes.
"No really," says
"I think 'Plain Jane'John,
is a
'much better single release; although we were
well pleased when 'Just
Another Teenage anthem' came out, we've
progressed a lot since
then, we've got touch

I
I

I

stronger.'
"One big dlffeence

now Is that we've got a
drummer who can actually play. who the rest of us I

don't have to carry

along". Jamie blushes at
Ian's comments. "Now
we've got a lot more scope
In the writing too, because
we can use more

I

complicated rhythms.
and not have to worry

that we'll lose time half
way through.
Do you know," whis-+
pers John conspiratorily,
"that I used to have to go
to the drumkit on certain
numbers and actually
count Matt in! But now we
tan develop, and try
different approaches and
styles, because of Jamie s

ability."

And by the sound of

New Hearts of late, that is
exactly what they are

doing. With more varied
and adventurous mum
bens being added to the
set. and their recordings
picking up impetus they
seem now to have nothing
to worry about. That la,
unless their drummer
gels etrucIt by
.

t
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You won't believe your ears-

about theWEA tape offer

your
Listen. We're about to make you an offer
refuse.
ears (and your wallet) can't
Simply go into any WEA tape stockist
Participating in this promotion.
Purchase any WEA tape from our Top 50 and
they'll give you a special WEA headphone voucher
with every tape you buy.
Collect only two vouchers and you're
eligible for a set of Bush stereo
headphones XY9002 at the special price
EAGLES -Hotel Ca, fo'r 3. ROD STE WART -Foot Loose 8 Fancy
Free,FLEET WOOD MAC-Rurnoar , FLEETWOOD MAC
Fleetwood Mac,BREAD-Best Of Bread BREAD -Sound Of Bread
FRANK SINATRA-Porir. ,1 Of Snap FRANK SINATRA-Frank The One,
For
Sinatra's Greatest Hits YES -Case To The Edort. YE S-Going
EMERSON LAKE 8 PALMER-Wor ei.EMER.SON LAKE 8 PALMERZeppeon
Works Vol 2, BONE Y M -Love For Safe LED ZEPPELIN -Led
L .e
ING STONES -Love You
MANHATTAN TRANSFER -Pastiche ROU
a God
T'
-After
H ts.NEIL YOUNG
t_ CARLY'

-

RONSTADT-Greatest THE DRIFT
EOR GE
GINDA
BENSON-Breenri

Rr`

.

O gn .H

Retake -s Daagh'
Of JONI MITCHELL -Don Juan.
-Best Of The
FEAT -Time Loves A Hero, DOOBIE BROTHERS
s
es, DOORS -The Best Of Doors. AMERICA-H,storyJAmer,ca

StMDN-Best

r

of £9.50 (VAT included) plus £1.00 postage and
packing. £10.50 in all.
This is an exclusive saving obtainable
only from us.
Any WEA tape you buy is good value for your ears,
and the headphones are remarkable value for
your wallet.
Check our Top 50 tape list over. We don't
think you'll find a better offer anywhere.
Certainly not that we've heard of

Od

{
G¡J

re Hoter,CROSBY.S11LLS
Grearest Has. EMMYLOU HARRIS -El
Weeks.
8 NASH-C'osby,S1 ds 6 Nash VAN MORRI5ON-Astral

JACKSONBROWNE-Runnr`gOrEmptyCANDISIAION-

Musrc Speaks Louder Than Wada CAROLE BAYER SAGERiVu,F RANK
CaruI. Bayer Sayer CROSBY STILLS NASH 6 YOUNG -De r
't Au
ZAi'k'A Zatw At re EVERLYBROTHERS-WalkR,ghti
-Smash
SPINNERS
You, DETROIT
Evert s FOUR SEASONS -Who Loves
F.
qt
t,GEORGE
-I,
BENSON
GEORGE
H t,, tELEVISION-Adve ture.
The Hell Oh Mr, BREAD
BENSON-Weehend.rnLA BONE YM-T,r.e
a
EXPRESSMan rr.JUDY COLLINS-So Ear , I^ T, 5p. nq LIVERPOOL
RONS rADT-5 trip e
'r
rcrf
a
a
LINDA
C
NE
WMAN-t
tracks RANOY
THE
ATTRACTIONS
6
Dreams, FOREIGNER-Forerr er, ELVIS COSTELLO
THE RUTLES-The Ruees NEIL YOUNG -Harvest
Years
This

Model

poobE

You won't believe your

ears
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A classic Double Album with re -mixes of their very best and a
great single'Rock & Roll All Nitel Plus -Free -a specially created
Platinum Award Plaque dedicated to Kiss fans.
The very best of Kiss crystallised in a
,,HK

unique package!
}
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DAVID BOWIE plays the firs( day of his 'Major City' tour al
Newcastle Ctty Hall on Wednesday.
GERRY RAFTER Tr goes out on his first solo tour following the
success of'the album 'City To City'. This week he'll be playing at
Newcastle City Hall (Thursday). Sheffield City Hall (Friday).
Manchester Apollo (Saturday). London Theatre Royal (Sunday).
Birmingham Hippodrome (Monday) and Bristol Colston Hall

4ern

play
dates this week at Cambridge Corn
Exchange
PE(Friday).
ythree Erics (Saturdap) and Cardiff Top Rank
(Tuesday).
The ONLY ONES are back on the road ro promote their debut

,ndh Mt. `tttantbe

1

T14E

aert8

1

aroilehúyht
Qre' (he(k

veN

wTelePhd

RtG

album.

They're

Manchester Polytechnic (Thursday).

as

Dudley LB', (Friday). Croydon Greyhound (Sunday'), Cambridge
Emmanuel College (Monday) and Bristol Unilersity (Wednesday).
Promoting their new single 'Get Up And Let Yourself Go' THE
J.A1.N. Band play Bagshot Pantiles (Friday).
MANSFIELD, Miners Wei.
The IAN GILLIAN BAND. just back from Japan and Australia.
tare, Strange Days
MELTON MOWBRAY, have three nights at the Marquee Qub, Wardour Street on Monday.
Painted Lady (812121), Tuesday and Wednesday.

Jja.r111nR Stbl6where ItOs

MICHAEL PALIN and TERRY JONE.S,DAVE ALLEN and LARRY
ADLER.
Thr MOVIES will he playing Bristol Granary (Thursday/. Oxford
Westminster College (Friday). Portsmouth Polytechnic (Saturday)
and Sheffield University/Tuesday).
STEEL PULSE have set up some gigs in the provinces following
their appearance in London. they play Bristol Stars and Stripes
(Thursday). Liverpool Erica (Friday), Manchester Mayflower
(Saturday). Newcastle New Tyne Theatre (Sunday) and Doncaster
Outlook (Monday/.
SUZI QUATRO plays Withernsra Grand Pavilion (Friday).
Glasgow Stralcltclydr University (Saturday). Halifax Civic Theatre
(Sunday), Douglas Palace Lido (Monday), Manchester Tarneside
Theatre (Tuesday) and Portsmorith Locarno (Wednesday).

Some good ones on in London this week SONJA KRiSTiNAplays
s-e,,
the Music Machine (Thursday) and DOLL BY DOLL play
Elizabeth College (Friday).
JOHNNY
/Saturday).
Da)ston
play
QBers'
PENETRATION
COUGAR is at the Lyceum (Sunday). IGGY POP plays the Music

d

Machine (Monday). GEORGE THOROGOOD AND THE
LINDISFARNE Headline an Anti Nazi League concert al Wembley DESTROYERS play Dingwalls (Tuesday) and THE BOYFRIENDS
Centre on Sunday also featuring BILL ODDIE, are at Croydon Greyhound (Wednesday).

The Cozier.

MERTHYR TYDFIL, T1ffa- Conference
no s. Jenny Deere,
N F.w CASTLE, City
Hall
(20007), Gerry Rafferty

June'

41-LEABURY, Civic Centre PAISLEY, Three Horse
Shoes, Char ley Browne
MOM 1, Jasper (1,rrotO
BASILDON, Double SD( PERTH. St Albans Hotel.
The Mono.
(7140), Traprse
BfRMINGH.4M, Barbarelan PLYMOUTH. Metro (61328).
Flamin Groove./Radio
1021.643 9413). Johnny
Cougar
Birdman
BRADFORD. St Georges PORTSMOUTH, Coiling wood Club. Pln Woe
Hall (72613), The Darts
BRISTOL Granary (28267), PRESTON, Guildhall

l

(21721), Block Sabbath
The Movies
BRISTOL. Polytechnic, Bow- READING, Bones. Robert
and the Remoulds
er Ashton Site (4717118. The
SALFORD, Champion. Idol
Tourist.
Rouge
BRISTOL Stars and Stripes
SBI
(730940) Tonight
STOKE ON TRENT,

The Heat

CHATHAM, Central Hall,
Heat-

403888).

COLCHESTER, Lelkure

Centre (71900). Share 69
DOI.WNN BAY, Dixieland
Showbar (2594), Son of e
Bitch

Gaiety. The Dare
SWANSEA. Circles,

1

The

The

MI

Boyfriend.
ANSEA, Nutt Club, Chl

SW

Litee

WATFORD, Baileys (39848,
Mud

WOLVERHAMPTON, The

Polytechnic. Albion
Band/Philip

COVENTRY, Bulls Head,

Talt

Landscape

Goodhand-

DE6SBl1t1, Turks Head YORK Oval Ball, Matchbox
14937901 Red

.

F.FFIELD, Limit

(Chipping Sodbury

118481 I. Steel Pulse
CANVEY ISLAND. Bardot'e,

(Medway
aave

/

I.

Eye

DIRBAM. (bath S Eight
16.12041. Bleak Future
EASTBOURN E. Congress
Hall
addy

BIGII

Shooeddy-

(30383),

WYCOMBE. Nag.

Head, London Road. The
Banned

L.ANGLE Y. Coventry Club. Rat rnhlentr 1po

KINGS

LEEDS. F Club, (Roots),
The Soil
Stilettoes

/

Boys

The

LEEDS. Staging- Post
(646625),

Limelight

Vivo Wine Bar
(456249), Whiskey Grog
LINCOLN, Slvergate BallLEEDS.

room. Beano

June 9

RAGSHOT, Pantiles (73194),

Jain Band
BASILDON._ Double Six

(20140) Trapeze
BATH, College of Higher
Education (21824), Super.
charge
BIRMINGHAM. Town Hall
(021-236 23391, 6 Hand
Ree WArbee

BLACKWOOD, Blackwood
Institute, Jenny Darren
BRADFORD, Royal Stan-

LIVERPOOL Erica (051-236
7661). Sore Throat
dard (22461), The Vye
LONDON, Bridge House, BRADFORD, St Georges
Canning Town (01.6762889,
Hall (32613). Ian Nary and
The Brea
the Blockhead. / Whirls"
LONDON, Dingwalle, Corn.
Ind / Rico
den logy (01.287 4967),
BRISTOL. Nethan Playing
Merger
Fields, Hen LI Now
LONDON, Fulham Town CAMPDEN HILL. Queen
Hall 101.385 1212), Subway
Elisabeth College, Doll By
Sect/Black Arabs/The
Doll
hods
CH F.LMSFORD, City Tavern
LONDON, Golden Lion.
( 02601), Son et a Bite,
Fulham (01-385 3942), DUDLEY. JP's (6)1507), The
Marren Harry
Only One.
LONDON, Hope and Anchor, EDINBURGH, Art College
llngton (01.309 4610),
(031-229 9311), The

Skid/The Valves/The
Mono.
Streal (01.634 0935), "GLASGOW, Burn. Howl
Gregory haw.
(041á32 6066), Neeramao

Isty
LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford

LONDON, Nashville. Kenmac
605 6071), T
sington
Toni GUILDFORD, Royal Hotel
Der
turn), Southern Ryda
LONDON, Rochester Cootie, ILKESTON, Festival Inn
Stoke Newington (01-249
43225911, Strange Days
01981. The Mono.
KELSO. Tall Hall, Dana
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Band
Covent Garden (01-240 KIDDEItMNSTER, Market

Kat

LONDON, Middleton Arno.
Hackney' (01.249 3492).
Layton nos cards
LONDON, Manlr Machine,
Camden (01-367 0426),

N.n)a Krlatlna'.
eapeDruld

Er

LONDON, Moab:tamz Collen.

live, Gloucester Avenue,
Es sae All Weather Orchestra
LONDON, Naohvlle, Kensington (01-0076071). The
RisLONDON,

Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01226 0930),
The

LONDON. Plough. Stockwell, Swift
LONDON, Ronnie Stotts,
Frith Street (01.59 0747),
Joe Pan.
LONDON, Royalty. South.

gate (01-8M 4112), The
Cozy) rs/ Rye» TraiO

LONDON. Tidal Bailin.
Canning Town (01-479

7701), 7alnr Gen
LONDON, Tramahed.

Woolwich (01-053 3571).

The

Mla/ake/Soho

JetoRed
MANCHESTER, Polytechnic (161270

11621.

Only (Ines/Jab Jab

The

Tavern (62590),

Research
LEEDS. Vivas Wine
(456249), Red Eye

Wan

Bar

I
DAVID BOWIE: returns

to the stage at Newcastle City Hall on Wednesday.

LONDON, Nocth East
London Polytechnic, Wal

thantslow Precinct, Layton
Buzzards
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington

Reolator

(01.226 5930),

LONDON, Q Been. Dalsinn,
New Hearts
LONDON, Red Lfon, Ley0000(0ne (01-639 2407),

Yonebrew

LONDON, Rochester Castle,
Stoke Newington (01.240
0198), Pumphouse Gang

LONDON. Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01-240
3961), The Retainers
LONDON, Ronnie Scotts.
Frith Street (01-4311 0747),
Joe

1'e..

South.'
gate (01-888 4112), Genre.

LONDON. Royalty.
ter

LEIGHTON BUZZARD, LONDON. Tidal Bailin,
Canning Town (01-676
Hunt Hotel (Lin alude
7791) The Mono.
2746). Johnny Curious and
the Stranger.
LONDON, pPalOir. at
LIVERPOOL, Eric. (061-230,
Ronnles, Frith Street (0171181), Steel

Pulse

43907471, Exhibition

LONDON, Acklsm Hull, MANCHESTER, Review at
Portobello Rd (01-960
Rafter. (0r 275 5i130). The
4690). Alton Ellie/Kling
Soft Cloys
MANCHESTER. Runaells,
Sounds Brinotone
LONDON. Bridge House,
Club (1l61.226 6821), Joy
Canning Town ,(01.476
Dlvlelooi Tiller Boy.
2699) The Roll -Op.
LONDON, Dingwalle, CAmden Lock (01-267 4967),
Jenny Sons Lion
LONDON, Empire Poo1,
Wembley (01-902 1234)

Electric Light Orehrstra /
Trickster

LONDON. George pap(
Brixton (01.274 6329),

Jabb.

LONDON, Marquee, Ward our Street (01-437 6603),
Itr nWo., The Makes.
LONDON, Music Raceme,
Camden (01397 0428 ), sore
Throat/The Shooter.
LONDON. Nanhvll., Knit.
aington 101-406 607) ), the
W «Notes

MARGATE, Dreamland
(27011). The

Plow's/The

Record Players

NEWCASTLE., Mayfair

Ian Gilln
d
(310,
CASTLE,
-UPO N
TYNE. Polyteclale
(247611.

N F. W

PERTH, St Alban Hotel,
Razor

RETFORD, Porterhouse

(4981), Sham e9
SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse
(63204), Tonight

SHEFFIELD, City Hall
(27074), Gerry Rafferty

Limit
S$EFFIELD0 Dogs

(730940), Stadium
SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont
(22001), Showaddywaddy
STEVENAGE, Gordon Craig
Theatre (86291), Lab§
Satre
STEVENAGE, The Swan,

1lrlve

640i

1

es &

left

LemHand

OXFORD, westmtaster
col.
leg. (44240), the MoNes

Southern Ryda

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellan
(021.643 9413), Ian Open
Band

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon (031643 8101) Jonathan Richman & The Modern lover.
BOLTON, College of Tech.
nology (29991). The Accel-

on

Rooms

WAKEFIELD, Newton

IIRISTOL, Polytechnic, Red land Site (421768 ). Squeeze

Sounder

STOKE HANLEY, Vlctorla
Hall (216411, The Darts
SUNDERLAND, Lees Club

(70693), The Lark-

en/Straw

Dogs

Brunel

SWINDON,

(31384). Flamin'
Birdman
Oroovtes/Radlo

House. Matchbox
WALSALL. West Midlands

BRISTOL, The Granary
(214247), Roy Hill Lund

CAMBRIDGE., Strawberry
Fair, Midsummer Commons. The Terra Cott.

College (29141), Little
Acre
Bard
WATFORD, Daley. (398481. CROYDON, Red Deer (01
Mud
Boyce
688 2308). Steve
Pavilion
RUNTONI
WEST
Band
(2115), Penetration
J. B.'. (03607),
WEB' MOUTH. College of DUDLEY,
Die Strait.
Education (72311). Roy DUNFERMLINE.,
RoadHW Rand
house, Jack Eay /
WITHERNSE.A, Grand PaviMonolog
lion (21156). Seal Quatrc
Gar-

EXETER, Rexlgement

W yea

den.. Here a Now
a(2 4286 Din Shalla . FALKIRK,
Maanlque

(24666),

Charley Brower
FOLKESTONE, Lea. ClHfe
Hall (53193). Steve Gib-

NEWPORT Village, Jnhen)
Cougar

OXFORD,

Water

BOSTON, Norprint Social
Club, Strange Day
BRACKNELL, Sports Centre
(27272), Trade
BRADFORD, Goltord, Golden Cockerel (75490). City
Lane«
BRIGHTON, New Regent
(27800), Johnny Curio..
and the Rtraosee.

Warren Harry

NOTTINGHAM Sandpiper
(54381), Raw Deal
OXFORD, Nowhere
Club.
Blce$9r (Hleeeter 3641).
Double Xpo.ure

lege of North Wales, Hot

bon. hand
GLASGOW. Strathclyde Uni-

versity (941-0521270), Soul
(Neste.

JUNE

10

ACCRINGTON, The Albion.

Jailer
ASHFORD.

!ReactoCer./

1211771,

K.N.M. /Trleey

BANGOR,

University

Ile

Col-

39811. The Retainers
LONDON. Ronnie Scotts,
Frith Street (01439 0747),
(751116), The Vye
Joe Pas.
T.EEDS, Staging Post (645 LONDON, Stapleton. Crouch
HIll (01 ITS 71011), loeberg
626), The Pistons
LEEDS, University (30071)., LONDON, Star and Garter,
Putney (01.784 0348). Jolla
Mekons / Gang of Four
Spencer
LEEDS, Viva. Wine Her (436
LONDON, Tldel Dasin,
2491, Bordello
Canning Town (01.474
LIVERPOOL Erlcs (051-2.16
7791), Menace / Patrick
7881), X -Ray apex (Math

LEEDS, Ftorde Grene Hotel
(623470), Cheap

plight.

BEXHILL, The York, LEEDS, Hadden Hall

HASTINGS,

Pier Pavilion
Hollywood

14218401, The

KIBrn

KE-MPPON PARK, Festival
I Hand Reel / Arun
KNGH(RLN, Climate Neut.
Bad News

-nee)
LIVERPOOL.

Heyton

Hill-

side Social Club, Mainline

Mallon
LONDON, Action Centre,
Bayllan Road, Waterlool,
Doll By Doll
LONDON, Adam S Eve,
Hackney, The Cruiser
LONDON. Bridge House.
Canning Town (01.478
2660 ), The Automatics
LONDON, City University.
St Jolson Street (01-253
43991 MHz,
LONDON, Dingwall., Coin
den Lack

(01.267

4967),

Hunter std the Orphan.
LONDON, Empire Pool.
Wembley (01.902 1234).
Eleetrle LJghl Orchestra /
Trirketer
LONDON. Golden Lion,
Fulham (01-385 3942).
Swot afoul

LONDON, Goldsmiths College. New Croea 01-692

02111. Les Rub.
LONDON. Hammersmith
It
t34eon (01.716 4081 ).
Sabbath / Van Hawn

LONDON, Music Machine.
Camden (01.357 0428),
Meal Ticket / The Ritz
LONDON. Oleo. Dalstah,
Penetration
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01-225 5E10).
IL

g

(lde f

LONDON, Rochester Castle.
Stoke Newlnatin
0106). Sore Throat

LONDON,

(01-249

Rock Garden.

Covent Garden

(01.240

Pingeraid
LONDON, Two Brewer*,
Clapham (01-822 34211.
Jabha

Upstalr At
Ronnie., Frith Street (01.
439 0747), Eah)bltk.n

LONDON.

LONDON, Wheatshem,.
Chelsea, Overseas

LONDON! Windsor Castle,
Harrow Road (01.284
64031. (Opp

MANCHESTER, Apollo
Ardwlek (041.273 1112),

Gerry Rafferty
MANCHESTER, Mayflower
(081.223 42311. Cyanide

MANCHESTER, Polyteeh,n1e

(061.273

1964),

The

Bllade

MELTON MOWBRAY,
Painted Lady (8171211,
The Creeyn
OXFORD. College of Further
Education (463181, Mamie
Greos-Ir, / Radio W rdnr.n

OXFORD,

Oranges and

Lemons 442645), Noble
Xposure
PORTSMOUTH Polytechnic
18101G1. Thrr.Movies

PRESTON. Polytechnic
(58382), on Dull and the
Blockheads
Rico

/ Whirlwind /

READING. Target (555807),
The Brehm Trust

RETFORD, Porterhouse
( 4961 ) Nuterrh4rge
ROEIIAMPTOW, Froehel
lnalbIte. Cier o aad the
Argonauts

CON TIN V ED

OVER PAGE
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DE00611UNY, The Turks
Head 1403 790). The vye
GLASGOW', Curlers, Neer

LIVERPOOL, Erica 1051.
7(91744), 1)1m Strain
IONDON. Bridge House.
Canning Town (01-476
79591, FIIYy MeN e,ty
LONDON, Castle Hotel,

I

uneerer

IPSWICH.. Odeon (52002).
The Dar a
KEIGIILEY, Victoria Hall
(602401 ). The Jam / The

Tooling Broadway. Stern
"Royer hand
LONDON, Ding -walls, Camden Lock

LONDON,

Wakefield,

Plndar of

Kings (roes,

Swett

FROM PAGE

LONDON, Rochester °tulle,
Stoke Newington (01.249
0198), Autograph.
LONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01.240
1981L landscape
I ONDON, Ronnie Scotts.
Filth Street 101-439 0747).

35

SHEFFIELD. Limit
17301140),

Unie Acre

900 THAMPTON. Gaumont
(2200) ), ghee addyweddy
STRATFORD UPON AVON.
Green Dragon.. Oyster
W ATFORD, Baileys (39849),

.In.' Pane

LONDON. Roundhouse.
Chalk Farm (01-287

Flamm' Groceries
Birdmen
LONDON. Theatre

Mud

Royal,

(01-836 8101),

ence Centre (01902 8933),

Lindisfarne (AnU Nazl
League concert)
LONDON, White - Swan.
Crystal Palace (01-670

11

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarel)as
1021443 9413), Ricochet
BIRMINGHAM. Town Hall
1021.236 23391.

BISHOPS

0854), Steve Boyce Band

Mud

MANCHESTER. Rafters

9TORTFORD.

Triad Leisure Centre
(

Rodin

Gerry RIO% rty
LONDON, Tidal Basin.
Canning Town (01-476
77911 The Cruisers
LONDON, Wembley Confer-

SUNDAY
June

lane

Duey

2504 ).

/

565331, Pelson

(061.236 9788), Subway
Sect
NEWCASTLE, New Tyne
Theatre, Steel Paine

Gird

RR ACIL.NF,LL, Arta Centre
(272721- Johnny Carious
and the Strangers

NEWCASTLE, Royal Hotel.
Tonight
NORWICH. Theatre Royal
( 28205). The Darts
POItTSMOU1Tl, Centre Ho

RRtNTOL, Crocker,, Water

(all
CIMBCSLANG. County Inn,
Chaney Browne

CHELTENHAM, The

tel (27651 ). 5 Hand Reel /
Abre
STROUD, Marshall Rooms,
Here & Now

Plough. Telephone Bill and
the Smooth Ope rater.

CROYDON, Greyhound (01
6M 34451. The Only One.
DERRY. The Olde Belle
Hotel, Raw Deal
DUBIJN. Olympia Theatre,
Boomtown Rats
FLEET. Fleet Country Club.
Dynamite

JUNE

drome (021-622 2576),

Gerry Rafferty
BIRMINGIIA.M, Odeon (021643 6101), Bieck Sabholh

1458249) Silica
LIVERPOOL, Empire (051.

'/

Bloeklieud
Rico

BLACKBURN,

Whirlwind

/

LONDON. Bridge House.
Canning Town (01 - 476
2889), United
LONDON, Duke of Lancaster. New Barnet Doll by
Doll
LONDON, Empire Pool,
Wembley (01-902 12311.
Electric Light Orchestra /
Teleknler
-

(64434). Steel Pulse

DOUGLAS, (1OM). Palace
Udo, SuziQuetro

EDINBURGH, Tiffany's
(031-556 6292), Black Slate

GLASGOW, Amphora. Neer.
ammeter
LNPWICW, Gaumont (43641),

Jasper Carron

37151.

Sheeny and the Goys

Johnny

LEEDS.

Peacock

Yeadon, Limelight

Gibbon. /
Cougar / The

Steve

LONDON, Hall Moon,
Putney, 5 land heel
LONDON, Marquee, Word

2889), Piney McNa.ly
LONDON, Castle Hotel.

Tooling Broadway (01 672
70181,11w Crack
LONDON. Cliche,. College,
Manresa Road (01-852
6421), Warren Harry
LONDON, Dingwalle, Cam
den Lock (01.267 4067),
George Thorogond and the

Killers

LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01-3870429), leery
Pop

39331,

After The Fire

LONDON, Upstairs at
Ronnie.. Frith Street (01.
139 0747),

Thief

MANCHESTER,_ Calvet

-

/

Necromancer / The

CHESTER, ValenUnoe, The
Accelerator.

LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke
Newington (01.226 5930),
Showbiz Klds
LONDON, Rochester Castle,
Stoke Newington (01-249

CUMBERNAULD, Kestrel,

Passion

Split level
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01-240
3061), The Stickers
LONDON. Ronnie SColtn,
0198 ),

Cade. Gage

MANCHESTER, Band on the
Wall (003-8010025). Goon. "

NOTTINGHAM. Shipley
Boar, Eastwood. Quill

PETERBOROUGH. ABC

Filth Street (01439
Joe Pas

0747),

Charley Browne

DONCASTER, Outlook
(94434), Flamlo' Groovles

/ Radio Barmen

HATFIELD. The Forum,
Oelblsa

LEEDS: Nees (456240), Are
Rouge

LIVERPOOL, Masonic, The
Germ.
LONDON, Bridge House.
Canning Town (01-470

SOUTHEND, Roots Club,

LONDON.

(35041. The Darla

Woolwich (01.855 3371),
After The Fire

Idiot
ST F.LM5A1J. Moorthorpe
Recreational Club. Beano

SUNDERLAND, Empire
Theatre (73274), 14.1bls a

LONDON, Upstairs at

Ronnies, Frith Street (Oh
43907471, ABC

MANCHESTER. Tnmeelde
Theatre, Ashton (06130í
3223) 0001 Q,mo
N

la

(012909), Matchbox

TODAY
June

OIt WIOH, Crlromwel

NORWICH, Peoples Club
(613659). The Lee -kern
It E DDITCII, Tracey.
(61160), The Tight.

II.

NIIEFFIELD, Fiesta

Water

AYLESBURY, RAF Halton,
Cheap Flights

BELFAST, Ulster

(70101), He. 'wove

Slit FFIELD, Limit
(730940 I. Cyanide
(2407111,

(21341) Boomtown Rua

BDRNIINGHAM, Barbarellm
(021-643 9413), Subway

NESDAY

Sect

BISHOPS STORTFORD,

The Cruisers

College (52241),O.1bas

CAMBRIDGE, University,
May Ball (514933), Mud

LONDON, Empire Pool,
Wembley (01-902 )234),
Electric Light Orebeelra /
Trleknter
LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon (01-7454001), Bread

LONDON. Hope and Anchor.

Islington (01.359 4510).

Gage
LONDON,

Ward

Marquee,

our Street (01-437 6005),
tan Glean Band / The

Killer.

LONDON. Mlddleton Arms
Hackney; Robert and the'
Remould.
LONDON, Music Mueldne,
Camden (01-387 0428).
Robert Gordon A, Link

Wray

Triad Leisure Centre

CAMBRIDGE, Corpus

Castle. Tooting
(030727010), lceber g
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock (01.287 4987),
George Thorognnd end the
Dentroye re

Dire Strata

Hall

(56333) The Interleektuaa
BRIGIITON, Richmond Ho
tel (29234). The Thrillers /
Nicky and the Dot

M891, Angelo Pal edible

SHEFFIELD, University

June

14

BIRMINGHAM, Westhill

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
New melon (01-326 5930),

College, Matthews Broth.
are

PekoeOrenge'
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.240

(291768). Gerry Rafferty

LONDON,

BRISTOL, University

Erie Greenbelt (toed

COLWYN BAY¡ Dixteand
Show bar (2594), The Jam /
The Jolt

SHEFFIELD. Fiesta LONDON, Telegraph. Brixton (01-674 7310), First Aid
(70101), Heatwave
SHEFFIELD. Limit LONDON, TYamehed,

CAMBRIDGE. Emmanuel
College (654111, Terra
Cola Band
Rich. CAMBRIDGE. Pembroke

Hotel,

tour, Wednesday
THE JAM: jet to sunny Colwyn Bayfor thefrrsf date of their

The Member.

LONDON, Moonlight, Railway Hotel, Kent Ham.
Dstead (01-877 1473),

Joe Pass

LONDON, Tromshed (01-854

7

Destroyers
LONDON, Marquee, Ward-our Street 101.437 6803),
Ian Galan Band / The

BRISTOL, Colston Hall

(41101), Jonathan
nun a The Modern Losers
LEEDS, Vivas Wine Bar,

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01.226 5930),
Warren Harry

Bridge House,
Canning Town (01.476

LONDON,

our Street (01 437 6803),
Ian Lillian Bun,i / Show-bla
Kids
LONDON, Moonlight, Railway (1473). Spare Para /
leyton Buzzards
LONDON. Music Machine,
Camden Town (01-387
04281, logy Pnp
LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01-226 5930),
Running !ores
LONDON, Rochester Castle,
Stoke" Newington (01249
0100), The Magnet,
LONDON. Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01240
39611, .Anglrteas
LONDON, Ronnie Scotts,
Frith Street (01439 0747),

LEEDS, Polytechnic

Dodgers

7881), Jotted/ten Richman
and The Modern Losers

Trickster

ChrlsUe College (59418),

LEEDS. Mexborough,

LONDON. Lyceum, St
Martins Lane (01.836

Liverpool. Erica (001.236

Wembley 101.902 1234),
Electric Light Orcheelro /

.ASHTON, Birch, Idiot Rouge

DONCASTER, Outlook

ry Train

LONDON. Empire Pool.

CIIADWELL HEATH,
Now

LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon 101-716 40811. Black
Sabbath / Van Haire
LONDON. Lion & Key,
leyton High Road. Myals

%

ANGLESEA, Plan Cecil. Hot '

Greyhound, Heritage
COVENTRY, Warwick Unlversity (20359), Here A

305 1942). Foe

Jolt

LEEDS, Fforde Grene Hotel
(0234701, here h Now
LEEDS, Vivas Wine Bar
(158249). Bracken

4967)

Feet Delver

CAMBRIDGE, Emmanuel
College, The Only One.

LONDON, Golden Lion,
Fulham (01
Factory

King

Georges Hall (58424), The
Jam / The Jolt
BRENTWOOD, Hermit Club
(217084), Rolls Ups

Duey and the

709 1555). W n

12

BIRSIINGIIAM. Hippo-

(511S9), Susl Quatro
IPSWICH, Gaumont (53641),
Jeepee Carroll
I.F.EDS. Vivas Wine Bar

(01-257

/

(730940) Thompson Twine

Mo_

HALIFAX. Civic Theatre

Kestrel
Flyer

(2061). The Only One.
BROXBOURNF., Civic Hall,
Hoddesdon, 5 Hand Reel /
Arbre
CAMBRIDGE, Kings Cblege
(50411), Matchbox

3961), The Banned

Ronnie Scotts,

Filth Street (01439
Joe Pasa

LONDON, Upstairs at

RonNes, Felth Street (01.
4390747), DR agony

=

Windsor Castle

Harrow Road (01-280
9403), Vic Rubb and Me

Vapours

LUDLOW. The
Johnny Cbppin

Globe,

MANCHESTER, Apollo (061-

Black Sabbath
MANCHESTER, Austen College, Isere & Now
2731112)

NEWCASTLE. City

(20007), David Bowie

Hall

NEWPORT, Stowaway
(50078), The Boyfriend.
OXFORD. Unlverslty
(011712), The. lean Band

PADGATE, Pudgate College, Mainline Mellon

PORTSMOUTH, Lucerne
(254811, 6 iul Q,a tea

PRESTON PA NS, Town Hall,
The Mk Id. / Deno Band
SHEFFIELD. Lim.t
(730940) F.e.teoest
Sandy sod the ~kilns

/

An
Page

on

the Gig Guide

lets everyone know what's
going on at your place.
So for our very low rates give us a ring
on

STOKE, Victoria Wall

PORTERHOUSE CLUB
LGATE, RETFORD, NOTTS
FRIDAY Ste.

.

SHAM 69

01-836-1522
and speak to Linda

-

SATURDAY 19th

SUPERCHARGE

make re.
Heifer /limper (10.404 12.25): Was there a
Thames
connecUon between the Beatles' 'While Album' lyrics and
the bizarre murder of Sharon Tete and friends ether homey
Bel Aire apartment by the macabre Manson family bank In
'58' Telefilm based on the book of the trial by prosecutor

-

Victor fluidics'.
FRIDAY
BBC-I
Elvis In Concert (8.10"9.10): (oat-ever made for
TV concert of the ageing Pelvis In action, recorded shortly
before 810 death In the summer of '77.
Heller Steller (10.50' 12.10): Part two of Lids
THAMES
surprisingly objective account of the Manson murder, and
the troeves behind them.

-

-

SATURDAY
LWT
Our Show (9.45 - 10.10): Monkees veteran Micky
Dolenz (92) guests plus go -karting special 110. 45-11.30).
The Monkeen (10.15 - 10.45): Dolenz, Neam1U,
LWT
Jones and Tork down home on the farm In 'Don't Look A GIO
Horse In The Mouth'.
SUNDAY
LWT
London Weekend Show (L00
1.30): Tale. of
Fosters, WUabonge, sheep and Sheila+ as Janet Street.
Pommle meets 02 Dormablle-nserchanls the Caravan

-

-

-

Kevin,

SUNDAY

-

Cracked Actor (10.55 - 11.50): Apees Zlggy en
the Gigolo In action, broadcast to co Mettle with hu up
'n coming lour.
BBCO

(limo(

TUESDAY

-

Granada
Paul (4.15 4.45). A multitude of Darts, Bob
James and Cardltf.born songstress Bonnie Tyler get It on In
the studio.,
1111U2
Old Grey Whl.Ue Test (10.55 11.35): One / two
three / four Only Ones strut their elute closely followed
by
Robert Gordon and Link Wray.

-

e

WEDNESDAY

-

BBC -1
World Clap (5.30. 7.35): Can Scotland mummers
dent foreigners and make It to the ultimate match? Check It
out footer fans,

o

ton Hill (01-674 7310), Doll
By Doll

Review
LONDON,

YOU?
advertisement

-

0747),

Satellite
LONDON, Wimbledon Football Club (01-946 '6311),
Tequila Brown Blue»

ELO: close encounters of the orchestral kind conrinue
at the Empire Pool, Wembley. You can see them. their
£80,000 stage show and their flying saucer from Friday
right through till Wednesday.

THURSDAY
Top Of The Pope (7.55 - 8.30): Noel F,dmuno.
BBC -I
takes a Meek from the lucrative pursult of advertlaa9
ovens and plays host to the Current breakers and money.

LONDON, Telegraph, Brix-

LONDON, White Hart,
Acton. The Lurkern /

IS THIS SPACE FOR

197

(246411, UFO
TORQUAY, 400 Club (281031.
Pin Up.

FROCK SCÉÑÉN

ROUNDWAY ROAD
B0

ed e

eAa

s., w LMtAeLEEDS FLiGMS

Su, IT ROY wit SAND
SS
Mes G 5aa5A

`nMEAanNOweA9

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
Radio One -John Peel (10. 00--

THURSDAY

-

le

00). He's always there

Radio One
Kid Jensen (6.30 7.30). A sample
of some of
the sounds from the new album Chart.
Radio LJuernbourg
Album Of The
The new album by the Roy HID Band Night (12 ore . 1.00).
entitled
surprlalnl(7
enough 'Roy
FRIDAY
Radio One -Round Table (0.00 - 7.30).
and DJs discuss the week's new-releasm.Kld Jensen. Ar610Il

-

SATURDAY
Radio One
In Concert (6,50 7.30).
Sportivo were recorded for tonight's The Jam and Gruppo
show.
Radio Luxemhaoeg
Album
'flu. Week (ITN/ 1L40),
'FM' from the money of the Of
same
such as Steely Dan. Bob Seegerand name, featuring balein
Linda
Radio Clyde
Hear Me Talking (10,00. Ron.tadL
11, NO), Talented'
Fngllah guitarist and composer Paul
Brett talks about Ns
musk with Coen McDonald

-

-

-

S

-

RUN,.dloDAY
Landon
honky Tent (1E00 nddday 1, 30), Young
white blue. munlclan George Thorog.od
1.110 to Charlie
Gillet.
Radio I.uaembwrg
Album Of The Night (0.00 3.00). A
new album Roman old band, The
Kinks' latent -'MLOb'
MONDAY
Radio Oa
John Peel 110.00 - It. OS).
A second ,hartre to
hear the .tudln recording of SlOUxle
and the Banshees .Ild
The Slltx.
Redo I.iusemh,.urg Supergroup» (L 00
onward.). Greet
sounds from the great bands past
and present. The Who.
Rolling Stone.. Ilea Ues, Led Zeppelin
Rong
and more
TUESDAY
Radio Clyde
Stick II In Your Ear (6.90 7,00). David
Kernhenb:uin. highly-acelalmed
American record producer
f people like Joan Baez
Steven. and litchis Ilevee, ni
name hut alms.. discusses Cal
his work
Itaello I.uxrtNwurg
Album
Tonisght'Uve
you CaIt h,ear the new Of The Night 0í00 - 1.00
W bum by Daryl Halt and John
Oale
Up'n
Radio Luxembourg
Million Selter» Loo onwards).
Programme elndpr to 'Supergroup.'
about
who here
the great feat of telling a bands reMen
million
aceordsllshed
reco
WEDNESDAY
Rattle Clyde
Mound Of The Guitar (loo
7.40), Ihw
anyone Interested In making
music, Ken Sykora loud ur
player extraordlnalre) discusses
the various technique...
c laasltal, traditiond.
lass and rook guitar playing.

-

-

-

-

-

-

--
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TAKING OFF!
A SPEC/AL FLIGHT OF 10,000
JUMBO SIZE 121'BLUE VINYL COPIES
AT A PACKAGE RATE OF ONLY 99p.
HURRY NOW WHILE STILL BOOKABLE
AT THE BEST RECORD SHOPS.
AIRPORT.
VS21912
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AIRPORT
C/W COLD LOVE
(LIVE VERSION)

RECORDED AT THE MARQUEE

The new hit single
from the new album
APPROVED BY THE MOTORS
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Adolescent Sex

"Their music

is as riveting as their stage presence, multiple shockwaves
bashing the audience, depth -charged us into wild applause."
Paul Chautauqua-SOUNDS
"Since Japan's 'Adolescent Sex' came into my life it has scarcely been
off my turntable. By the time it was finally scraped off, both me and
the stereo began to suffer withdrawal symptoms. It has graduated to
a five star work of art, and for a debut release
from a band it's a

masterpiece."

Kelly Pike-RECORD MIRROR
"The band, y'see, played remarkably well in fact I found them a
darn sight better than Blue Oyster Cult."
"Certainly. I reckon that the band's premier album 'Adolescent Sex',

.

is by far the most

far this year."

interesting debut release from

K-

_-1?+
-

-

a

British band

so

Geoff Barton-SOUNDS

4.

,C., '},
Y

;

MLA 7" LOAF: Kiss

me, Hardy?

Meaty, beery,
big and bouncy

MEAT LOAF
Manchester Apollo
YARDS of flesh. Acres of
it enclosed In great

wobbling mounds,

wrapped around a voice
that can bellow or sound

sweet as

a

pussy

.
cat
Punters have always
been impressed by
animated grossness, loving the guy who has the
nerve to heave his vast
girth on stage. Fatty
Arbuckle before he
started jumping on young
ladies (see the book

..4,1-r'.

'Hollywood Babylon'),

Oliver Hardy and now

i

.

'r

+t

Meat Lend.
It was a sell out crowd
at the Apollo. ticket sales
probably helped along by
Mears exposure on the

"

wheezing 'Old Grey

91g).°

Whistle Test'.
He's fat but he's agile,

,

somersaulting like

a

hairless gorilla across the
stage, foaming at the
mouth and lusting after

his

©dA/li:s.

.

assistant

Karla

Away from the theatrics,
you get an indication of
how good his voice is
when he throws the mike
away and fills the
auditorium wtth Just the
power of Ns vocal chords.
Obviously the set was
largely dependent on the
debut 'Bat Out Of Hell'
album. renowned for its
Phil Spec tor Influences. L
thought the floods of
sound might suffer being
transferred to the stage.
But the instruments

die -'t become thin and
the music was precise,
filling out all the shallows
well
The lighting resembled
something from a gothic
morgue especially on 'Bat
Out Of Hell'. so that
Meat loomed large like a
thirties horror character.
Meat. revels in himself,
but in no way does the
show get too heavy Of
you'll pardon the ex.
pression). there's always
an element of humour
that rings strong throughout the songs. An
injection of funny lines to
make it tongue in Cheek
black comedy.
But Meat can have you
crying with ballads when
he treads wearily across
the stage. A desperate
tubby lover giving It one
more final shot Before
calling it a day.
On a damp soggy night
Manchester loved him.
ROBIN SMITH

YACHTS
Nashville. London
AS THE name suggests,
the Yachts Image is
wrapped up In short
sleeve shirts, slacks and
plimsolls, dressing up
well scrubbed fresh faces,

healthy bodies and
'sensible'
haircuts.

The sound compliments

the image with its
summery exuberance,

melodies with hooks like
leeches, neatly trimmed
harmonies, lyrical pre-

occupations with the
Innocence
and trauma of

adolescence and the
merest tinge of pay

chedella
From the 'Close En
counters' Intro of 'Serra
phore Love' to the second
rendition of 'Suffice To
Say' (their fourth encore), it was a glorious
celebration of fun, aided
by the fact that It was the
group's first birthday.

The crew worked
superbly with Henry
Friestman vallanity at
tempting to jive with ills
stubbornly Inanimate
keyboard while coaxing
out some deliciously fluid
phrases. Guitarist Martin 'Rocket' Watson

steered and balanced the
vessel with his neatly

dovetailed Interjections
and the twin propellor
unit of bassist Martin

Dempsey and drummer
Bobby Beilis kept the boat

streamlined

The material was as
strong as a bottle of Wray
and Nephews overproot

-

rum (what?
Ed).
everything sounded cuetombullrfor cruising with
'Hazy People', 'Look
Back In Love','Hypnobsing Lies' and 'yachting
Type' sounding especialy
fine. Of course the
scandalously Ignored
'Suffice To Say' sal
carried the Indelible
stamp of quality and II

still one of the best things

washed up on the new

wave

It was a truly
performance and

party.

~Ira!
a

great

Many HAPPY

Returns lads,

MIKE (:ARDNEIt

10, 1978
p.mged Mime, June
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The pulse
grows firm
in the park
STEEL PULSE

Regents Park
Theatre, London

WITH THE weeks before
their debut album Is

released now being

counted on one hand.
Steel Pulse. now confidently one of Britain's
best up - and - coning
young reggae groups, had
no trouble filling London's premier open air

must come, or 'National
Front'
the reaction,
like the chopping rhythms

-

and the

front line

harmonies, Is fierce and

united. They're sharp

and clever, using a lot of
unusual percussion for

that extra edge and
likewise missing no

chance to dub It up for the
killer punch.
An all people audience
too, swaying first
dancing later. Steel
venue.
Pulse play a long set,
Further and better
It was two hours of roots keeping up the euphoric
mood with their own
and setting aim, the sort of
genie elegy In 'Macke
concert that you feel
lucky to have seen. And Splaff and exciting finely
certainly a change from with (I think) 'Sound check'
for that get - up the naked Shakespeares
and - jive time.
and redundant folkes
that normally grace the
They return for the song
selfsame plastic turf.
that everybody knows.
Steel Pulse, as the cant
again it's serious, Klu
now runs, are Blrmings
Klux Klan'. The song that
ham rockers. Tight. somebody stopped becomrhythmic and righteous
ing a hit_
heralders of the 'HandStrong stuff, no lesser.
sworth Revolution"
An excellent move, too,
They've come up firmly
to bring the reggae into
on the JA beat, but their
are
of
songs,
their
feel,
the park. Demand,
their life here. Serious enjoyment and fulfillment
subject matter.
this tune must lead to
'Bad Man', of pickpo- more of the same. We do
know how lucky we were.
ckets and Viewing, 'Prediction', of things that JOHN SHEARLAW
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PENETRATION
The Rock Garden,
London
A

NIGHT at the Rock

Garden is an ordeal. A
PA churning out enough
noise to satisfy the
Hollywood Bowl, in one

little cellar. Being

squashed between dripping punters in unbearable

temperatures until it

becomes not so much a
concert as an endurance
test. particularly when

It's all for a band who I
don't even enjoy.
SIX months ago I saw
Penetration at the Vortex,
and they were, by any
standards, awful. Now
they have made a radical
improvement, and it's far
easier to see where they
are aiming for, even If
they do still seem a fair
way oft.
They do appear to be
trying to stand aside from
the barn

-

a -

lam punk

merchante, and to bring a
little more ingenuity Into
their music. In theory.
and probably from the
depths of a recording
studlon, their ideas are
fine; but live their songs
are swamped by rhythm
changes and complicated

rrangenwnts, until you

Can't see the wood for the

trees.

In fact the

shift of emphasis away
from the rhythm section
would also help.
They hiccoughed their
way into the show with
Future Daze', with what
must be the most
proficient imitation of a

record jumping ever
performed live. 'Don't
Dictate' still Stood out

well but the strongest
number was 'Lovers Of
Outrage', a song which
changed the pace and
worked well In the
confines of their style. was
Pauline's volee
erratic at times. alternating between a full throttled bellow 'and
hoarse whisper, often
she
substituting what high
lacks In finesse with
pitched power, much to
of
those
the consternation
people standing near the
speakers.
Penetration do try to be
original. but despite their
conmltment and obvious
efforts. I'm afraid their
style just doesn't cut any
ice with me.

as

KELLY PIKE

SUNDAY evening was
the third and final London
appearance within the

lust month of Blue Oyster
and al the end of the
their frowns, especially Cult
show I left the gig with
on their new guitarist
mixed feelextremely
Neale
gives way to ings.
a
veofdrelief as they
As on the second night
dash, often prematurely.
back in May the majority
Into the speedier acetone
the audience remained
of their songs, where al of
In their seats for newt of
last they can let loose.
the show, Admittedly a
Despite their obvous
seated position is fine for
efforts, the sound is sail
watching the excellent
quite shallow: the conUn- laser and tighr show but
ua1 chopping and rhangthis was Hammersmith
beg Proving too much far
Odeon and not the
.

only three In-

1

r1,1
I

Sler PULSE: euphoric mood

- 'It Sounds
E aclting Tor example was

thoughts especially

through Cult's classics as

'Hot Rails To Hell' and
The laser effects didn't
appear to be quite so
extensive as the May
shows yet they still
remained stunning, notably In Donald Roeser's
guitar solo 'Astronomy'
and also Albert Bou chard's drum solo 'Cod -

Indeed, musically the
band was far better than
they had, been previously.
The numbers from their

'Sceptre' album like

'R.U. Ready To Rock'
and 'Golden Age Of
Leather' had far more

attack than the studio
versions and I particularly enjoyed the earlier
material such as 'Harvester Of Eyes' and
aforementioned 'Astrono-

my,

Once again, Blue
Oyster Cult were most
enjoyable and as far as

overall entertainment
goes merit 10 out of 10.
However. I still felt that to
certain extent the full
Impact of their music lost
out to their spectacular
use of lasers and lighting.
STEVE OF.TT
a

to 'give
decent

a

support, not that they
really deserved IL The
anything but that Their lead guitarist was way off
main talent lay In inciting tune, the lyrics were all
violence and stupidity but Inaudible and the beat
that left at least one guy was one of the sloppiest
groaning in agony from a I've heard from a reggae
vicious kick In the drummer.
But the floor filled
kidneys. Not my scene,at
steadily again, this time a
all.
Patrick Fitzgerald was less dynamic crowd but
at least amusing, if for the far preferable to the
wrong reasons. His riotous mania of before.
approach seems calcu- And Tribesman sharplated to raise the ened up after a while.
maximum amount of 'Wonderful' came over
antipathy. Having to well and 'When I Father
follow on from the Come' was good too, a
previous numbing wall of much tighter sound
sound was a big enough though still lacking what
handicap In ItseJL But his It really takes.
If this gig helped Rock
dead - pan vocals and
uninspired acoustic gui- Against Racism's cause,
tar style just didn't seem all well and good, but
unfortunately it didn't do
to be what the people
wanted. Possibly in the, a lot more. ALEX SKORECKI
right context he could
have a powerful effect.
though I've yet to see it
In this one he was not well GROOVIES, Croyreceived, to say the least
don Greyhound
After a mere two songs he
flung ha book of poems on Australian group Radio
made a brave
Birdmen
his
booted
the floor,
guitar across the stage attempt at warming up
and stormed off in a the sparcely populated
torrent of mutual abuse. Greyhound on what was
Surprisingly there was apparently Its last musienough good feeling left 1n cal evening for some

mention

I am sure there must have
been many others sharing

my

the crowd
Tribesman

punk / Insult formula
sound, hardly worth a

Fear The Reaper' but by
then it all seemed too late.

'

THE FLAMIN'

Is a bit late for
them to try to put that
right now.
The main sources of the
Grorrvlea' material were
sixties artists like The
Beatles. 'The Rolling
Stones and the positively
ancient Chuck Berry.
Their repertoire Included 'Please, Please Me',
From Me 7b You', '19th

really

time. The Psychotic stare
and controlled epileptic
gyrations of the lead
singer were this six piece
band's main plus until the
lead guitarist really let
himself go. shaking his
shades off In the process.
Ás a unit Radio
Birdmen were reasonably

together despite their
lack of a truly distinctive
sound and

a

couple of

their numbers bearing too
Close a resemblance

to

speeded up rock and roll

Nervous Breakdown',
'Painted Black' and the
obligatory encore 'Move

If.

However, if
stage
presence, a couple of
numbers. '425 SG', 1 Feel
Alright' and their use of
the 'Hawaii Five O' riff,
they showed promise,
although if their singer
has to get as wrecked as
he looked tonight in order
to perform it makes you
wonder just how long he
can survive.
And so, on to the
Flamin' Groovies, a band
with a rock history, and,
as it turned out, a history
of rock with a band. The
Groovies' raunchy live re
- creation of that twangy
hollow ad's sound was
masterful, playing many
of the old clxnslc numbers
as they should have been
played at the time, but It

standards.

Every sung was au-

only for their

thentically reproduced

with attention to detall
that was matched only by
the Groovier' determination to keep everything in
tune, taking up to a couple

of minutes between songs
to complete this process,
much to the annoyance of
the audience.

Anyway, if anything

else, the Groovies were an

activated, nostalgic experience, but really there
should have been something more. As a tan
repeatedly and loudly
pointed out, In the
proximity of my right
ear: "We came to listen to
the Fermin' Groovies, not
The Beatles and The
Roiling Stones
GARETH KERSHAW

PATBLUE OYSTER TRIBESMAN,
FITZGERICK
HamCULT Odeon
RAID, MENACE:
mersmith
Albany Empire,

concentration mirrored in

strumentalists Perhaps
another guitar may help.
But it seems that they are
crying out for an adept
keyboard player to addd
variety to what la
Incessant wall of sound. A

.tP

laaerum

Throughout the show I
wanted to get up from my

seat and thus ended up

feeling very restricted
until finally everyone had
the good sense lo stand
through the encore 'Don't

Deptford

/1\

THIS WAS the last of a
series of Rock Against
Racism benefit gigs at the
Albany, though exactly
where the benefit lay
escaped me. The three

performances produced
three completely different

atmospheres, although all
equally disappointing In

their own ways.
Menace generated a
fierce noise that encouraged the fun loving
characters with Sham 69

N

1

]

WI-

T

.

ij,
41

scrawled over their
bodice to kick their way to
domination. They jumped
on one another with such
a convincing display of
aggression that the rest of
us cession deserted the
floor altogether. The
music Itself was standard

vs

'ere fain guy thinks we sound like life Beatles!

f

/
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But only just
The last time they trod
the boards In Britain tt
was to scant acclaim and

moderate applause.

Since then they have
unleashed on the world a

store of high . carat

musical product quite the
equal of any of the earth's
mineral resources
. .
or so it seems.
The show, indeed.
beneflLs from such discovered riches.
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adds
flash

-

Orchestra
including
two slightly - higher - than
mortal members of

also present
were left in no doubt that
their brand of classical
megarock does indeed
Inhabit a plane stlghUy
higher than the terrestnal on their return to
Britain last week.
l nderneath the echoing
sounds of a flying saucer
come to land
a concept
conceived In the Biel's
and likely to remain with
us until we are visited,
perhaps even annihilated, by creatures which
are not man
the mortal
extension of the world's
richest and most successful group at this moment
In time demonstrated that
It was indeed possible to
recreate some of the
studio magic that is ELO

-

Brum
rock

THE FIRST g.itJO earthlings privileged enough to
watch the Electric Light

.royalty"

1/

/

.

P.LO you understand,
dnn't trip,e dastageh
run
onto th
s
by a forest of

greetedbe
eying hands.Th
appear, like

breath

a

taking scene from

"

o

w

instruments.

lighting gantry,

cunningly

disguised as
the top of the aforemen-

tioned saucer, rises,
bathing the group Ina sea

of green pencil beams.
The group themselves
rise through the floor,
thereafter adopting the
appearance of a conventional rock combo. No
ropes are visible.
That's just the beginning.
The first song is 'into
The City'.- Static, stunntng
indeed that Is not
a contradiction in terms
followed by 'Turn To
Stone' and "El Dor- do'.
Then, and not before then,
words are heard. "Ello,
'ow are you". This seems
to work and the applause
is enormous

-

.YIP.

-

later

assured, clad for the most
part in white. Even their
A

trN

an

early episode of 'Dr Who
Seven Immobile mein
bars living breathing

humans we're

49'

-U

-

o

.

.

ZaIM

ANYTHING you can do. we can do bigger. Part of she £17,000 of trappingsfeatured in ELO's new show.
So far, so good. Already
electronic. shines.Give
ven sound
two satellites ranking
they're less like aliens a wall - to - wall home
For 'Wild West Hero', uncertainty towards
landing and more like a stereo the effect of their actually introduced for a stage like nervous tightrock group with good music can be extremely-. change, Jeff Lynne starts rope walkers. And, after
tunes and very expensive pleasing. However their off like a folk singer a staggeringly corny
equipment. This notion Is

further cord!

ed

by'

electronic quasi -classical
cello "solo"

a
a

prelude to a violin solo

which follows later.
Lasers dance (don't
alas

ans

always dance?) on
average size screen

behind drawing pretty
flowers and what looks
suspiciously like the logo
Rlzla cigarette
papers.
At this point the system
for

almost breaks down.
Stripped to the bones F.LO
area thudding rock group
with one splendid difference
their mastery of-

-

-

stage recreation
given their predilection
for low-key and perfect
on

presentation - will
inevitably reveal (laws
not normally evident

when hirsute Caucasians
whip up maelstroms of

rock 'n'rdl fervour.
With 'Telephone Liné
and 'Rockaria', one a
pretty tune, the other a
sublime fantasy. there Is
frantic sawing of string
instruments. some extellent-singing and an air
of near-perfection. Near
because all that holds
everything together is a

wall of synthesised

before he's rescued by the
massed strings. Then
'Strange Magic', almost
but not quite there. ELO
are human. This worthy
trait Is emphasised in one

stunning gesture of
group/audience empa

thy. Bev Bevan throws a
tambourine Into
rows
of dazzled humans. It Is
noted, with some - surprise, that its landing
does not unleash a
megatnnic explosion of
sound.

More

hits

follow,

augmented by clapping in
awed unison. The first
encore is 'Living Thing',

exhortation to the audet on your feel
ience to
and put your hands in the
air", they play 'Roll Over
Beethoven', It is both
long and highly enjoyable. ELO then sink
below our line of vision as
the lunar hatches are
battened down.

Fittingly

a

space -like

rumble graces the audience's exodus.
To pick flaws in a stage
presentation as assures,
dramatic and expensive
ats that offered by ELO is
tantamount to pointless.
Tickets were like gold
dust and
large crowd

clapped and chanted with

the precision that Is

Wembley's trademark.
Yet this run through of
ro
their greatest hits,
matter what cost, addedat
no new dimension to the
massive recorded talent
of the group. The tiniest
flaw deflated the magic,
cracked the Illusion.
There was nothing to take
its place.
To cement the genius
and incidentally provide
I'd
the Next Big Thing
rather ELO dropped the
appearances and moved
Into the field of sight and
recorded sound presentation. louder, but not live,
is the only partof the ELO
experience missing from
the home stereo.
JOHN SHEARLA W
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The old Young
won't fade away

Being voted New York's
'Most Promising Disco Group'
last year came as a surprise to
Maze. SUSAN KLUTH discovers
that it was never planned that way

NEiL YOUNG

Boarding House, San
Francisco
The

OUTSIDE THE Boarding House two
Wally Holder recording trucks fill up
the street while fans swirl around the
theatre. an audience without Jewels or
furs but rich enough to pay up to 70
bucks to see one of rock .and roll's
reclusess' rare performances.
The Boarding House is a tiny club in
some financial difficulty, despite the
fact that It regularly presents the
more Interesting kind of recording
artists from George Thorogood to
Captain Beefbeart. To help the club
and to show - piece his forthcoming
album, Neil Young agreed to play two
shows a night for four nights, his first
official gig In quite a while.
The stage is decorated with a plano,
three acoustic guitars and three
wooden Indian figures with fading
paint, the kind that attract tourists off
the freeways into depressed
reservations to buy yewe)lery and

stare.
Nell walks on clutching a six string,
hair chopped as on the 'Stars And
Bars' cover, safari jacket, white
pants. braces and sneakers looking
like the drunken son of a rich
colonialist. The crowd, which is

surprisingly young, goes bananas but
Yung takes it in his stride.
He launches straight into a new
song about Indian massacres, about
sleeping with Pocohontas, the Indian
queen who enabled the first settlers to
stay alive back In the 17th century,
and who, legend has it, slept, with
Captain John Smith, rogue leader of
the whites. The song ends with the
grouping, "Marlon Brando, Pocohontas and me". The Indian figures
stay rooted in place in the context.of
the song Ilk a cynical sphinxes.
During the evening, Young debuts
six or so songs from the new album, all
with strong country melodies and in
that stomping beat that, along with
the extraordinary -voice, is Neil Young
music. A couple of times he apologises
for writing all his songs in the same
key, but like one,of his choruses says,
"It's old but it's good. "
There's a powerful song about his

divorce, 'Already One'. "But we're
already one, already one, our little
son, u on Y let us forget."
Another magnum opus in the

'Ambulance Blues' vein called

'Thrasher', the only song he
announces all night, that seems to
discuss his relationship with the .
famous friends and the electric
guitars that were conspicuous In their
absence on this first night: "They
were poisoned with selection, They
had the best protection. They were lost
in rock formations. Like park - bench

mutations, So I got bored and moved
away' etc. Glad you did, Nell.
Other new songs like 'Ways Of
Love'. 'As Long As We Can Sail Away'
mix the familiar themes, the need to
forget and the terrors of doing so,

'"'

.

r
NEIL YOUNG: restless
dreams as simultaneous salvation and
disease, but there's no terminal
Introspection here, like he sings, "I'm
not failing back in the same groove".
The stand out stomper that even
rocks on the acoustic, though It seems
like Nell prowls the stage on this one
looking for a band Is a classically
simple song about rock (where does he
find these melodies!): "Oh, Oh, Hey,
Hey, Rock and Roll is here to stay, It's
better to burn out than to fade away"
which I suspect Is the definitive elegy
for the Pistols, seeing as one verse
seems to include the lines, "this is the
story of Johnny Rotten, He is gone but
he's not forgotten".
All evening he wanders restlessly
around the stage, swopping guitars as
If searching for a mike to sing Into but
his Jacket Is wired for sound so that he
sings straight ahead, nodding his
head at the audience and rolling his
eyes like a soothsayer while the voice
comes out of the speakers on either side of the stage in a haunting,
disembodied manner. He looks at first
as if he's miming. Against the
backdrop and with the spotlight
framing him In his instantly

recognisable silhouette, with the

mouth harp holder doubling as bow
tie, Young seems like one of those

serious comics, a Max Wall,
grimacing and bending up and down
In time with the,muslc.

There are only four old tunes in the
set, Including the inevitable "Cowgirl
In The Sand" and 'After The
Goldrush' now eight years old in Its
contemplation of Mother Nature in the
1070s.

He closes with 'Sugar Mountain',
the archetypal Young tune with the

audience singing along about 'Wring
Sugar Mountain, the land of
adolescence, too soon. Just like
leaving the Boarding House too soon
but Neil Young does what he wants to
do, happy to perform his new songs

.unaccompanied before

a

tiny

-

audience.

It was a privilege to be there roil
on the album, this man won't bade

AN

EVENING of unpar
-

a

-

boogie

bliss, which was

as
Predictably sweltering as
the weather on this hot

summer night-

Opening

proceedings were

Edinburgh's own Valves,
who displayed their own
nifty brand of infectious
rock.

Their newer songs,
most notably 'I Got
Stung By A Killer Bee'

Ron's

l'he Pirates came on
the
sound expanded to a
cacophony, which seemed
like 10 times as loud as the

and immediately

decibel level.
Words like brutal and
unoriginal comes to mind
Valves'

as The Pirates stormed
through their set of non -

originals and originals
which sound exactly like
the non - originals. Words
like subtlety, finesse and
innovation don't come to
mind. You see, these lads

way up loud.
By 'Shaking All Over' I

had dropped my notebook
and was Jiving. Every

cliche and predictable

choro sequence Is forgiven, In The Pirates case
because they're so damn

tight.

A mate recently told me
that The Pirates' newer

songs are not so good.
frankly I can't tell the

to

Incidentally,

sidetrack for

a

moment, is not the sight of
a Pirate in his boots,
stripped breeches and
velvet coat wearing a
'Smash The Nazi Front'

are old rockers, who cut
their teeth on real basics.
Luckily, these basics had badge slightly Ina large degree of quality
congruous? No matter, I
and excitement.
would never buy records
They played a selection by The Pirates but as a
of tunes from their two live band .
.
pure
albums, songs with titles magic.
like 'Drinking Wine',
Or, to put It another
'Johnny B Geode', 'I Beg
my head doesn't
All It would take would be You Baby' and 'The way,
The Pirates
the right producer and the
Lonesome Train'. Songs appreciate
but
legs and armpits
my
which sport every rePush of a major company
behind it. You will be hashed rhythm and blues most certainly do.
hearing more of 'Radios' lick you have ever heard
RONNIE OURR

and 'Walk

Don't Walk'

sounded exceedingly
hummable, while 'Radios', a song which had its
first public airing at this
gig, is a sure fire hit
single and I am never
wrong when picking hit
singles (Oh my!
Ed)

-

.

/

These men can pull
crowds of up tó
16,000 already!
FOR JO and Josie Public,
they're little more than a
year old. Their records have
done pretty well, if not
staggerlingly. They've been
on the road more than
most. Yes, and 15-16,000
people will turn out for a
gig in some oddball
American baseball stadium.
16,000 people and every one of
them banging a drum ... or a
tambourine
or some kind of.
percussion instrument. Ain't that
travelling?
Fantastic," says Maze's
Frankie Beverly. it's 9 a.m. in
Atlanta, Georgia and his tour
manager has just prised him out
of bed. "It's fantastic. The energy
is really overwhelming. You

...

know, we're doing the same size
things as major, major groups.
"Yeh ... I'd say it was pretty
Because, despite the banging
and shouting, the rooting and the
accolades (in the States, at any
rate), Maze arc a disarmingly

played

difference.

:

good going."

away. MARK COOPER

(Oh no, not that
your Uncle
THE PIRATES / mark
word.
aliened rock

S /

kP

Coo, what aagainscorcher'
- Ed)

THE VALVES, Tttfanys, Edinburgh

'

modest lot. It's not the direct
message of soul, the teeming
energy of funk that has them
motivating the masses, but a
power that's far more subtle and
sublime. If the pun wasn't so
awful, I'd say jt was something
like Amazing Grace.
Kluth, what a pun'
Frankle Beverly is co-founder,
lead vocalist, writer, producer and
seemingly masterminder of the
seven -man Maze, whose second
album 'Golden Time Of Day' slid
into the racks over here just a few
weeks back. As it may not be as
well-known as Tavares' Greatest
Hits (say), it's worth explaining
some of what 'Golden Time' is all

about.
Basic feature

is a

lightness,

a

mobility that takes It away from

all those mandatory hard -and heavies that we've had through

the last few years.
The root cause of which is that
the production appears very direct
simple without being simplistic
with a signal absence of
sweeping synthesisers and barking
horn sections.
But then it's a classy thing too,

--

good strong tunes and some
lurking lyrics ('You're Not The
Same' for ultimate precedent.

And it's terrifically varied, from
whimsy hazy ballads, raunchy at
the core, through quiet funk and a
notable Latin load (Carlos lives!),
round to an epic by name of 'i
Need You' where the demure
verses break out into a series of
jazzish solos.
Decidedly non -denominational
and awesomely topical.
"I'm just into truth," states
Frankie, "and I really mean

that."

A point to which he returned
more than once, and I mean that
too. For example, when 12'
singles were still something of a
novelty, Capitol Records took a
track off their debut album,
'Maze' and issued it in that form.
'Time Is On My Side' made a
substantial impact on the disco
market and resulted in Maze being
voted 'Most Promising Disco
Group' in New York last year.
was surprised at that
success," admits Frankie
frankly. "It was a danceable song,
but I didn't look at it as a disco

"i

(-)

song.

"However, no way arc we liable
to be pressurised as a disco band.
We, the artists have to be true to
ourselves, and we're just planning
to give a whole lot of music. If
some of it touches that particular
ground, then all the better. But we
don't make music for any
particular bag or anything like

that."

The seeds of Marc were sown
many years back in Frankie's
home town of Philadelphia, PA,
various high-school hands
eventually crystallising into Raw
Soul, who found support -band
status with such as Kool and The
Gang. In 1972 (Maze not being
any overnight sensation) the scene
shifted to California, with the

horizon coloured by the persona
of Marvin Gaye.
"People like Marvin who've
in a
been through the business are
the
e
position to h elp somf
guys coming aloong, help
youngertoavoid
at least some of the
them
problems ttiejr'd encountered.
"It was a matter of timing.
Marvin was there ai the precise
time and although he was only

indirectly Involved with us, his
presence certainly helped a lot. He
inspired a whole karma around
the situation. He used to tease me
that one of these days we'd be
bigger than him. I used to laugh
.

he was

acute."

...

Three years on
and the ,
band had a production deal:
Subsequently they signed to
Capitol and, apart from that disco
number, they scored hits in both
the Soul and Pop charts with two
other tracks off the debut LP,
namely `While I'm Alone' and

'Lady of Magic'.

Maze, rather like the !sky
Brothers, are in the interesting
position that they can speak with
100 per cent accuracy

to

a

soul

audience, and they're also pulling
a big following from outside.
"We've crossed over quite a bit,
sure," Frankie reflects. "Not as
much I think as we're eventually
going to, though. Really we've
formed a little group of our own,
a

kind of cult following."
'Golden Time of Day' was

recorded in Golden, Colorado
(no faking!) and, as
aforementioned, Frankie took a
great deal of weight on his
shoulders in the whole formation
of the album.
"And it's certainly not easy to
do all the work that I wanna do.
For this next album, when it gets
under way, we're gonna work in
much more of the power of some
of the other guys.
"They're always giving in some
way or another, but they're just
not as much into writing as
interpreting, as artists. And with
the level of the music we're
producing, I'd say you just
couldn't write those kinds of
songs all the time."
I'd say that 'Golden Time' was
so close on perfection it would be
near -impossible to top. Frankie
thinks somewhat otherwise:
"Well, I tellya. On all the
albums, the material ranks the

same. I just think the
interpretation of those songs gets
ckarer, the artistry gees better."
Hope that's he truth. Hope
also there's some truth in the
rumour that Maze may be coming
over in the fog -bound future.
Anyway, they're quite some band
Listen carefully.
i
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LIGHTS

N1IuCIPTHES?N

FOR THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. WHILE STOCKS LAST. WE WILL BE
MAKING SPECIAL REDUCTIONS IN THE PRICES OF MOST DISCOTHEQUE

rt*--k°2;EIOA4(Roar

Sirar

LIGHTING AND EFFECTS.
THINKING ABOUT BUYING. NOW'S THE TIME TO
RING. WRITE OR CALL IN FOR A QUOTE.
Trade and Mail Order Enquiries Welcome.
Competitive Prices and Efficient Service.

IF YOU'VE BEEN

89 SCOTFORTH ROAD. LANCASTER

-

Ns

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

TEL. 0524 62634

CIITH'
p®II IIQC

Pppet

vqs.

STEREO

8%

IOWA and RUADSHOW MODELS

CALBARRIE
DISCO CENTRE

+I

SPECIAL ems

All your Disco and Lighting
Requirements including
Solar 250 still only
(64.50 + VAT

SOUND TO

£43

LIGHT SYSTEMS

OFF

FAE1

(PU OW OF RISE)

4

10%

Mail Order. Access, Barclaycard, HP,
Hire DIY, Part Exchange and
Secondhand Equipment
.

both models incl. 200 W PA
IOWA plus cassette-ONLY £582
0650
ROADSHOW plus NAB jingle machine-ONLY
DAYS
PROMOTION
SPECIAL
Rogarfquirai
d 11.
- Special Oven Days. 19 Din WE 3

off all OPTIKINETIC'Products punch sed
with a SOLAR 250

II

SAM 3 unit
3 x 1000 watts channels Separate controls for Low, Mid and
High frequencies with ovrr.eide switches and Master Control
Multbwey outlet (56.70. 3 e 13 amp Donets £61.56.

CALBARRIE DISCO CENTRE

MANCHESTER
AUGUST 14 9

with Roper Squire and Saks

DRINKS

Centres
More details from Roger Squire's Disco
4
PULSAR ZERO 3000

88 WELLINGTON STREET, LUTON

TELEPHONE (0582) 411733
1 mile from Ml Junction 10

Chasse MOSiTUE mw.iogs
MAIL ORDER SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

ONLY £270 INC VAT
(system list price, E313.20)
400 W RMS CONSOLE
with belt drive S1125 Mk Ws

The'Sourid of S.P.E.L. is here

Pair of full rage
70 W BINS

We produce very high quality equipment at very low
cost.. Base Bins. Mid Range end Horn Units from

stock or custdm built to order., Also most other

SAC 4
x 1000 watts sequencing over 4 Channels Automutically or
with Music signal. Unique "pause & hold''eflect in Sound More
Mulls -way outlet E56 70, 4 s 13 amp outlets £66.74.

leading makes of Disco end Lighting Equipment
supplied. HP. PX. Barclaycard, etc.
SATIN PRODUCTIONS (Entertainments) LTD.
PA Disco b Light Centre, 178 Chesterfield Road,

Ashford. Middx. Tel.

FREE

18.

Directs Nigel Morris
Tour to 7 cities
BRISTOL-West Country Exhibition
details
Contact our Bristol shop for full

3 ch soundfite
controller. kw per channel
Many functions. ONLY L79

.

1

Brochures and details from

NEWHAM AUDIO

SQUIRE

lender/ Coed,
Landon 115 411

52

MODE UNIT 3

MIN IBIS

Tel. 01-534 40k4

169) 45807

r

Ss9

L

100 W 2 -way System.15:,
bass, x over + exponential
horn. FANTASTIC VALUE!

-1

111br`

DJs/Club
managers
Record Mirror -is compiling a

can buy the Brand New

1978 Squire Star Screen
'with coloured star shapes
which dance to the beat

Free Records. Up to ESC'
worth of records free when
you buy E210 worth of new
equipment in June.
Disco Equipment for hire,
send SAE for full list.

PATTERN LITE BOXES
4 channel units with In/out
multi way sockets for slaving.
4 Dartern choices. Cartwheel,
Dots, Aces, Arrows £69.00.

SOUNDLITE 6
Totally automatic working
from built in microphone, clip
together uitit E79 40,

guide to discos in Britain. Please
fill in the details below and send
back to Alf Martin. Record
Mirror. 40 Long Acre. London
WC2E 9JT. as soon as possible.

HELP
DISCO CENTRE
Watford Road
Croxley Green
Rick mansworth, Harts
Tel: Watford 44822

controller. ONLY £78

la £100 or more for disco fronts when you

Wh

'RENT OR BUY
FROM HELP

channel light

4

of the music. 3 or 4 ch.

FANTASTIC VALUE at
ONLY £52.50.

ascasvund

'

DART, -

197

300 W PA
AUTOFADE

FREE
'
iADleref

fOl6 0

case

1t

`winges

DISCOTEQUE
EQUIPMENT HIRE

ranee of Dlscnuque
Equipment
Including
Fog
Lighting.
Machines,
Snookers. Amp. and Disco
Dock. always evadable.
Open 6 deya 9 em -7 pm Leto
Night 'Monday`
Full ()taco Service o DJs
including records
Hire charge list amenable
Full

ADDRESS OF VENUE

CAPACITY
REGULARS DJ (s )

SAC.PAK 16
Complete sy term in 3 clip together boxes featuring the SAC4
controller and with all cables and sockets for additional lamp
all prices include VAT
boxes. eí77.23.

KIND OF MUSIC PLAYED/SPECIAL NIGHTS....

Rayner, Lane
Pinner, Middx.

3E5

IJVE MUSIC

S.

-

~o
SUGGESTIONS

l

Please tick

DJ

O

SALES AND
HIRE LTD.

.4

Manager

Q

r-

p

L

ALOEP9.

-

J

113.

DJs (send card
or letterhead) OR

Li.

-

PART EXCHANGE EASY TERMS

SATURDAY JUNE 10th
WITH

LONDON
ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

176 Junction Road

whiner el tuna sr,.
Tel 01.272 7474
50

CITRONIC and
ZERO 88 Lighting

Open

rue-Sat

N

19

isles 298194

MANCHESTER
ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

251 Deeansgate 3

ACCESS BARCLAYCARD

BRISTOL
ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

125 Church Road Redfield
I mite bom nor ar 9077
Tel 0272 550550 urno lr.Lw"
Open be -Sat

MAIL ORDERS tA,voeral
ROGER SQUIRE'S

Isaac

ORDERS;

Barnet Trading Estate
were..
Park Road, Barnet. Hera
Tel 061.831 7676 ;"Iw o .tie Tel 014411919,1
'
Opta Tim -Sat
Tries 665205 Open Moo -Fn
Telex 261983
l mite

Come along between

11 am -6 pm and chat to the
experts, there will be lots to see and hear
TELEPHONE FARNBOROUGGH (HANTS) 513713 for further details
378-380 VALE ROAD, ASH VALE, ALDERSHOT, HANTS
10 ruins from M3 junction 4, and next to Ash Vale
Station

for
established
FREE

Free oilers sublet' to availability in
cases of slgrl supply all etnative
free offer products mil be available to esimdar
value

C

Please send latest

YOUR CHANCE TO 'TEST DRIVE' THESE MAKES OF GEAR!

PHONE NO

L

24V GI
bulb.
preme versatility.
Attachments extra.

ii,ON

c

1j

FARNBOROUGH
513713
.+

...

Roger Squire's

revised edition,
lots of new gear

DEMON DAY

ST

1J

_

1977/78
DISCO CATALOGUE

RF

FOOD

NAME ....
ADDRESS,.

SOLAR

1250

5- The Grove. Ealing, London W5 5DX Tel. 01 567.0757

DRINKS

/

n Lane Tube

TRADE & export enquiries welcome

ADMISSION PRICES
AGE RESTRICTIONS
DRESS RESTRICTIONS
OPENING / CLOSING TIMES

CLUB SOUND SYSTEM
OTHER ATTRACTIONS

mina nay

Tel. a1.a6B a631

Prole. Electronics Ltd
-

asefor
MONO HAWAII-top quality disco unit.
slide faders. LED ladd rs. SUPERB VALUE £222.

THE RECORD b
DISCO CENTRE
2

ord
goubler 400

CITROf1IC°"

Inon:

Ask your local dealer about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS,
or send 15p for catalogue.
1

BARE

NAME

Dixo Catalogue ) /ran

ADDRESS

,`

Past this coupon to
ROGER SQUIRE'S,

Freepost Barnet, Harts EN55YB

,
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'Rosen

C

OF HONEYt
Oag4' (LF art

A

Ongee

Taste Of Haney lamer P.8?
11754), Forget the 40, here's
the funky DJ - favoured MU
length 5.87 duce mix or the

I

J/P H/.

rldleulously catchy hit
bound girlie group hot flier!
LOLEATTA 1101.LON AI':

'

And Rum (Mind II
450E lnx), Finally eel here
on dynamite hull 11:00 121n,
last year's US disco hit
develops Into a powerhouse
hypnotically chugging goo

//e/tell

1111

wailer with

peI-type

a

an

exciting Intensity that's

totally lacking on7 tn.
MF.LODIANR: 'Rivers Of
Roby ion' (Island WW 8447),
Hurrah It's the far inset
subtle reggae original , and about time, teal
COMMODORES: Flying
High' (Motown It TMG
1111). Motown'. second
ever commercial 121n. the
full 5:11 slleh smoothy has a
surprisingly fast jiggling
rhythm undertow, edited to
3;40 fo Flies
LINDA CLIFFORD: 'II My
Friends Gould See Me Now'
LP (Cullom K 06460)- Huge
on Import for ages, the full
7:53 0tle track of course
joins funkier faves the

CONTINUING the paelnon. from hags two
21 12
EVERYBODY DANCE Chic

AoandCAPAJ$ 12in
TKMSO LP
DANCE. Sweatt. Night BendUS

22

22

BOOGIE SHOES, KC Et The Sunshine Band

23

E

COME

24

18

25

23

ON DANCE

76

52

Prelude LP
SUN IS HERE, Sun
Capitol/rower LP
LOVE IS IN THE AIR, John (Nut Yount
Anota
JUST LET ME DO MY THING. Sine CBS/US Prelude LP

27

61

YOU'RE THE ONE THAT

78

31

BOOGIE TO THE TOP.

29

26

THE BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY. Darts

3o

33

31

14

32

24

STAYIN'AUVE, Bee'Gees
RSOAP/12in promo
THE BEAT GOES ON AND ON, Ripple
Salsoul/12m
DELIRIUM, Frerwlne McGee
RCA/12in

33

23

34

55

I

WANT. Travotta/Newton-John
RSO

35

42

36

21

37

47

kirk Muhammad

Casablanca/12in LP
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS. Hearwave
GTOA-P
ALL NIGHT LONG/DISCO LIGHTS, Deetor Wanºál Phil

38

20

39

27

40

36

all

37

47

45

Casablanca LP

AUTOMATIC LOVER, Dee D. Jackson
Memory
SINGIM IN THE RAIN, Sheila B. DevotfonCanere/121n/LP
YOU/JUST US, Samuel Jonathan Johnson Columbia LP
WHISTLE BUMP, Eumir Deodato Warner Bros LPAJS 12,n
LOV1N' YOU IS GONNA SEE ME THRU, Tower Of Power

34

44

38

45

46

46

48

47

35

48

44

<9

50

50

39

51

67

52

56

53

65

54

76

56
57

77

58

56

59

66

60

43

61

49

62

76

63

-

CA PLANE POUR MOI,

64

TOO MUCH TOO LITTLE TOO LATE, MethkAM,lliams CBS

58

57

DO IT DO

69

68

70

41

CELEBRATE, BramCon,truction
JUPITER, Earth Wind B Fire

71

56

ROMEO B JUUET, Alec R. Cosand,nos

72

613

LET YOURSELF GO, T.Connection

CBS

53

75

T4

78

82

77

70

78

75

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM, J. R. T,
Electric/12In
RIO DE JANEIRO. Gary Cñ
US Salsou1 12ín
CONQUER ALL. Kennet Deli B Prone
US Mercury 121n
Oasis LP
OH HAPPY DAY MEDLEY, Roberta Kelly
STANDING ON THE VERGE, Platinum Hook
Motown

-

RO

81

MIDNIGHT AFTER DARK, UbiookyElektra

rein,

81

87

-

FOLLOW ME, Antonia Lear
GET UP lb LET YOURSELF

121n

State/121n-

Aeou

-

TEA LEAVES/TAKE A LOOK AT YOURSELF, Eddie Rose

86 66

US Monurnent LP
Radar

94

85

87

W
69

3I

87

-

-

L

GOI. J. A.

N

Bend

Wronns/12Jn

PUMP IT UP, ENk Cortege
RACK A YARD, in Crowd
HOTEL SHEET, Jed
tuuSY MME/JUMP STREET, Raul De

Ste.

Cacs,.

~areUS
T.
Bout
b0+.wA.P

Bterm Gen

Mpc

Ono U»

LP

Ate$

'honk.

PLEASURE:

Foe

Everything' / 'Foxy Lady'
(LP 'Get To the Feeling'
(Fantasy FT 543). EWFtype funky Blow jlgglers,

plus some pleasant slowlee.
KIt AFTWF.RK: 'The RobMe' (Capitol CI, 15551).
Slightly Blow but Inelstenl
electronic pop for 'Automat-

le' lovers.
WARREN ZEVON: 'Nighttime in The Se itching Yard'
(Asylum K 13124). Spare

bouncily driving bumper,
with wider than new wave
appeal.

DOROTHY MOORE: 'let
The Music Play' (Epic EPC
0300'). Surprisingly, an
uptimpo happily thumping
romper,

KELLEE PATERSON:
'Turn On The Light.' (EMI
INT 558). Pretty little
lightweight tripper, oddly
with 'If It Don't fll' on flip.

-

IRONNIE LOVE: 'Let's
Make Love' (Grapevine

Hub?

Attractive

GRP 158).

smoothly skipping northern

flier.
AL MATTIIEWS: 'People
Are People' (Electric ROT

romantic vocal swayer

25). Disjointed (so possibly

middle .section.

settles

a

bumpy

IIARVEY MASON: 'What's
Going On" (Arista ARIST.
12188). Beautiful slow
stn rung 8:23 12in jazz funk
Instrumental with George
Benson playing Marvin

northern

aimed) fast flier
Into a pounding
-

groove

LEE KIX4MIN: 'Ain't No
Way' (Polydor 2059034).
Nosalgieally old fashioned
Foundations
romper,

-

type

happy

LUISA FERNANDEZ: 'Lay
Love On Tau' (Warner Bro.
K 17061) Good !Headily
clapping tempo, dreadful
Beacom - type phonetic
E uro vocal.
SOUL CHILDREN: 'Signed
Sealed Delivered I'm Yours'
(Stag 503). Slow deep soul
gospel treatment of Stevle's
song

TAPPER ZUKIE: 'She Want

Phemie. / 'Reaamen
Shank' (Front Line FIP
109). Very heavy ethnic dubtype.kank jollier flip.
JIM CARLISLE: 'Don't S tart
Crying Now' (Billy Gael
A

BILL. 001, via 01

837

recorded
Home
roekabllly jumper.

3.089).

UK

CHUCK MANGIONE: 'Feel
So Good' (AAM AMS 7357).
Lush trumpet - led jazzy

ewayer, big In US charts,
WALTER JACKSON: 'Man.
batten Skyline' (VA UP
30304). Felt new northern
clopper from the soul
veteran
WIG ANS OVATION: 'After

Loving 100' (RK 1008),

Happy dated creamy chur
net
SOUND EXPRESS 'Nu Na
Hey nay Klee Him Goodbye'
(Response SR 5191. Pound
Ing hustle revamp of Steam's
old cha n ter
FUNN: 'Living With The
Sun' (logo 0O318). Football
chant - type rough pop
bounder.
MANDI ANN HUGHES:
'One Stop Baby' (LBA 101).
Ultra - fast Europop type
pounder
110T ICE: 'Casanova Jones'
(Arleta ARO 123), Dated
breezy pop. soul romper
BLACK GOLD: 'Hance Hall
(Pnlydar 2069030). Emotion!
-Copying staccato chugger.
EMMA LEIGH: 'Do You Dig
It' (Pepper UP 30407).
Breathily dated and cliched
UK chick.

DISCO DATES
Golly Gallagher are
Luxembourg's Celebrity DJs Chris Hillwith
Robbie Vincent and Froggy's
Roadshow funk all day at Morlton
Valence's Gables Farm'near Gloucester,
Pye promote at Sheffield Top Rank,
and London CBS'.

Caroline Roadshow plays Bishops

Stortford Rhodes Hall, Jason West wows
Hockwold Hall; SUNDAY (11) Hestwave
boogie Bournemouth Village Bowl, Big
Tom Holland funks Cookham Ferry,

Camberley Frenchles has a French
faneydress let Birthday party,- Barry
Elrod funks Southend Zero Six: TUESDAY
bad

(13) Celle Rudd presents appallingly
Ian Moore
Love
WED ESDAY (14) aAdrianesend
really le Capital DJ at Southgate Royalty.

RM DISCO' DIRECTORY

Rive

OLE OLA, Rod Stewart
FUNK THEORY. Rokono83

-

title track.

Roadshow plays Southend United
Pope funks Farnborough Gallaghrs, Phil
Hill
Kent funks Bristol Polytechnic, Chris
funks Ashford (Kent) Kempton Manor:
SATURDAY (10) Heatwave do Dunstable
California, West Midlands" Mike Edwards

TRINIDAD, John Gibbs B US Steel Orchestra US Jumbo

C.nbbeen D.cn

Runners can do, 1:35 longer
on their eponymously - titled
LP (FT 545), which has a
thudding thunder
Introed

andGlasgow Maestros, Caroline
FC, Wes

12in

LPM1JS

squeaky soul harmony
jitterer, bit like Olympic

WEDNESDAY (7) Mike Allen is Capital
DJ at Southgate Royalty, -London's LODJ
Assn meets 7pm at River Plate House Id
8) Pye
Finsbury Circus' THURSDAY Caroline
promote at ManchesterRollers,
Roadshow plays Margate Dreamland,
Jason West wows Dulimow's Little Easton
Manor, Chris Gentry hits Salisbury
Grainge Hotel; FRIDAY (9) Hestwave
funk Brighton Rank,.Rallk, Gonzalez funk
at
Southgate Royalty, Pye promote
Leicester Palms, Bristol Romeo & Jullets

TK/121n

74

erybody'e Single' Love

BORBI HUMPIHREY:
'Hoare Made Jam' / 'Sunset

'Intensifies into

lightning/LP

KEEP ON DANCING, Johnnie Taylor

DEODATO:

Rump' (Warner

Burgundy' (Epic EPC Bil9).
great heavUy
More horho
thudding funk instrumental
from the female :nutlet.
lighter skipping flip that's
big for some too
'ROY AVERS: 'Let's Do II'
(Polydor 2000830). Lovely

CBS

72

bubbler

Bros K 17190). Huge funk
jazz conga kicker wllh lovely
big hand brass riff, but It's
Jhe 7.42 US 121n re mix end
not this 4,10 LP version
that'e actually happening

UA

73

76

'Whistle

Epic

IT AGAIN, RaffaelIa Cana

HL

-

EUMIR

Sire

Panic Bertrand

118).

-

THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY. Love B Kisses Ca sablanca/121n
US De-Ute
KILOWATT INVASION. Kay -Gees
LO, V. E. GOT HOLD OF ME. Demise Rousso, Mercury
121n promo
JUST AS LONG AS WE'RE TOGETHER, PnnceUS Warner
Bros LP
ENVY (ANIMAL FIRE)AUST/PRIDE, Rieder/Lewis Pm /LP

62

Import, and

BIIIRLES BROWN: 'Woman
To Nomen' (Sta. LOOP).
Dynamite elassle deep soul
you
.moocher from '74
know, the telephone tall
about acheaUn' fella!

STELLA/CAPTAIN CONNORS, Noonan ConnorsUS Ansa
US Salsoul 12In
TEN PER CENT. Double Exposure
THERE ARE MANY STOPS ALONG THE WAY, Joe
ABC LP
Sample
IS THIS A LOVE THINGMONEY I'M RICH,RaydrOAdstaLP
SalsoulAP
DANCE A LITTLE BIT CLOSER, Chem

67

84

e ha nUng

LADY. Commodores
Motown LP

68

style

funky

Inspired fast
exciting Oslblºa - type
Tension

CBS

eo

on

(Calendar DAY

Bros/12in
Island/LP

64

ral
sung

-

Phil In:

TIMES A

-

lovely otmospherle Slde
type
Effect / Odyssey
'Cola Find .A Woman'.
ASH ANTIS: 'Disco Play'

Casablanca/US LP
Polydo1AP
Epic

USE TA BE MY GIRL O'Jays

Song.' (Fantasy FTC 158).
Jaunty mild tempo modem

bounder, big

TK/121n
DANCE WITH ME, Peter Brown
DON'T COST YOU NOTHING; Ashford B SimpsonWarner

FLYING HIGH/THREE

55

HOT FUN~la

BANK HOIUDAT Monday'.
steeling sun proved too great
an attraction for eo a all dayere to compete against.
Camberley F eenchlee, pie ssanUy cool with an adjoining
marquee. was the pace to be
If you had to be Indoors at all,
but didn't 1111 up until after
dark! Purley Ttffanye was

MR 8034).

staecato

Arista
JACK AND JILL/GET DOWN, Raydio
CasablanceA)S 12In
FLASH UGHT. Parliament
RAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE, Cleveland Eaton US Ovation
DISCO INFERNO. Players Association 'Vanguard/121n/LP

SATISFY MY SOUL, Bob Marley
WHAT IS FUNK, Rare Gems Odyssey
EYESIGHT, James Brown
MORE HOT FUN. Stanley Clarke
HUSTLE BUS STOP, Mastermind

TASTE OF HONEY: catchy

Gaye's oldie, edlt4d for 710
SWEET THUNDER 'Ev

Powerful

CBS
43

a

A

beats,
EUROPEAN CONUSA
NECTION: 'Come Into My

Heart / Good Loving' (TK
Extremely elegy
but quite Jolly goy girlie
group Eurodlsco 121n with a
pounding break and similar
flip, big on Import for ages.
PLATINUM HOOK: Stand.
log On The Verge (Of Getting
It On)' (LP 'Platinum Hook'
Motown STML 12065).

Int/12In
AIN'T
FIRE, Eddie Kendrick.
Arata/12in
AFTER DARKAAST OANCEAOVIN' LIV1N' AND GIVIN'/
WITH YOUR LOVE, Pattie BrooksA)onne Summer/Chen
SMOKE WITHOUT

Roes

11

Lady',
GLADYS KNIGHT A THE
PIPS: Come Back And
Mash What You Stared'
(Ruddah BI)S 473). Bright
lllUe mid - tempo jltlerer
with booming bass drum

Irs SERIOUS, Cameo

NO

DISCO NEWS

NI(hIT SANDS of Power Exchange, 474 Harrow Road,
London W9, needs more Top Rank / Mecca-type jocks for
hie nulling 1st, but they must be working at leant nights a
week, Polydor's Theo Loyla wants to know It earn. einglea
stolen in London turn up anywhere: they're kInd&
consplernus, being prernotional white vinyl preening' of
Maggie Ryder and one-sided edited verskms of John Ofway
'Geneve'. CBS's Greg Lynn Info. that Saturday Night Band
will be an edited 121n neat week, while Sine. Peter Rrown
and T Connection are on Inn now. Ludwig Weiler from
Cologne and BW Robinson of 18 Beech Close, Bresalde,
Durham City, are darting an MgloGerran pen -pal rJub
for disco fans, no let B11 know If you're Interested

slower 7:04 'Runaway Love'
and bubbly 5:42 'Gypsy

Kudu LP
Magnet

,

HOT VINYL

GRAHAM CANTER (Mayfair Gunner.) import ups Ratty
Wright 'Clean Up Woman (Live)' (Aletoe LP). Special
Delivery 'Get Up And Express Yourself' (retread LP), love
Committee 'Saw And Order' (Shield LPG Hues (locomotion
'Get Up Off Your Backside' (Warner Bros LP), G ham
Central Station 'POW / 'My Radio Sure Rounds Good To
Me' (Warner Bros LP), Patti LaBelle 'Save The last Dance
For Me' (Epic LP), Low Klrterl New York City' (Aiston)
Nate Branch 'Midnight Dream' (La Fay). Teddy
Pendergrass 'Dose The Door' (Phil Ent), Etta Janes 'Deep
In The Night' (Warner Bros LP), and revives ~achy Jr
Walker A Thelma Houston 'I Need TOO Right Now' (Motown
'Hot Sho1' LP),

wlrieir will
RECORD MIRROR is planning a major series through the summer
molar
Fry ro list each comprehensive details every single disco club and permanent
throughout England. Scotland and Wales! It will obviously br in everyone's
DJs
retake
dub
so
please
as
possible,
interest if we can make the list as complete
and managers aware of the plan ifthey do not already read RM. Starting in Jour
London,
in
Greater
all
clubs
weeks time with the issue ofJuly 8th, we willfirst list
to be followed by Coastal Resorts, Scotland, North, Midlands, Wales and West.
South and East Anano. On the opposite page is a registration form fills the dabsm
se and sendoff ea soon as.,posable. THERE IS NO FEE FOR
INCLUSION,

packed from the start,

though. and climaxed with
rousing
the usual rabble
nonsense of pitting sections
one, two and three against
each other in cheering and
arm- waving hysteria. Chrla
Hill, greeted by the audlenceIlke a superstar, even pined
fellow Jocks Robbie Vincent,
Chris Brown. Sean French
and Froggy In a massed
moon at the end! Big Tom
Holland reports that hie
Harlow Tiffany. all nlghler
-

had most kid. In great fancy
dress, the Lacy Lady lot
masquerading as the Dford
Rock 'n Roll Appreciation
Society toddyboy / girl gear,
while the Stevenage Royal
,Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Verger. came In
Complete ecclesiastical out.
fla with a pope, abbot and
nun, competing again.' the

Dlmlo's Green & While
Minstrel Showf London's
Crackers was evldcnUy an
unqualified success, nays
Bob Jones, and the next all
dayer there In August will he
fumed by the BBC
Speaking of filming. the

beet fun Of all was this Last

Hill and
Sunday when
picked hunch of
hand

were filmed at
Canvey Gold Mine for a
cinema support feature.
which will also include Greg
1

Edward. and his follower.
timed at Brlxten'e Clouds
Directed by Curti. Qarke,

'Ovate'
Shut Down' .horn,
who made the

,

and
the

tentatively - tilled 'Belted:
Hustle' e'W show what really
goes on In

thee.

here

or at least In the two
different funky types the

prevail currently. Cisn e'.
crowd sent up Revolta. did
the !Arnie Shuffle and
generally misbehaved
although the groaned tun
a. unrecorded. Ilk. o game
of tennis with live crab.,
er
seaweed eating and
pee pee drinking Really!
Messrs HUI. Vincent,
Holland and Froggy will be
funking it up for a Summer
Soot '78 night next Thursday
(15) at Ilford Tiffany., while
the next big all dayar Is the
International Soul Feetiral
on Saturday, July tat Wood
Green's Alexandra Palace in
North London. with Chirlo

-

- -

HUI. Robbie Vincent, Greg

Edwards, Tom Holland,
Sean French, Chris Brow-n,
Froggy, H1 - Tension,
Gonzalez and Control Line.'
And don't forget the Dundee
all - dayer next Sunday (181
gee you there!

JOX YOX

301 KERSHAW (Sheffield Ebeneezen) not only Jocks but
reviews discs for some local papers, so consequently he's on
all the mailing able (how did you guess the Is another
postman story'! I) . . . "A few weeks ago I heard the rattle
of the letterbox, and in my eager aerie to see what promotion
copies had arrived I rushed for the stales, tripped, and
plunged head -first towards the downstate. hall. I ended up
prostrate, shaken and decidedly stirred. not to mention
stunned, but surrounded by
ckets of record. Of course. it
goes without sayingthe first One I opened had to be
Don't Take It Lyln' Down', by The Doole ys I" Ouch,

p

UJ

-

T0

DAVE POTTER of Dave's Disco (South Ockendon 45401 playa et
many South Eraea club., where he's currently doing some merlon
research by handing out Ouestionnures asking his punters for info
and eroferences about record,. Die, record shops, waste rooers,

etc. Asa sample, Reead Minor . reading 14 rear - rid whoolold
Jame Taylor of Chadwall St Mary buys 2 to 3 angles a week Or
John Menrles, while her top ten are.
2

NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees
THE CLOSER GET TO YOU, Flack /Hetha way

3

JAMMING, Bob Marley

1

RSO

7

KU KLUX KLAN. Steel Puts
ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART, En., Brooks
SAM, Oirvis Newton -John
THE GREATEST LOVE OF ALL. George Ben.on

8

CHELSEA. Elvis Costello

9

DANCE AND SHAKE YOUR TAMBOURINE,

4

5
6

AbM
EMI
Anne
Radar

Band
10

Atlantic
island I
island

I

Universal Robot
US Red Grey

MCA

CAR WASH, Row Royce

GERRY SHURY

GERRY SHURT, pioneering
British arranger and producer In the earl - lleco Idiom,
traldcally died of a brain
subhaemOrrhage and while
sequent ear croak
dr/vingbaek from the Brasa

the labels of BrItaln'e
better soul - type singles, and
he will he greatly minced.
on

Rokotto are especially upset,
as Gerry was responsible for

their current direction

changing 'Funk Theory' Ml,
was panning an album
ConatrucUren and Risk otto gig and
session with them on Use
In Brighten on May 23rd Me nlgnthe died.
name was usually to be found

IMPORTANT
r

addrnae
PLEASE NOTE tam Oenplte uor BenwNl
Maeda sed by a,r. Sin 5vuw

non.
~4~atw
zlintints)
Isaa, Lneyou
111..".11~
r= a'

W.e.rá

aes

1

end m

ow woea

i(7r

Record Wilmot. June 10, 1978
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DISCO SPEAKERS, PA SYSTEMS, PROJECTORS, ALL LIGHTING

INCLUDING LASERS
Also Installations

tf

SINGLES

Apome tltal
Anne. 0001
oeul
LP

I®I

n

-

n

.

HANDYMAN

75

fñSmO
7s

71

N.RE

UK ONLY

Welt Midlands.

FOR RATES

DISCOLAND 01-690-2205/6

.1i

IONDOei [MST RR/7Ut DISCO SNOrtedl1
OFF All LIQUID WHEELS AND
,
CONETIES, WITH THIS AD DURING TUNE
EVERYTHING THE DJ NEEDS
ALL HERE FOR DEMO OR FAST DELIVERY'

*
*
*
**
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So you're

good enough
for radio?

STROBE BEIIOTE CONTR-OLLER

©

SPEED
OFF (01
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FAL STEREO DELUXE

June special. Only E DS. Deposit C38. Save
on this great unit

15011

*
*

p'©

ON

FLYING SAUCERS, In-

formation, photos Tshirts, meetings, sky -

(I)

-

watches.
SAE details,
UFO's, 47 Belslze Square, cel House, Whitcomb
Street, London WC2 7ER.
London NW3.
110W TO OET GIRL- ABSOLUTELY FREE!
FFIENDS, what to say, Songwriter, Magazine exGlos.
how to overcome shyness, plains copyright, publish
STEPHEN 22 SEEKS how to date any girl you Ing; recording royalties,
sincere girlfriend for fancy.
SAE for tree setting your own to music
lasting friendship. Lon- details. Dept R. 38. without paying. song
don area 18.2.1, all letters Abbeydape, Winter. contests etc.
Free copy
Box no. bourne, Bristol.
answered.
from International Song1621.
swriters'
Association
A ANE SCOTT for genuine
QUIET 1111(Z kdnd white friends, Introductions op- (RM), Limerick City.
guy 20. who suffers from prxsite sex, with sincerity Ireland.
agoraphobia, seeks and thoughtfulness. Deunderstanding coloured tails free.
Stamp to
girl for sincere relation- Jane Scott, 3/RM. North Instruments For Sale
ship. Leading hopefully Street. Quadrant. Bright'
to eventual marriage. m, Sussex. RN13GS.
FENDER TELECASTER
Cleveland area.
Box no
immaculate condiPOSTAL PARTNERS, all blonde
1618
tion.
8 months old. £170.
LONELY FELLA 28 ages, nationwide. person- Ring Tony 01.838 1522 or
looking for female friend al service. -Stamp, Ann 01-603 0924.

THIN FIZZY fans wanted
for penfliends SAE
Muslc Fans Club, 10
Chariton Road, Tetbury,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11 ken
concerts, musts,
cinema. humour. London
area. photo it posar please.

-SHY~no.
OUT

1620,

wants lonely
girl (16-20) for company
NW London area.
Box
19

-

no. 1619.

01,112, ze,

soul fan., sees.

similar Mends
Midlands.

In West
Box no.

-

I)Bn'i feel hunch...
1

''

tat

rear

Iw1's nnc. Nn

bhp' ekmc '

.1 you're
l..nr171h.lrnne

..,WWar
re owe
would
Ip ma-I aw n.»
e.
IMeNr, INer IRM I.

Heath, Sussex.

I -London
,

1

-dn

01 F1'11Á11

N

St Albans Avenue.
W4.

*
*

PORISMOUTII

Mode, lighting etc.

£795

- St Albans
COLLAPSIBLE DISCO
details

62133.

STANDS! Tubular steel:
bargain price 0201 Adjustable height model only
£26! P&P £1. Hurry
Ilmlted stocks.
Dis-

Livingstone

copower.
Place: Newport NPT
SET.

For Sale
PUNK T-SHIRTS, "De-

stroy," "Filth," "Ad-

verts," "Clash,' "XTC",
Small, me-

dium, large. (2 plus 26p
P&P.
Stuart Reynolds.
38a Thornhill Road,

-

Rastrick, Brighouse,
Yorkshire.

Orangefleld Crescent,

'

-

POEMS WANTED.
Details of special offer Disco Equipment
from New Horizon, Dept
RM 5 Victoria .Drive, DISCO SALE. Chronic
Bognor Regis.
stereo roadshow with

189

Ferry, Wings, Rory,

Elton, Patti S, Presley,
Marley, Yes, Stones,
Fonz, Eastwood
919in x
71n 11.25 (4 for £4
5 for
£5)
PO's / cheques
Roldring (2nd floor), 14
Church Road, London Ell

-

J ..

'` - ;

., :

*RR.HIRE
*MUSIC STORE

London Road, North End,

0705 60036

TWO ELO tickets Wembley 9th June for quick

kale

due

to illness.

Offers: S. Basta. 44 Mull
Petersbum, Airdrie, Lanark, Scotland. Telephone 89587.

AMERICAN 'POP'

MAGAZINES. Pix and
Info on all your fay.
artists and groups Including Starsky and
Hutch, Bay City Rollers,
Scott (Fonzie) Balo, John
Travolta, Leif Garrett,

--

-

6AR-

DYLAN. EARLS COURT,
two £5 tickets for Sat. 17th
June, must sell.
Box no. 1817.

Offers

GENESIS T-SHIRTS,

-

posters, badges, etc
sae
to 11 Jameson Lodge, 68
Shepherds Hill. London,
N86RW.
JOKERS CORNER, stink
bombs, pepper, bubble
gum, black face soap,
cigarette bangers, exploding matches, scars,

warts,

blood.

Itching,

sneezing powder, saucy

novelties, posers, posters- Send sae for long list
and free gifts to Dep RM,
Shaun Cassidy, Rosetta 187 Winchester Road.
Send SAE Bristol BS4 3NJ.
Stone etc.
for details:. Don, 187 PUNKY! TATTOO kits,
Southend Road, Wick pkt 26p; 10 dill £2. Beauty
ford, Essex.
spots or punky fingernails, 1 pkt 50p; 11 dirt £5.
ABRA PHOTOS, LIVE
Send POs to G. Page
COLOUR SHOTS, set of 10 3098
Viani Street. Sliema,,
31,4x6 Inch silk finish
Malta,
borderess print for only
LIVE COLOUR ROCK
£3.50, including postage.

-

-

-

to: DiCk Wallis,
PISTOLS HOLIDAYS 159Send
Hamilton Road,
128
cover Offers.
London SE 27 9S W.

Belfast.
MARC BOI.AN fan, guy MIRRORS - BOLAN.
22, seeks June child to Blondle, ABBA, Dury,
celebrate Summer.
Dylan. BGs, Stranglers.
Manchester, Box No. Bowls, Stewart, Costello,
1872.
Genesis. Pistols. Quo,
Llzzy, TRH, Beatles,

Music ions Wanted

-.)Of

*8 TRACK STUDIO

matching speakers.

Squeeze."

SV-

ss

CUSTOMISED JINGLES
JINGLE SERVICE AVAILABLE NOW

TELECOMMS

-

Special Notice

DRUMMER and
LYRICS WANTED by PUNKwanted.
Brlerley
bass
music publishing house
BIB 78672.

a,
Mow
MEI Dobbs talc
Abea,6.n Mn.e,

Riviera

-

11

áa1

11

10

Crescent, Staple Hill,
Bristol, BS18 45E.
DOVELNF: PARTNER
catalogue, select your
own partners and pen friends.
For free
samples photos sae, A16,
PO Box 100. Haywards

Musical Services

1813.

s.n(k

Graham,

172
£49 +

Tel: (02231 66798 Telex: 81697

/

I
a

°
.
Then well pj,s you sam Repellence
peence on the
equipment and when you're ready, you'll record a
programme using records, !togles end commeraal., which we will ode down Into a demo rape
to send round the radio stations All tbu sounds expensive, but we think that CIO for our
sic day course N money well spent ro further your career Interested?
Then please phone or ante for dared, of our Radio Presenter's Course

SUPER STROBE
138 + VAT
STROBE REMOTE CONTROLLER
£15 + VAT

LYRICS WANTED. Composing
recording /
promotion submit to
DONOVAN MEHER. Ex-

`

We'll show you mserophone mehnlyue, how to use
Broadcast turntables, cartridge players, how to drive a
Broadcast miring desk, how commercials are made,
terminology used, how in plan out a programme, and
lo station operates
In general how a retina

VAT
--- +VAT
Pulsar Light
Cambridge
of
Henley Road. Cambridge CBI SEA

JUMBO STROBE
MAXI STROBE

****************************

Personal

,-

Well let us help you on your way

MANUAL FLASH

*

Record Companies also present

For further details of this and otter exhrbittons
contact Larry Dane at Roger Squires Disco Centre
125 Church Road. Bristol BS5 9JR Tel. 0272 550550

Chesterfield

**

*
**

flit tilt

aguixl

WAIRN6

lute and fAl for quote
to:

DAVE BANES
723 William Thorpe Rood
Nth Winfield

CONTROLLERS

*

[i **

lard Mem e..ers. cameim. ..Ilk sooner
(5* cars. mr..de ,e11N STL unn ....... ...... n75
11.5
^Y Jel I a 12 M. b..ur .. . -. .......CDS

1AGd

SINGLES WANTED

LIGHTING

.

Used DJ

L(tJQtte

SECONDHAND

SUPERIOR

.

***
*
*
**
*

,

Now!

*

0
* 2O /O

and

01-8361522

SOUTH EASTERN ENTERTAINMENTS LTD.

*

QK OUT

IN THIS
FEATURE
RING

ADAM HALL IRM) SUPPLIES

377 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, LONDON SE13

Telephone 1011641 4482

ME Deasy,

Man Orde. S%.Nc. Is
CASTORS; FEET MA LADLES COVERINGS r IRE/CLOTH .GRILLE
IDOLS GATOS( S.NrNGEsr SPECIALISED HARDWARE
CORNERS; PIPINGS: TRIM ETC
QUANTm DISCOUNTS
On a S. SAE lo IRuerrenod Coulee, .
U..a 0. Sm... Now. GMnew Reed. Seuence d on -Ss SS750A

**If

SUTTON COMMON ROAD, SUTTON.

STORE
173 Stoorbr.dee Rd,

ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS?

*

PATCNIIS SOUNDS LTD.
SURREY

PHOTOS.

10
;ten 5,
borderless prints, only
£3.40 plus 20p p&p. Bands

available: New Sabbath,
ROCK AND ROLL T Queen, Abba, Oyster
SHIRTS, "Rock and Cult, Elkie Brooks,
Roll" slogan, rock and Bowie, Quo, Kiss Zepperoll T-shirts, top quality, lin. Genesis, Tubes,
SML £3.25. Sweat shirts
£5.30. Also new Blondle
shirts £3.25 and f5.50
Including postage. & Mall
Order from Tiger T -Shirts
RM 30).

Purple, Blackmore, Dylap, ELO, Yes, I1zzy,

SLADE. For only £3,75 a
set of 15 superb glossy
5x3' inch colour photos
of Slade. At the
Hammersmith Odeon,
1978From: S.
Flandes, 5 Mall Street,
Stanton By Dale, Dkeston. Derbyshire.

catalogue and
proofs + 25p for sample

SLADE, SLADE,

-

Floyd, ELP, Eagles,
Fleetwoods, Gabriel, Patti. Ronstadt, Stones,
Stewart, Who,

- 50 more. -Wings,
Send
sae for free
Ferry

print, listing your interests.

Dick Wallis

Photography, 159 Hamilton Road, London, SE71
BSN.

IF YOU'RE AFTER
BADGES, JULE GIVES

YOU SERVICE Elvis, JImi Hendrix,
Sweet, Patti Smith,

Blondte, Fleetwood Mac,
Buzzcocks, Eddie & The
Hot Rods, The Who, Kiss,

Jethro Tull, Santana,

Judith Priest, Rainbow,
ELO, Thin L fizzy, AdverUs, Grateful Dead,

Boomtown Rates, Charlie
Chaplin, Marilyn Monroe,
James Dean, Penetration, Graham Parker,
New Wave, Damned,
Sabbath, Bowie, Quo,
Zeppelin, Cockney Rebel.
Rod Stewart, Alex Harvey. Wings, Be Bop, Sex
Pistols, Clash, Jam. ELF',
Stones. Rory Gallagher,

Pink Floyd, 1occ, 259
each plus sae. Keep
smiling and have a nlee
doy.
Send to: Julie
Williams, 7 Candy Street.
London. E32LH.
BOWIE FILMS, fantastic

-

super 8 colour concert
movies, also Who
Sae
David Anthony, 81 Mel-

-

rose Avenue. Sutton
Coldfleld, West Midlands

ABRA CONCERT photos,
set of eight, 7x5, exciting
photos of Abbe. Only 12 +
25p p&p. Money refunded
U not satlsfled
Send to:
Ivan Long, 22 Sparrows.
Heme, Bushey, Berta.

-

Wanted
BUZZCOCKS BOOTLEGS/ Spiral Scratch.

-

WIlilams, 17 Lonadale
Avenue, Rochdale.
.1.
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SEP: GRES posters,
cutengs etc, "Saturday
Night Fever" reviews.
Please include prices.
Ken Raker. 5 Arlington
Court, Mayne Avenue,
Luton. Beds.
JUKE HENDRIX concert
tapes. Any personal
tapes, broadcasts. interviews etc_ Particularly
any 1967 club gigs. Buy.

-

or

trade from vast

-

Pat Daly, 6
lectors.
Queens Gardens. Aberco

deen

ABI 6Y1).
NILY, THEATRE

1"RGI

programme from "God spell', from 1471. Good
Yvonne
Price paid.
Dightmaker, 42 Dendngbam Avenue, Manor
Part, Iondon E125QE.

-

RECORD FINDING MARBLE ARCH Dis-

service, those you want
and can't find, thousands
in stock, will get If not,
any artist, any records,
just jot down those you
need and send with SAE.
Don, 137 Southend
Road, Wlckford, Essex.

-

I'ASTBWSTEBR,

AL

6424.

KEITH LAYTON.
521 2íT1.
699 4010.

STEVE

DAY

4976.

1,000's

SEND
-nodal Chnrobert
F2
01.130931,
106

A. E.
Street.

-

-

lifetime

readers all

Size 11' it 17'. Limited
edition. Send £1.50 4
251>

Telephone 01-722 8111.

Debla

-

D
publications, Ltd

RECEPTIONISTers

NiM

,

Mobile Discos

-

-

-

-

21.10

911161 Se.

tars

MSS

09

S

II[tS

SOUND nOn/aar11,
and as,. sower

...u.ee..s,.. sn .w

DEMII NONIO No.

3

PENSOSM

D

n

LULU Ne.

S

21.10

l

v

A

.,

add

1 Epe

SATURDAY MIGHT

Rya

£1.10

av o..uoss tot eo to r ponto.

eft.,lu.M poster

22 MOOR STREET, BIRMINGHAM

rR
4

lNIBUtU

E1.10

GOOD LUCK TO OUR

DAVID ESSEX
WITH EVITA

11

a{...pry., on.....
Out Iwo/ you .i..r.
BIM III HANDY
,

&

Roger Squire Studio,
RADIO >L'DITIO' TAPES RADIO COURSES
COMPREHENSIVE JINGLES SERVICE ACCAPELLAS
55 Charlbert St. London. NWS 615. Tel. 01.722 8111.

advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading

Insertion(sl commencing issued dated
I enclose a cheque/postal order for
MIRROR

Ill

E1

21.10

F

- order form

proud

5(1111 N. P111)

E1.10

"CARDS & POSTERS"
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Roles sad Conditions

NOTICES,

I

MEM

of

For ClllaS PTA renlT105. 9TUATIDILS vACANr
}SCOWS PA Saar Y.aitem**, TS TON SALE.

Am.,

ANGELS No.

MO. I11E01 £1.10

Long Acre London
WC2E9JT-

RCt.DaIG
na oder one. a.o.s..aass

(Ii..die)
..rl pl.,

I

C11tI11 MGM E1.20
Top USA Model

Record Mirror.
have

Undo m. h,.dap.

Lolais *Tr
SPECIAL

21.115

0-1I

NEW POST15l
QUEEN W.4

UNIT I

Write

HOLLYWOOD COW

JACLYM IM. 3

Ill
Plots.

Gi...y

P.w

LS

%Wards Park Avenue
Ilford, Eases

SMALLS

PANT needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. Free details.
Musial Services, 1306 /
R. North Highland,
Hollywood, C. California.
16588, USA.

INd

1

emid

Songwriting

E3 -M

pfsp to

applicant should
chboard
The successful a PABX switchboard.
doing to
p°
holiday
experience
weeks
4
with
include
scheme
Benefits
pension
5, and a contributoryinsurance.S,
freea life
Spotlight
rtITrerlt

-

AT 11IMIMGMAM

IOW

offer of an outstanding lifelike framed 3D
colour portrait.

Sounds
Week,uccSoo

FORMAT 78. Great new
disco jingle sets from
Roger Squire Studio.

N ITC: SQUIRE DIMID all
occasions South Landon
recent hits etc. 5600+ and North Kent area.
from lop. Fastest service 30.16644 eves_
around:
SAE list
01-9(8
P. RF,£KIDATN"
Cowley, 49 High Street, 4628.
Barrington, Cambridge.
NOT FRAGILE over
CH AR TRUSTERS! drive Roadahow exGOLDEN
oldies perienced D. J.'s availavailable, 'S6 - '76. a must able for all function.
97for collectors
Godsend "aUilt
for DJs.
SAE: L. AMM ERSOIINIR' DIS
Duakery, Balln Western CO for your private
(toad, Hove, Brighton. function WS area.
Caters we'e. e.
Smith We
-thing 16645

-

/7

TELEPHONIST

DJ Jingles -

GUARANTEED SINGLFIIIN.w / used. oldies,

-

a

DEBBIE
MARRY

SANDS

id

thousands of

country.

Sae,

S.

1151815 WRIST

London N6 5R W.

-

I

3.3

Caoue
TI<TATION 21.30
(fade Me) Illy
ey.
Ow, Sdisrk, II..6e, Ga.,
men., Fend, 11r..qlsrs.

THE KING

over the

-Street.

ean at our shop at the
above address

8

Once in

forS

ANGELS L1.10

MIOTOS

our

rcgtWeed

Ms

OF

feature costs very
little and will advertise
your
ELVIS PRESLEY
products to

BARRY MANILOW for
requirements: 192 details send S.A.E. to
Broomfield Road, Cyndl, 47 Temple Road,
Chelmsford, Ernes.
Croydon. Surrey, CRO
LARGE. 14ELF.(77ON ex I HU.

E1.10

uy'

To Advertise in this

-

-

S

_

Dt1Il1 HAM

-

Fan Clubs

155 Church
Street, London W2 INA m-

EI,10

SET

FOR SALE

HALF PRICE cassettes LENA ZAVARONI fan
latest releases. Sae for club. S. A. E. for details,
list to R. N. Crawford. 16 20 Silfleld Road, WyTarget Close, Bed(ont, mondham, Norfolk, N RIB
Middlesex.
9AY
(WIVE{ RE(JORD Fl ND- GENESIS INFORMA1NG NF.KVICE speci- TION: Send S.A.E. for
alists In obtaining those details to
Il Jameson
difficult to get records. Lodge, 58 Shepherds Hilt

Records,

10111E

.

LOOK THIS SPACE IS

I

-

NE

-

-

Chelmsford

E

a

-

t

Weymouth, Dorset
THOURANDN SECONDHAND records, all types.
send 15p for huge June.
Rd. Stop Look & lAstel,
Flayle, Comsat (Overseas customers send 3
International reply coo pans).
FREE RECORDS with
tear order. Rock, Pop,
Temla. 1967-77.
large
S.A.E. 9L Dutton I one,
East Ielgh, Hampshire.
REST OF BRmMII new
wave singles, albums +
I3lners. Send 7p S.A.E.
for lists b
Bluebird

S

-

-

47

o

Tel:

01-524

-

ALBUMS! All solo albums by the Abba
members available. Also
ABBA's FIRST ALBUM
"Ring Ring".
Write,
enclosing an Inter
national reply coupon to:
1.1A.
Anders Ahlback, LyA QUICK service and top
ekasvagen 3, S-51100
prices guaranteed for KINN A, Sweden.
your unwanted LPs and
cassettes. any quantity
bought. & send details
with an sae for lash offer Situations Vocant
by return of post GEMA. Dept RM, PO Box LYRIC WRITERS re-'
54. Crokhamwei Road,
by recording
Reading, Ber- qulred
company. Details (sae):
Woolly.
kshire.
30 Sneyd Hall Road,
e's and cassettes Bloxwich, Staffordshire.
bought for up to E1.50 DJ'S 16-25 YEARS wanteach cash or value. POST ed without equipment, for
WITH SAE for cash only, London pub work, beginto: Record and Tape ners considered, accomExchange. 90 Goldhawk modation available.
01Road, Shepherds Bush, 965 2991.
notion W12 (01-749 29313).

Juke box records

-

pe

01-

-

AREA, THE SOLO

thousands of golden oldies
In Stock. Sae stating

-

of rock, MIKE PETERS road soul, pop, Tamlashows / complete disco
S. A. E. 25 Southwalk, entertainment, Go Go
Middleton, Sussex_
dancers also available.
SAPS FROM 20p, 45s from Basildon 726661.
Large SAE: TERRY DEE'S
SP226
Thompson, 24 Beaufort 5378.
Avenue, Blackpool.
CHRIS'S DISCO.
GOLDEN OLDIES ga- Leamington spa 35033.
lore, ex -juke box records
from l2'413. hundreds of
hits, most major stars.
SAE for lists: Dept H8, 82
Vandyke Street, LIverWAYS

LINDA RONSTADT singles wanted please, list
and price.
Nick. 7
Guest Avenue, Park stone, Poole. Dorset BHI2

Records For Sole

01-328

-

DAVE JENSEN

pool LSORT.

Records Wonted

- Ken,

cotheques-

SMALL ADS MUST

RE

for...

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD

STRICTLY PRE -PAID

run 1011

I9

TRAM Anvta MOODY rs
lop per
an

..s
on.

..e
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u.....

r...at..q0 tyro bo. owe ~au
80. MleiNeó
Mum owe wools Ø. an sa..o
SEAM M6IE AT.e..nmew

.1

r

n So 'Ad. raswn.e
EOf s DISCOUNTS
Sw b ianun.w
'PS

Name Address

bO...noo

..toa

1i
ET,
ITS At S7.v1..w

T.

e.* ,«.o
a..

arer000m...to.1

OM. .Ol
a..-..ee.

Mama and addrrss urban included io advert must be neat foT,
Send completed form so. Smolt Ads Dept, Si, RECORD MIRROR.
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Record Mirror for

fie best

results
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Long Acre, London WC?

Record Mirror,
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Pops.'n

ARE BEING

y--

1
C.NIU(5 Ate'
THE MOa1E1 AN' THE

PRoMISE ME you
D-K.you Bois I WAHT you
WoNT DO No PSULLSNr-TINO. I KIJoy1
UNDERSTAND WWII" 11A ON ABoU1. DON'1'Li'1"
ME DOWN, LE'f'S HANCr 1N THERE KNOW WHAT
I MEAN? WE'RE ONLy INTH15FoKTHE KIDS.

FAST CARS AN' THL
POWER MI' -04E
FAME AN' -INC Boo:(1
AN' THE DOPE. RN'

THE EKPEM51VE
HOUOA15. HUH?

1141S VJEEI.._THE

RATz Go w

FOR

HFJAs°J j SLO iiA EJ S WITH L W'S
of WORDS t.RIrrEJJ IN BOLD

SoME

0.K ..`100 DIRty RAtZ, IF
uKE THIS CAR-fooNJ

TYPE.

7ou DON'T

you'RE3-U51 A BUNO+
YES

Folks you

IgATZ SUMP

7Er

ANOTHER BAND WA4oK

~RAT ELAN, WHAT PA(JAoiE, WHAT

Cttw,- $R\Kv&-.12\-

; 11'$1HK CAH SEE WWII'
CE11IN4 Al NOW tOS
IF THE KIDS ARE uHITE) THEY
WILL NEVER BE oÑIDED!'cos IF
YEAH

1

you'

yE'H!

I'M r1EJER

GONNA

1HLy WERE orJroCO THE`/ WOULDN'T BE UNITED AN'YoU'RE EITHER
DIVIDED oR UHtTED AN,_., CouLD

$tA41HE

KIDS.THEy PUT U5
WHERE WE ARE.
AN' IF -THE SuCJEEAs

WqN' 10

you Ej.PLAIN YHA'

PAy C40OD

MONEy TO SEC
IT'S UP To THEM

C,AIN?

US

ooPs'.t

RADIO ONE
Featured 40

-

Virgin
MCA

AIRPORT, Motors

ALMOST SUMMER, Celebration

See
CA PLANE POUR MOI, Plastic Bemand
Warner Bros
DANCING IN THE CITY, Marshall Han
Bronze
DAVY'S ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Manfred Mann's Earth Band
ABC
DEACON BLUES, Steely Dan
Dec ca
(DON'T LET ANOTHE RI GOOD DAY GO BY, Jim Rafferty
Power Exchange
DO WHAT I GOTTA DO, The Imperials
RCA
EASY COME EASY GO, Odyssey
Warner Bros
HONEST I DO LOVE YOU, Conti Solon
RSO
IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU, Yvonne Elliman
Chiswick
The
Bishops
I TAKE WHAT I WANT,
R SURE BRINGS OUT THE LOVE IN YOUR EYES. David Soul Private Stack
ABC
JO51E, Steely Dan
Casablanca
LAST DANCE, Donna Summer
Mota
LOVE IS IN THE AIR. John Paul Young
Polydor
LOVE ON THE REBOUND, Dodger
ABM
MADEMOISELLE, Sty«
Bronze
MAKING UP AGAIN, Gold's

MIND BLOWING DECISIONS,Hearwave
MISS YOU, Rolling Stones
MORE THAN A WOMAN, Tavares
MOVIN' OUT (ANTHONY'S SONG), billy Joel

EWE

EMI

Capitol
CBS

OH CAROL, Steak.e
OLE OLA. Rod Sorrow a The Stoned, World Cup Sacad
ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART, Elkie Brooks .

RAE
Area

ADM

Radar
PUMP R UP, EJe. Costello Et The Anrac+ron.
Island
SATISFY MY SOUL, Bob Marley B The Waders
Capitol
STILL THE SAME, Bob Seger
RSO
STRANDED IN A LIMOUSINE, Paul Simon
RSO
NM,
STUBBORN KIND OF FELLA. Franke
EMI
SUBSTITUTE, Clot
Magnet
THE BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY, Dons
EMI
THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate Bush
TREAT HER RIGHT, Row Ballard
ANN
WE'RE ALL ONE, Bryn Haworth
Mepnet
WHAT A WASTE. Ion Dery
5611
WOMAN OF MINE. Dean Friedman
Ulesong
YOu BELONG TO ME. Carly Simon
Rekua
YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT. John Trevolu B Olvu Neweon John RSO
YOU TOOK THE WORDS RIGHT OUT OF MY MOUTH, Meat loaf
Epic

RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Owe Lae Tray. NORTHERN LIGHTS,

Rennao

.nc.

Shan Bar" (DON'T LET ANOTHER) GOOD DAY GO
Pad Burr.,, AIRPORT, Motors
Tory Neck bum
KM

of PRATS

LwEABLF+CoES tHE

WB
BY, Jim Rafferty Decca

GIVE ME A CALL, Barry Biggs

J.nrn JUST

YOUR FRIENDS, Mink Devine,

Vlrgln
Dynamo
Capitol

BEACON RADIO
Wolverhampton
ADD OHS
FLYING HIGH. Commodores
LAST DANCE, Donna Soma.,
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS. Heatwave
WOMAN OF MINE. Dean FrWman
ALMOST SUMMER, CeMtratton
.1 DON'T WANNA GO, Bruce Roberta
WE'RE ALL ALONE, Bryn Haworth
THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate Bush
SLOW DANCER, Ana Coolidge
WHATEVER'S WRITTEN IN YOUR HEART. Grey R.TINA
I'VE GOT TO GO. Bane Jo Spears .

~own
Casablanca
GTO

WI

CJESS So SooNN`4,
WE AINI1C,oNNA;ET

ALL ALOOFAM'S-83P
DOING 41C,5'L.OE WE
REMEMBER WHAT
(THE KIDS HAVE
DO NC FOR us.__..
AN' WE NJELD
A THE CASH

R A D'I O
PLAYLISTS,

''-

°Won
Abbe
EMI

ABM
Orated Aroma

~re Art.al

VJ

PoJER1/

,ON4 REASoÑS,LIKE

!

!

RADIO' VICTORY
HIT PICKS
Clare Poked: SLOW DANCER. Rao Coolidge
ADM
Micky Jackman: SURRENDER, Cheep Tnck
Loin
Day. Chr.dan: THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kale Bush
EMI
Andy
JUST YOUR FRIEND, Mink Devine
Cooed
Otee R.d.r. CRY LIKE A BABY, Boa Toos
Ste
Anton
FILL MY UFE WITH LOVE, Richard Tate
ABC
Howard Pearce: MAKING UP AGAIN, ('iold,e
Bruns
Jack McLaughlin: WHATEVER'S WRITTEN IN YOUR HEART, Gerry Rafferty
UA
D.v. Carom: SWUNG. Rod Stewart
Rive
Sutton
I TAKE WHAT I WANT, Count Bishop
Chiswick

Frri

~by:

al

.

ALL. THE

Portsmouth

Spot:

BRMB

BBC BLACKBURN

Birmingham
ADD ONS
MISS YOU. Rolling Stones
HONEST I DO LOVE YOU. Candi Stator ,
MOVIN' OUT, Billy Joel
AIRPORT. Motors
SLOW DANCER, Rita Coolidge
TWO DOORS DOWN. Dolly Parton
NEW YORK'S A LONELY TOWN, Trade Wands
BLUER THAN BLUE, Michael Johnson

EMI

', Warner Brothers
CBS
Virgin
ADM
RCA

Chatty
EMI

¡CAPITOL RADIO.
CLIMBERS
WOMAN OF MINE. Dean Friedman
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS, Heetweve
JUST YOUR FRIEND, Mink Devise
TWO DOORS DOWN, Doe Patton
WHATEVER'S WRITTEN IN YOUR HEART, Gerry Ratlenv
Peoples Clacks USE TO BENT GIRL, O'Jays

GTO

Capitol
RCA

United Amos
Philadelphia

(THAMES VALLEY
ADO OHS
THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN EIS EYES. Kate Bosh
WHATEVER'S WRITTEN IN YOUR HEART, Gerry Rafferty
EASIER FOR YOU. Tarney Spencer Band
SOUL (IN FIRE. Del Richardson
TRUE LOVE. Betty Everett
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS, Heatwa.,
ALWAYS LAUGHING, Joe Brown

EMI
United Amsts
ADM
Untied Artlaa
GTO
Pinnace

BBC ULSTER
THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate Born

Levi

Terri

Logo
Stax
EMI

MCA
Phdap.

EMI

MCA

Nottingham
ADD ONS
MINO BLOWING DECISIONS, Hearwave
ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART, Elbe Brooks
WOMAN OF MINE, Dean Friedman
MOVIN' OUT, Billy Joel
CHI MAI, Ems Morncone
COME INTO MY HEART, USA European Connecuon
FOREVER AUTUMN, Justin Hayward
JUST YOUR FRIEND, Mink Dever
FLYING HIGH, Commodores
EAST TO WEST, Voyace
THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate Bush

GTO

ABM
LPe tong
CBS

PAM, Srod
CBS

Capad

Moto..
GTO
FMI

Gull

ADO OBIS

JUST YOUR FRIENDS. Mink
URBAN SPACEMAN Bons, Dog Band
I'M ON MY WAY, Captain B
STILL THE SAME. Bob Seger
BEAUTIRIL LOVER. BrotMlmd°, Eke.

HIT PICKS

Jude Bunker TM INTO SOMETHING GOOD, Therapy
Nigel DFeolc HAPPY, William Ben
Rob Wedge, MISS YOU, Roping Stones
K.M %non: ARGENTINE MELODY, San Jose
Pat Gilead SUPERMAN, Tony Monopoly
Torya HMV THE MAN WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kate
Bush
Phi Scott LETS PUT OUR LOVE BACK TOGETHERDenise 6 Gold

RADIO TRENT
Ldesong

Ueeeng
MCA

WHA'f WrfH All-1HIs POL11Ic.AL s1uFF
WJEJER KNEW THAT W E ATC,SLEPIW1'N
ArJ'S'I1IED CLOSETOTHE KIDS FOR

PLAj FOR1H KIDS1'0O.
WHEN ONE OF My GUITAR 51RJ NC,S
Coot KEEP Col we,. CAN OHL/ PLAY
THREE eJoTES So I SU51 40 OeJTo
THE '14-r 5TRIN4.
OFJL`'

EMI
Cooke/

Uneod Mans

ABM

.

GPM

Py.

ILUXEMBOURG
BULLETS
Afik
TAKE ME I'M YOURS, Souses
CBS
WAR OF THE WORLDS.fOREVER AUTUMN, Amon Hayward
WHATEVER'S WRITTEN IN YOUR HEART Gerry R.Heny
edrvud ArEl
MAN
THE
WITH THE CHILD IN HIS EYES, Kole Bush
Arcs
HONEY' YOU'RE HEAVEN TO ME, Drrtrrs
RA
MOVIN OUT, Billy Joel
'
RCA
DRIFT AWAY, Mud
(DON'T LET ANOTHER) GOOD DAY GO BY, Jin R%R.m,
U "IBS
STILL THE SAME. Bob Seger
POMIEP PLAT: DISCO SOUL ROOTS, EEO

le TAM( SPIN WAITING HERE FOR IDO, R.b Noreen

giros

Record Mnror June 11

-HE BOOMTOWN RATS

NEW SINGLE

LIKE CLOCKI,,
THE TONIC FOR THE TROOPS TOUR
DUBLINTRE
JUNE 13TH OLYMPIA
BELFAS
ULSTER HALLTH BELFAST

I 5TH

016TH

vICTORIA HALL-HANLEY

EMPIRE LIVERPOOL
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
ST GEORGES HALL BRADFORD
20TH ABC THEATRE BLACKPOOL
22ND ODEON EDINBURGH
23RD APOLLO GLASGOW
26TH DE MONTFORT HALL LEICESTER
27TH ODEON BIRMINGHAM
28TH COLSTON HALL BRISTOL
29TH NEW THEATRE OXFORD
17TH
19TH

30TH
JULY 2ND
3RD
- 5TH
6TH
9TH

OUT JUNE 9th.
ld
TONIC FOR

THE,TROOPS L.P. RELEASED

APOLLO MANCHESTER

SPA HALL BRIDLINGTON
CITY HALL NEWCASTLE
VILLAGE BOWL BOURNEMOUTH
DOME BRIGHTON
ODEON HAMMERSMITH

